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In addition to including all the major confessions and catechisms, Thy Word Is Still Truth
includes seminal articles on the doctrine of
Scripture from the following authors:
Oswald T. Allis • William Ames
Herman Bavinck • Louis Berkhof
Henry Bullinger • John Calvin
Edmund P. Clowney
William Cunningham
Raymond B. Dillard • Jonathan Edwards
Sinclair B. Ferguson • John M. Frame
Richard B. Gaffin Jr. • Louis Gaussen
Ernst Wilhelm Hengstenberg
Archibald Alexander Hodge
Charles Hodge • John Knox
Peter A. Lillback • Martin Luther
J. Gresham Machen • Adolphe Monod
John Murray • John Owen
Vern S. Poythress • Moisés Silva
Charles H. Spurgeon
Ned B. Stonehouse • Francis Turretin
Zacharias Ursinus • Cornelius Van Til
Geerhardus Vos • Bruce K. Waltke
Benjamin Breckinridge Warfield
Robert Dick Wilson • John Witherspoon
Edward J. Young • Ulrich Zwingli

The key documents on scriptural authority in one readable volume.
“This excellent volume is a much-needed resource. It stands as a bulwark against every
form of the question ‘Did God really say?’ The excerpts and essays drawn from Martin
Luther to the present represent an immense reservoir of diverse reflections—from
Reformed confessions to the advent of contemporary biblical theology. . . . Its strength is
not its coverage of the last half century but its ample demonstration that today’s Reformed
Christians find themselves, on this subject, within a heritage rich in theological reflection
and powerful synthesis. To lose sight of this heritage or to stand aloof from it is to
impoverish our souls and to distance ourselves from the God who ‘looks’ to those who are
contrite and humble in spirit and who tremble at his Word.”
—D. A. Carson, Research Professor of New Testament, Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School, Deerfield, Illinois
“We have needed this book for a long time. In Thy Word Is Still Truth, Peter Lillback and
Richard Gaffin have drawn together the comprehensive witness of the church on behalf
of the total truthfulness and inerrancy of Scripture. No serious reader can doubt the case
for inerrancy made so consistently and clearly in these pages, and no serious defender of
Scripture can be without this vital volume that amounts to the most massive arsenal of
documentation for the inerrancy of Scripture ever assembled in a single book.”
—R. Albert Mohler Jr., President, The Southern Baptist Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky
“A massive array of extracts from major writers over five centuries, demonstrating both the
breadth, strength, clarity, humility, and rootedness of international Reformed bibliology
according to its historic confessional self-understanding, and also the insightful energy with
which Westminster’s own scholars have labored to vindicate the Reformed position as catholic
Christian truth. The book excels as a resource for study and a witness to Westminster’s integrity.”
—J. I. Packer, Board of Governors’ Professor of Theology, Regent College, Vancouver,
British Columbia
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NE OF THE HALLMARKS of
Westminster Theological Seminary
since its beginning in 1929 has been a high
view of Scripture that reflects the historic
Reformed theological and confessional
tradition. Thy Word Is Still Truth confirms
that Westminster still holds this high view.

O

The book’s title builds on the important
influence of E. J. Young’s classic book on
inerrancy, Thy Word Is Truth. This current
anthology unapologetically borrows that title,
emphasizing an abiding commitment to the
entire truthfulness of the Holy Scriptures
as well as a deep indebtedness to Reformed
thinkers from the past to the present.
“The issue before the world today is ‘Has
God said?’ I know of no body of literature
that can be of more help to people wrestling with this vital question.”
—John M. Frame, Reformed Theological
Seminary, Orlando, Florida
“A five-hundred-year library of thoughtful, faithful reflection on the nature of
biblical truth [in] a single, indispensable
volume.” —Philip G. Ryken, Wheaton
College, Wheaton, Illinois
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“A magnificent compendium.”
—David F. Wells, Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, Boston, Massachusetts
“This volume could not have come at a
more auspicious time.”
—Cephas T. A. Tushima, ECWA Theological Seminary, Jos, Nigeria
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“Kudos to Richard B. Gaffin and
Peter A. Lillback for giving us something
so good!” —Davi Charles Gomes,
Mackenzie Presbyterian University,
São Paulo, Brazil
“A readable treasury . . . a must for
resource, research, and life-changing devotional reading.” —Harry L. Reeder III,
Briarwood Presbyterian Church,
Birmingham, Alabama

“Within the ultramodern secular cultural environment, with its emphasis on relativism,
its lack of idealism, its reluctance to commitment, and its disrespect toward authority and
the sacred, Thy Word Is Still Truth represents a major theological landmark. It reminds the
church of the rich and significant heritage that we can draw on, going back not only to the
Reformation but also to the early church fathers—a heritage that is deeply rooted in the
apostolic faith. This book emphasizes the amazing theological unity, diversity, and coherence
of the biblical doctrine of the Word of God. It underscores the relevance of Reformed faith
as ‘a living tradition engaging with the pressing questions of today.’ Edited within a specific
historical context, this anthology on the authority and interpretation of Scripture speaks
eloquently and boldly to the whole of the contemporary church of Jesus Christ.”
—Pierre Berthoud, Professor Emeritus, Faculté Jean Calvin, Aix-en-Provence, France;
President, Fellowship of European Evangelical Theologians
“Against those who think a ‘high’ view of Scripture was the creation of nineteenth-century
Princetonians, and against those who think such a view of Scripture amounts to a defensive
posture devoid of profound theological reflection, this excellent volume is a much-needed
resource. It stands as a bulwark against every form of the question, ‘Did God really say?’
The excerpts and essays drawn from Martin Luther to the present represent an immense
reservoir of diverse reflections—from Calvin’s Institutes to Monod’s Farewell, from Owen,
Turretin, Gaussen, and Edwards to Spurgeon, Hengstenberg, and Machen, from Reformed
confessions to the advent of contemporary biblical theology. Although this collection includes
statements on recent controversies at Westminster Theological Seminary, its strength is
not its coverage of the last half-century but its ample demonstration that today’s Reformed
Christians find themselves, on this subject, within a heritage rich in theological reflection
and powerful synthesis. To lose sight of this heritage or to stand aloof from it is to impoverish our souls and to distance ourselves from the God who ‘looks’ to those who are contrite
and humble in spirit and who tremble at his Word.”
—D. A. Carson, Research Professor of New Testament, Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School, Deerfield, Illinois
“Lillback and Gaffin have assembled a trove of resources that will enable serious students
of Scripture to mine the wealth of the church’s testimony on one of the cardinal doctrines
of the Christian faith—the doctrine of Scripture, which proclaims the abiding truthfulness
and inerrancy of the Word of God. Thy Word Is Still Truth offers a scholarly exploration
from a great cloud of witnesses that is historical, exegetical, and theological, yet eminently
practical and hence immensely beneficial. This volume will serve the church for generations to come.”
—J. V. Fesko, Academic Dean and Professor of Systematic and Historical Theology,
Westminster Seminary California
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“Since its founding in 1929, Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia has specialized
in the doctrine of Scripture. Nearly everyone who has taught there over the years has made
some contribution to the subject. The Westminster faculty published three collections of essays
on Scripture: The Infallible Word (1946), Scripture and Confession (1973), and Inerrancy and
Hermeneutic (1988). The present volume, however, is a contribution of a higher order. It not
only republishes some of the best articles from the previous collections, but contains important
writings on biblical authority from the Reformation and post-Reformation periods (including
the churches’ creedal statements) down to the present day. There are articles from the faculty of
Old Princeton, from which Westminster takes its bearings, articles on controversial matters, and
articles describing the rationale for Westminster’s distinctive emphasis on biblical theology. And
the volume is honest in facing up to the recent controversy over Scripture at Westminster itself
and the seminary’s forthright response reaffirming biblical inerrancy. Throughout the years, I
have been moved again and again by Westminster’s willingness to stand against the world and for
the Word of God. The issue before the world today, as in the garden of Eden, is ‘Has God said?’ I
know of no body of literature that can be of more help to people wrestling with this vital question.”
—John M. Frame, J. D. Trimble Chair of Systematic Theology and Philosophy, Reformed
Theological Seminary, Orlando
“Every generation of Christians must anew believe, confess, understand, and live out the
Bible’s teaching that it is the inerrant Word of God. This timely book brings together many
invaluable historic and contemporary writings that will encourage us to defend and cherish
the Scriptures. It will certainly be a great blessing to those who study it.”
—W. Robert Godfrey, President and Professor of Church History, Westminster Seminary California
“In every generation it is required of the church (and its institutions) to defend and maintain
its commitment to the Scriptures as God’s Word written. Given the current climate in which
pastors and scholars choose to ignore confessional boundaries and recast the faith to suit
contemporary predilections, it is vital to establish that the trustworthiness of Scripture is an
essential component of historic Christian orthodoxy and the foundational assumption of the
Reformed tradition. No branch of the church has been as clearheaded and warmhearted in its
defense and articulation of the riches and integrity of the Bible as the Reformed branch. And no
seminary has been quite as clear or committed to the primacy of that Word in all its academic
branches as Westminster Theological Seminary, following in the tradition of Old Princeton.
“This book invites us to review the rich legacy of the church, Westminster’s place in that
tradition, and the necessity of reasserting this conviction for the health of the church and
the cure of souls. I cannot stress enough my gratitude to God that Westminster continues
to assert this truth in the clearest and most unambiguous manner.”
—Liam Goligher, Senior Minister, Tenth Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia
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“Where do you go to learn what the Reformers and post-Reformation orthodoxy have to say
about the Scriptures? Where do you procure a selection of relevant passages that span a few
centuries and yet agree about the truth and the nature of scriptural revelation? Where can you
find an anthology that shows the roots of Westminster Theological Seminary’s core relationship to scriptural revelation, as well as the contours of a beautiful struggle to remain faithful
to that tradition? Now here is a bird’s-eye perspective in one volume. Kudos to Richard B.
Gaffin and Peter A. Lillback for giving us something so good! This remarkable selection
of key authors and passages shares the theme that for many of us is both a passion and an
urgent necessity: the Word is still true and it is still truth. Please do not overlook this work.”
—Davi Charles Gomes, Chancellor, Mackenzie Presbyterian University, São Paulo, Brazil
“This is a unique anthology. It gathers material from the Reformation to the present day on
the doctrine of Scripture, and does so in keeping with the historical position of Westminster
Theological Seminary. The selection is far-reaching, and the addition of a section on biblical
theology is an excellent decision. A superb resource has now been provided by this volume.”
—Allan M. Harman, Research Professor, Presbyterian Theological College, Melbourne,
Australia
“The affirmation of the epistemological heart of the Christian faith in the Reformation
watchcry of sola Scriptura necessarily entailed what the generations since the apostles had
believed in, namely, the infallible nature of the Bible. Since the battles of the Reformation,
this truth about God’s Word has come under attack again and again—whether it be from
Quaker enthusiasm, deistic rationalism, or liberal Protestantism—and only when this truth
has been ardently defended have the fires of Christian piety continued to burn brightly. This
tremendous collection of sources about the infallibility and inerrancy of the Scriptures is
both a powerful reminder of these facts and a stirring impetus to be ‘a people of the Book.’
Wrought in recent conflict over this very issue, this volume is a welcome addition to the key
reference works of all those who genuinely desire to be Christ-centered and gospel-focused.”
—Michael A. G. Haykin, Professor of Church History and Biblical Spirituality and Director of the Andrew Fuller Center for Baptist Studies at The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary
“This new anthology of the writings of Reformed thinkers on the infallibility and the inerrancy of Scripture, from the Reformation era to today, is timely and beneficial. Building on
the title of E. J. Young’s classic book Thy Word Is Truth, this collection is committed to the
highest view of Scripture. And it affirms Scripture’s truthfulness and trustworthiness, which
are of crucial importance for the life of the church, her mission to the world, and the state of
believers’ souls. Reading this collection of contemporary texts, which reflects Westminster
Theological Seminary’s strong commitment to Scripture, one knows without a doubt that
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by the providence of God, Westminster has been faithful to and consistent with the historic
Reformed theological and confessional tradition on the doctrine of Scripture. Through Peter
Lillback and Richard Gaffin’s masterful work, readers are equipped not only to profit from
God’s Word but also to defend and affirm its perfection.”
—Benyamin F. Intan, President, International Reformed Evangelical Seminary, Jakarta,
Indonesia
“Every one of the chapters in this book sounds a solid teaching note on how evangelical
theology came to the positions it currently holds. Many among our younger scholars and
church members will be richly rewarded as they trace the history of how the Spirit of God
led his church in these essays and through these scholars, who fully trusted what God had
said in his Word. It is a joy to commend this volume to a wide reading audience.”
—Walter C. Kaiser Jr., President Emeritus, Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary,
South Hamilton, Massachusetts
“The authority and inerrancy of the Bible should be objectively defended with as many historically authoritative sources as possible in order to counter evil powers today that attempt
to destroy our faith in God and his Word. This book is a collection of the most authoritative
literature on the Scriptures from the Reformation period up to the present day. It will prove
to be an essential resource for those who want to apply and defend the Bible.”
—In Whan Kim, Former President and Professor of Old Testament Studies, Emeritus,
Chongshin University and Seminary, Seoul, South Korea
“Thy Word Is Still Truth is the definitive A-to-Z resource—historically rooted and biblically
informed—on the doctrine of Scripture. It pulls together a wide array of writings into one
convenient, comprehensive volume, and the result is a book that seems destined to become
one of the best resources available for today’s church, which finds herself in the midst of
controversy on the view of Scripture.”
— Sam Ko, Director of Global Ministries, SaRang Community Church, Seoul, South Korea;
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Wales Evangelical School of Theology, Bridgend, UK
“This magisterial anthology of important texts edited by Peter A. Lillback and Richard B.
Gaffin Jr., respectively President and Professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology at Westminster Theological Seminary, stands in the grand tradition of biblical inerrancy espoused by
Reformed theology for centuries and particularly for the past 85 years by Westminster. The
title (without the Still) recalls the profoundly significant impact of the work by E. J. Young,
one that shaped the thinking of many a budding theologian a half century ago, including
this writer. Modernity, and especially Post-modernity, has generated the need for a reassessment and reaffirmation of the doctrine of biblical inerrancy because of its foundational
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underpinning to the whole corpus of biblical authority, reliability, and theology. Lillback
and Gaffin have risen to the call and have led the way here to a renaissance of the views of
the founders of the Seminary and their adherence to the sacred Scriptures that undergirded
their potent and cherished Reformed faith.”
—Eugene H. Merrill, Distinguished Professor of Old Testament Studies, Dallas Theological Seminary
“The first great lie of the deceiver was to question the Word of God (Gen. 3:1: ‘Indeed, has
God said?’). Since then, and mankind’s tragic fall resulting from disobedience to the Word
of the Lord, the attack on the inerrant and the infallible, self-attesting Word of the living
God has continued unabated, and has, in fact, intensified. Seminaries—literally, the seedbed for pastors—have always been ‘high-value’ strategic fronts on which the enemy of God
has launched his familiar, deadly assault. Each generation not only endures those insidious
attacks, but also produces lost would-be soldiers of the cross, seducing and corrupting the
minds of men to deny the mind of God. Such examples of treason have sad and regrettable
consequences for those who surrender to the siren song of hell, ‘Did God say?’ Pastors have
left seminaries and Bible colleges where this deadly chemical cloud of doubt in the Bible has
drifted into their being, carried the hideous virus infecting their own souls into previously
godly pulpits, and communicated its deadly effects to their poor parishioners. From that
spreading disease of doubt in God’s Word, once-faithful denominations rot from within,
and once-flourishing cultures are infected and die.
“What is needed now, in Old Christendom, New Christendom, and the Next Christendom,
and in every generation, is a strong and noble stand for the Word of God in the seminary.
For this reason, I am thankful for Thy Word Is Still Truth, and I praise God for the incredible
labors and dedicated scholarship of Westminster Theological Seminary, her Bible-loving
board, her Scripture-saturated faculty and staff, her Word-loving students and supporters,
and the trusted editors of this great anthology, Drs. Richard Gaffin and Peter Lillback. They
have done what Westminster Theological Seminary has always done so well: leading the
church (and stirring her sister seminaries) back to the confessional standards, to the timeless river of orthodoxy that flows from the testimonies of the Reformers’ ‘rediscovery of the
written Word of God,’ on through the tributaries of the great Reformed confessions that
followed, eventually nourishing the faithful fields of stalwart theological timber—from the
Old Princetonians to Edward J. Young and younger living branches such as John Frame, and,
of course, Drs. Gaffin and Lillback themselves. This glorious river of confessional orthodoxy
not only demolishes the idols of doubt concerning the very Word of God as it rushes down
through the ages, but also ushers in soul-refreshment and living water for the people of
God. The cleansing that this book brings comes, mercifully, at a time when we need it most.
“I thank almighty God for this magnificent volume. There are few books of which it can be
said, ‘This is a comprehensive presentation of the subject.’ Yet I can say without reservation
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or hyperbole that this new anthology by P&R Publishing, edited by my esteemed colleagues
at Westminster Seminary, is exactly that: a comprehensive presentation of the witness of the
Reformed churches, with her finest pastor-scholars and her most radically biblical councils
testifying in succeeding ages to the veracity and the life-and-death importance underscored
in the title: Thy Word Is Still Truth.”
—Michael A. Milton, Chancellor and Chief Executive Officer and James M. Baird Jr.
Chair of Pastoral Theology, Reformed Theological Seminary, Orlando
“We have needed this book for a long time. In Thy Word Is Still Truth, Peter Lillback and
Richard Gaffin have drawn together the comprehensive witness of the church on behalf of
the total truthfulness and inerrancy of Scripture. No serious reader can doubt the case for
inerrancy made so consistently and clearly in these pages, and no serious defender of Scripture
can be without this vital volume that amounts to the most massive arsenal of documentation
for the inerrancy of Scripture ever assembled in a single book.”
—R. Albert Mohler Jr., President, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky
“The embattled title casts this book as an apologia for Westminster Seminary’s stand in a
recent internal debate. Yes, it is all of that, but it is a great deal more. It is a massive array of
extracts from major writers over five centuries, demonstrating both the breadth, strength,
clarity, humility, and rootedness of international Reformed bibliology according to its historic
confessional self-understanding, and also the insightful energy with which Westminster’s
own scholars have labored to vindicate the Reformed position as catholic Christian truth.
The book excels as a resource for study and a witness to Westminster’s integrity.”
—J. I. Packer, Board of Governors’ Professor of Theology, Regent College, Vancouver,
British Columbia
“Thy Word Is Still Truth is an invaluable resource that upholds the inerrancy, inspiration,
and final authority of Holy Scripture. Not only does it gather together the overwhelming
testimony of the Reformed tradition for the Bible’s inerrancy, it also brilliantly addresses
matters of special concern today, such as canon formation and redemptive-historical interpretation. With this volume, Westminster Theological Seminary reassumes its position as
the leading proponent of the historic Reformed doctrine of Scripture.”
—Richard D. Phillips, Senior Minister, Second Presbyterian Church, Greenville, South
Carolina
“Westminster Theological Seminary was established in no small part to faithfully uphold
a robust doctrine of biblical inerrancy informed by the scriptural doctrine of inspiration.
This doctrine, initially communicated to the public by the work of Dr. E. J. Young in Thy
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Word Is Truth, has now been bolstered by a marvelous and needed volume, Thy Word Is
Still Truth. Through the capable leadership and editorial work of Dr. Peter Lillback and
Dr. Richard Gaffin, we now have a readable treasury of biblical expositions and sermons,
as well as a thoughtful collection of articles and other works, that have effectively defended
the reliability of God’s Word as truth from the Reformation to the present. This volume is
an indispensable resource both for research and for life-changing devotional reading in light
of the renewed assault on the trustworthiness of God’s Word in our day.”
—Harry L. Reeder III, Senior Pastor/Teacher, Briarwood Presbyterian Church, Birmingham, Alabama
“This massive compendium is what it claims to be: a collection of essential writings on the
doctrine of Scripture from the time of the Protestant Reformation right up to the present
day. The evangelical theology of Scripture that emerged with particular clarity during the
Reformation in Europe has enjoyed widespread international influence ever since. The
creeds, confessions, sermons, essays, treatises, and personal testimonies in this anthology
demonstrate astonishing consistency and remarkable progress across half a millennium of
church history. Here, for the first time, a five-hundred-year library of thoughtful, faithful
reflection on the nature of biblical truth has been gathered into a single indispensable volume.”
—Philip G. Ryken, President, Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois
“The Reformation was spurred by Luther’s return to the Bible as the highest authority in
the church, the doctrine of the infallibility of Scripture has been taught in all evangelical
confessions and denominations, and its development has been influenced by people from
many confessions. Even so, it was the Reformed doctrine of Scripture, spreading from Switzerland, that became central to evangelicalism through the centuries, both in its terminology
and in its manner of defense. For example, Calvin’s application of the inner witness of the
Holy Spirit to the doctrine of Scripture, declaring that the final evidence for Scripture as
the Word of God comes from its Author, the Holy Spirit, directly to the believer’s heart, has
been central in the evangelical movement and has counteracted any impersonal approach
to hermeneutics. No wonder, then, that Reformed seminaries have been at the forefront of
formulating, developing, and defending the doctrine of Scripture. I am glad that Westminster
Theological Seminary takes the lead again by gathering five hundred years of good tradition,
proving how the old truth has been applied to ever-new ages again and again.”
—Thomas Schirrmacher, Chairman, Theological Commission of World Evangelical
Alliance; President, Martin Bucer Theological Seminary, Bonn, Zurich, Innsbruck,
Prague, Istanbul, São Paulo
“This is a magnificent and unique sourcebook containing original texts and their fine translations. These testimonies on the divine character of Scripture demonstrate that despite the
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variety of Protestant Reformers, synods, and theologians, there was, is, and can be unity
because of the common basis in the Word of God.”
—Herman Selderhuis, Professor of Church History, Theological University Apeldoorn,
The Netherlands; Director, Refo500
“When the Reformation reclaimed the historic apostolic tradition concerning Scripture as
the inerrant and infallible Word of God, it became incumbent upon God’s faithful people
to build bridges of biblical continuity from generation to generation. This anthology of the
Reformation heritage points to this faithfulness for our global Christianity. In our contemporary cosmic hostility to the gospel, Thy Word Is Still Truth is a timely reminder of the
history of Christian faith as it stands on the abiding power of Scripture as the infallible Word
of God that demands our total allegiance.”
—Philip Tachin, Senior Lecturer in Systematic Theology, Theological College of Northern
Nigeria, Jos, Nigeria
“In light of recent criticisms of the doctrine of biblical inerrancy, a reader containing some
of the most important writings on the issue is very welcome. From Luther to familiar names
of our own time (Murray, Gaffin, Ferguson), the editors have carefully assembled (with brief
introductory comments) all the essential material. Reading this volume is a bit like discovering
solid granite beneath our home. Reading through this volume, our confidence in Scripture’s
unassailable trustworthiness as the Word of God, infallible and inerrant, is greatly enhanced.”
—Derek W. H. Thomas, Professor of Systematic and Historical Theology, Reformed
Theological Seminary, Atlanta; Minister of Preaching and Teaching, First Presbyterian
Church, Columbia, South Carolina
“The consistent spirit of Reformed tradition in holding the absolute and profound belief in
Scripture as the true truth of the true revelation of the true God must be deeply and universally appreciated by all men in all times. To believe that God has unmistakably revealed his
perfect will to men of all ages is an absolute necessity for those who truly understand and
are totally obedient to the only true God. This kind of belief is sorely needed in our time
of pluralism and uncertainty that is leading our society to nowhere. We thank God for the
appearance of this monumental work in this crucial time.”
—Stephen Tong, Evangelist at Large; Founder, International Reformed Evangelical Seminary, Jakarta, Indonesia
“The contemporary Christian is constantly told, ‘Compromise or you’ll have no place in
today’s world.’ This compendium of historic Reformed theological and confessional traditions eloquently testifies that we don’t have to yield to such urgings. It is heartwarming to be
able to hold in one volume the Reformed faith’s critical engagement with pressing questions
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through the ages. I sincerely hope that with the publication of this volume, the rediscovery of
biblical authority in the Reformed traditions, which it encapsulates, will be made accessible
to the world, thereby expanding the church’s understanding of biblical authority. This will
be one way of ensuring that the hold that the global south is taking of Christ will not be an
ephemeral one. This volume could not have come at a more auspicious time; I recommend
it wholeheartedly.”
—Cephas T. A. Tushima, Dean, Evangelical Churches of West Africa Theological Seminary, Jos, Nigeria; Secretary, Continuing Theological Engagement of the Lausanne
Movement, Nigeria
“The title Thy Word Is Still Truth speaks for itself in a profound way. It expresses both the
scriptural foundation and the Reformed position of Westminster Theological Seminary.
The authority of the Scripture, the Holy Bible, is frequently questioned today by the liberal
seminaries and technological and scientific institutions across the world. This book echoes
the apologetic stand not only of the seminary but also of Christendom as a whole. ‘Thy word
is still truth’ should be the position of every committed Christian at all times. The work is a
massive collection of extracts from Christian scholars and godly men over five centuries who
held the principle of sola Scriptura, the mandate of the Christian life. The undiluted position
to vindicate the Reformed position of bibliology is repeatedly affirmed in this book, which
was the attraction and the strong imprint placed on me by Westminster Seminary through
my professors Richard B. Gaffin and Peter Lillback. The integrity of this seminary among
other seminaries is its commitment to the Word of God. Thy Word Is Still Truth challenges
the nonfoundational postmodernism of today. Every committed Christian and student of
the Scripture must have this book, along with the Word of God.”
—T. P. Varghese, Principal, Bethel Bible College, Punalur, Kerala, India
“Books that are born in the cradle of controversy are usually books worth having on your
shelf. Thy Word Is Still Truth proves this point beyond a shadow of a doubt. The genesis of
this anthology can be traced back to Westminster Seminary’s recent debates on the doctrine
of Scripture. Now we can all benefit from what was learned through the process. The covers
of this book hold together a veritable cornucopia of insights from top-notch theologians—
both past and present—all united in one laudable aim: upholding the authority and clarity
of the Holy Scriptures as God’s inspired Word. Pick it up and read. You’ll be simultaneously
instructed and edified.”
—Jason P. Van Vliet, Professor of Dogmatics, Canadian Reformed Theological Seminary,
Hamilton, Ontario
“Recent controversies on the doctrine of Scripture, both within and without Westminster
Theological Seminary, have forced the seminary to define its position. This compendium is
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an attempt to put the present position of Westminster in the context of the historic Reformed
position, both as originally formulated and as re-expressed in terms of later issues. Aside
from its value to Westminster, this volume documents the continuity and the diversity of
British and Continental thinking on Scripture as those streams have impacted the current
Westminster position.”
—Noel Weeks, Senior Lecturer in Ancient History and Associate of the Department of
Classics and Ancient History, University of Sydney
“A magnificent compendium! It has drawn from the best, the truest, and the deepest works
on, and affirmations about, the doctrine of Scripture. We need to hear these voices from
our past. They are wise, discerning, and profound.”
—David F. Wells, Distinguished Research Professor, Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, South Hamilton, Massachusetts
“This encyclopedic collection does remarkable service to the Reformed faith. In this fine
bouquet, the hue and the scent of each flower contribute to the beauty of the ensemble. It will
be valuable for those who want to admire the prime blooms, but even more it bears witness
to the field where they were gathered. In a day of historical amnesia, we are reminded of the
truth that cannot and must not be forgotten.”
—Paul Wells, Adjunct Dean, Faculté Jean Calvin, Aix-en-Provence, France; Editor,
La Revue Réformée; Director, Greenwich School of Theology, Clarborough, Retford, UK
“Can the church in the West find its bearings and return to God? Only if it finds the grace to
dethrone the zeitgeist and re-enthrone the Lord and Holy Scripture, which reveals him. This
volume is a manual for that enterprise. It is a sourcebook, history review, theology course,
and exegesis guide all rolled into one. It should be required for seminary students, acquired
by all pastors, and desired by anyone seeking to walk in the steps of the One who modeled
and taught reverence for what we call the Bible as the foundation for valid knowledge as well
as saving faith (John 17:17; 1 John 2:6).”
—Robert W. Yarbrough, Professor of New Testament, Covenant Theological Seminary,
St. Louis, Missouri
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Introduction

We believe that these Holy Scriptures fully contain the will of God, and that whatsoever man
ought to believe unto salvation, is sufficiently taught therein. For since the whole manner of
worship which God requires of us is written in them at large, it is unlawful for any one, though
an Apostle, to teach otherwise than we are now taught in the Holy Scriptures: nay, though it
were an angel from heaven, as the Apostle Paul saith (Gal. 1:8–9). For since it is forbidden to
add unto or take away any thing from the Word of God (Deut. 12:32; Prov. 30:6; Rev. 22:18; John
4:25), it doth thereby evidently appear that the doctrine thereof is most perfect and complete
in all respects. Neither may we compare any writings of men, though ever so holy, with those
divine Scriptures; nor ought we to compare custom, or the great multitude, or antiquity, or
succession of times or persons, or councils, decrees, or statutes, with the truth of God, for
the truth is above all: for all men are of themselves liars, and more vain than vanity itself.
Therefore we reject with all our hearts whatsoever doth not agree with this infallible rule,
which the Apostles have taught us, saying, Try the spirits whether they are of God (1 John 4:1);
likewise, If there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house
(2 John 10). (Belgic Confession 7)
As light that passes through the colored glass of a cathedral window, we are told, is light from
heaven, but is stained by the tints of the glass through which it passes; so any word of God
which is passed through the mind and soul of a man must come out discolored by the personality through which it is given, and just to that degree ceases to be the pure word of God. But
what if this personality has itself been formed by God into precisely the personality it is, for
the express purpose of communicating to the word given through it just the coloring which
it gives it? What if the colors of the stained-glass window have been designed by the architect
for the express purpose of giving to the light that floods the cathedral precisely the tone and
quality it receives from them? What if the word of God that comes to His people is framed by
God into the word of God it is, precisely by means of the qualities of the men formed by Him
for the purpose, through which it is given? When we think of God the Lord giving by His
Spirit a body of authoritative Scriptures to His people, we must remember that He is the God
of providence and of grace as well as of revelation and inspiration, and that He holds all the
lines of preparation as fully under His direction as He does the specific operation which we
call technically, in the narrow sense, by the name of “inspiration.” (Warfield)

One of the hallmarks of Westminster Theological Seminary from its beginning in 1929
under the courageous leadership of Dr. J. Gresham Machen has been a high view of Scripture
reflecting the historic Reformed theological and confessional tradition:
xix
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INTRODUCTION

When we say that the Bible is the Word of God, we mean something very definite indeed.
We mean that the Bible is true. We mean that the writers of the Bible, in addition to all their
providential qualifications for their task, received an immediate and supernatural guidance
and impulsion of the Spirit of God which kept them from the errors that are found in other
books, and made the resulting book, the Bible, to be completely true in what it says regarding
matters of fact, and completely authoritative in its commands. That is the great doctrine of
the full or plenary inspiration of Holy Scripture. (Machen)

In recent years, this understanding of God’s Word has been repeatedly challenged—not
simply by those in the liberal Protestant tradition, but also by those in the broad evangelical
perspective. In fact, in the past few years, Westminster addressed related issues in its own
theological crisis, which was motivated by differing hermeneutical perspectives and broader
understandings of confessional boundaries. Resolving the conflict required an extensive
and often painful process of theological clarification, historical reappraisal, and financial
risks, because the debate impacted friends of the seminary who took varying perspectives
on the issues involved.
Having resolved this conflict and having begun to articulate once again a clear and historic witness to this core value, Westminster now gives to the world a theological testimony
of the integrity of our views that we believe are grounded in the long and august Reformed
tradition on the doctrine of Scripture.
In this context, Thy Word Is Still Truth offers a selection of texts on the doctrine of
Scripture. The purpose of this book is to demonstrate that the conclusions reached in this
controversy, whose focal point was at Westminster, are nothing less than the continuing
flowering of the reformational views of Luther, Calvin, Bullinger, and the Reformed confessions on the doctrine of Scripture. Building on this foundation, the ongoing reflection
and contributions of theologians from various traditions and confessions of the Reformed
faith, we believe, led us ultimately to the Westminster Confession of Faith’s conclusion as
confirmed by this debate at Westminster Seminary.
The union of the many voices included in this volume that come together to support this
conclusion is what makes the argument compelling. The selections included build a sweeping
and elegant case for the conclusion that Westminster Seminary reached in this controversy.
The climax of the debate was reached in a document entitled “Affirmations and Denials
Regarding Recent Issues,” which is one of the final pieces in this theological anthology:
The Board wishes to reassure our constituencies and to assert to the watching world that it is
still the core commitment of Westminster Theological Seminary to prepare pastors, leaders
and scholars for the Church and the Kingdom of Christ. Such specialists in the Bible are discerning believers in Scripture who do not shirk the difficult questions, but who also address
such questions from the vantage point of Westminster’s historic heartfelt (ex animo) vow to
the infallible Word of God. (Statement from the Board of Trustees, Westminster Theological
Seminary [September 24, 2008])

Today, like Pilate at Jesus’ trial, our world and even the church are confused about ultimate
issues. Pilate’s question to Jesus, “What is truth?” (John 18:38), is still as urgent today as it
was back then. Earlier, in the High Priestly Prayer, Jesus had affirmed, “Thy word is truth”
(John 17:17 kjv). When Edward J. Young looked for a title to his manifesto on the doctrine
xx
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of inspiration, he turned to these words of Jesus. Jesus himself attested to the truth of God’s
Word; Young skillfully defended the truth of the Word. Today, we want to confess again in
the presence of God, Thy Word Is Still Truth.
That Word above all earthly pow’rs,
No thanks to them, abideth;
The Spirit and the gifts are ours,
Through him who with us sideth.
Let goods and kindred go,
This mortal life also;
The body they may kill;
God’s truth abideth still;
His kingdom is forever.
(Martin Luther, “A Mighty Fortress Is Our God”)
The Scriptures are perfect, inasmuch as they were uttered by the Word of God and His Spirit,
though we want the knowledge of their mysteries. (Irenaeus)
Therefore all Scripture is God-breathed, and in every way profitable so that one may best and
most profitably to the soul search the Divine Scriptures. (John of Damascus)

Westminster Theological Seminary, in its commitment to the authority, sufficiency,
self-attestation, and inerrant authority of Scripture, stands in continuity with the church
universal and more specifically in line with the rediscovery and expansion of biblical
authority in the Reformed traditions. This anthology presents chronologically and thematically major witnesses to this rich and varied understanding of God’s Word. Two main
strands of influence are clearly at work in the Westminster school: on the one hand, the
Scots-Irish Presbyterian brand represented (e.g., John Murray); on the other, the Dutch
heritage (e.g., Cornelius Van Til). The confessional sources of these two currents are the
Westminster Standards and the Three Forms of Unity, respectively, which in turn are
indebted to the Reformation in general and to Calvin in particular. Westminster Seminary’s clear stance on Scripture is defined not in a vacuum, but with a great awareness
of the difficult questions raised by the scholarship of its time. Indeed, Westminster, in
the line of Old Princeton, has a long-standing tradition of interacting with the newest
scholarship. This commitment is well illustrated by the training of several of its professors on European soil.
This anthology strives to document the diverse streams of influence that have shaped
Westminster’s strong commitment to Scripture, demonstrating not only how various
themes have developed through the centuries, but also how the doctrine of Scripture was
often shaped in the challenging furnaces of controversy. Our journey begins with the
breakthrough of the Reformation in the sixteenth century. At the outset, several fronts
were opened. On one side, Luther challenged the humanism of Erasmus by proclaiming
the clarity of the Word even in thorny subjects such as the question of free will. On the
other side, Zwingli, in debating Catholic traditions, unabashedly asserted the sole authority of Scripture in deciding controversial matters, thus making giant strides in defining
the doctrine of sola Scriptura:
xxi
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His will and true service we can learn and discover only from His true word in the Holy
Scriptures and in the trustworthy writings of His twelve apostles, otherwise from no human
laws and statutes. (Zwingli)

With Bullinger and Calvin, the doctrine of Scripture is further refined and defined. In
particular, Calvin expounds the necessity of the Bible and the self-authenticating character
of the Word of God in relation to the Holy Spirit:
Let this point therefore stand: that those whom the Holy Spirit has inwardly taught truly rest
upon Scripture, and that Scripture indeed is self-authenticated; hence, it is not right to subject
it to proof and reasoning. And the certainty it deserves with us, it attains by the testimony of
the Spirit. (Calvin)

The pages that follow continue with a survey of what Reformed confessions profess
about God’s Word. From the morning light of the dawn of the Reformation to the more
mature statements of such documents as Bullinger’s Second Helvetic Confession and
the Westminster Standards, we encounter a unified witness to the divine authority of
Scripture shining throughout Europe. These documents express in succinct terms the
authoritative teaching of the churches stemming out of the Reformation. By turning
next to examples of biblical interpretation at the time of the Reformation, the anthology
sheds light on another facet of the Reformed understanding of Scripture. Both Bullinger’s
De Testamento and Calvin’s Christ the End of the Law were first published separately, and
both were later inserted into larger volumes: Bullinger’s text as an appendix to his commentary on the New Testament Epistles and Calvin’s work as an introduction to the New
Testament. Thus both works are essential representations of the Reformers’ hermeneutics.
The following selections in this section depict how Reformed interpretation unfolded in
England, Scotland, and America.
In the next section, this book turns to the doctrine of Scripture at the time of Reformed
orthodoxy. In the context of the more complex discussions of scholasticism and of the rise
of rationalism, Reformed theologians took upon themselves the responsibility to defend
the authority of Scripture. This anthology presents not only samples from the important
Puritan theologians William Ames and John Owen, but also texts from Continental Europe
by Francis Turretin and the Helvetic Consensus Formula, as well as Jonathan Edwards’s
defense of Scripture in light of rationalism. These theological writings have had a significant
impact on Old Princeton and in turn the Westminster tradition.
The next three sections offer more proximate contexts for the affirmation of Scripture
at Westminster.
First, as indicated above, the Scottish and Dutch legacies correspond to two main strands
of theology at Westminster Seminary. The Scottish legacy itself is strongly influenced by the
high view of Scripture presented in the Westminster Standards. The Dutch legacy is seen
here from two angles: directly from Europe with Abraham Kuyper and Herman Bavinck
and indirectly in the work of Louis Berkhof. Indeed, Berkhof was an important transmitter
of Dutch theology in America.
Second, our window into the European contribution enables us to grasp early Reformed
responses to the earlier rationalist attack on Scripture that is also characteristic of our
time. The Swiss theologian Louis Gaussen offers a confessional stand on Scripture. Both
xxii
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Adolphe Monod and Ernst Wilhelm Hengstenberg rejected their rationalist past to embrace
a Reformed orthodox position on the Bible. A representative piece from Charles H. Spurgeon
is also included.
Third, Old Princeton, the parent institution of Westminster, provides a natural background
for better understanding Westminster’s stance. This collection includes three representative
theologians of Old Princeton: Charles Hodge, his natural child Archibald Alexander Hodge,
and his spiritual heir B. B. Warfield. The father laid the groundwork, the son was known as
an excellent communicator of the Princeton tradition, and Warfield brilliantly furthered
the Princeton doctrine of Scripture. Moisés Silva’s fine article offers a fitting summary and
conclusion to this section.
Westminster was founded in the midst of raging controversies in the 1920s. The heart
of the matter was the gulf between true supernatural Christianity and a watered-down,
naturalistic version of Christianity. In this context, defending the supernatural character of Scripture was paramount. This defense was most clearly expressed by some of the
founders of Westminster, specifically J. Gresham Machen, Robert Dick Wilson, and John
Murray. Here Machen’s address is most likely his last words on this issue; Wilson, the
great Old Testament scholar, defends the Bible against the onslaught of modern scholarship; and Murray formulates the doctrine of Scripture in a characteristically precise and
clear manner.
The doctrines of Scripture and of its interpretation were developed in different ways at
Westminster as various challenges were being faced. In the footsteps of the pioneer efforts
of Geerhardus Vos, Westminster advanced the discipline of biblical theology in a confessional framework:
The line of revelation is like the stem of those trees that grow in rings. Each successive ring has
grown out of the preceding one. But out of the sap and vigor that is in this stem there springs
a crown with branches and leaves and flowers and fruit. Such is the true relation between
Biblical and Systematic Theology. Dogmatics is the crown which grows out of all the work
that Biblical Theology can accomplish. (Vos)

After presenting key texts by Vos himself, the collection shows how Ned B. Stonehouse
applied this approach to his field of Gospel studies and how Edmund P. Clowney brought
biblical theology with its Christological focus to the pulpit. The next three excerpts illustrate
how a Reformed biblical-theological approach relates to specific concerns. Vern S. Poythress
illustrates how a high view of inspiration harmoniously fits the endeavors of the human
authors of Scripture. Moisés Silva, for his part, places the study of the Bible at Westminster
squarely on the shoulders of Christian interpreters of all ages by considering central concerns
in the history of interpretation.
In clearly expressed passages of scripture one can find all the things that concern faith and
the moral life (namely hope and love . . .). Then, after gaining familiarity with the language
of the divine scriptures, one should proceed to explore and analyse the obscure passages, by
taking examples from the more obvious parts to illuminate obscure expressions and by using
the evidence of indisputable passages to remove the uncertainty of ambiguous ones.1
1. St. Augustine, On Christian Teaching, trans. R. P. H. Green (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 37.
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Finally, Richard B. Gaffin Jr. examines how debates about hermeneutics raging in philosophical circles and among theologians relate to the interpretation of the New Testament.
One of the crucial questions of modern theological studies is that of the canon of Scripture. Westminster did not fail to address the problem as it relates to the inspiration, nature,
and authority of the Bible. Early on in the life of the seminary, both Young and Stonehouse
addressed the question from their respective fields of expertise. Later on, Gaffin revisited
the question: while standing in continuation with Calvin and the Westminster Confession of Faith, he advances the debate by integrating the insights of a redemptive-historical
approach. Besides the question of the canon, other challenges to the doctrine of Scripture
arose; the articles in the next section respond to some of these.
A consideration of the history of the doctrine of Scripture in the Reformed tradition in
general and during the life span of Westminster has brought to light two important aspects.
On the one hand, the Reformed tradition has not failed to tackle the hard questions and to
engage competing views, whether they be the traditionalism of Catholicism, the humanism of the Renaissance, or the rising of rationalism from the time of scholasticism to the
emergence of modern theology and critical scholarship.
The infallible rule of interpretation of Scripture is the Scripture itself; and therefore, when
there is a question about the true and full sense of any Scripture (which is not manifold, but
one), it may be searched and known by other places that speak more clearly. (WCF 1.9)

On the other hand, the Reformed faith also expressed a clear clarion sound in defense
of the Scripture and its inspiration, authority, and inerrancy. May this anthology spur us
forward in faithfulness to both Scripture and our calling to engage current issues. The texts
of Sinclair B. Ferguson and Young assist us in defining and clarifying a biblical understanding of the inspiration of Scripture. Ferguson argues that not the shape of Scripture, but
rather what Scripture asserts about itself, has priority in defining our doctrine of Scripture.
Young’s classic addresses thorny topics such as the comprehensive nature of inspiration
and the role of human authorship. John M. Frame’s two essays help us to refine our understanding of the self-witness of Scripture and assist us in responding to the philosophical
and theological challenge that human language is inadequate to transmit revelation from
God. While Raymond Dillard and Bruce Waltke address current issues in Old Testament
studies, Peter Lillback presents controversies by relating our current hermeneutical crisis
to the confessional standards of Westminster Seminary.
As our anthology comes to a close, we are now better equipped to observe how the conclusions reached during this time of crisis at Westminster build on the insights of previous
generations. The section on the Westminster controversy presents two succinct documents
summarizing the outcome of the theological reflection on Scripture that has taken place
over these past few years. Finally, the anthology closes with Lillback’s introduction to Gaffin’s classic study on the doctrine of Scripture of Abraham Kuyper and Herman Bavinck
and with Gaffin’s concluding remarks to the same study.
In conclusion, a consideration of these many voices reveals that the Reformed faith is a
living tradition engaging with the pressing questions of the day. While a careful reading of
these texts unveils a certain diversity of views, there remains among all these theologians
a broad consensus about the authority and inspiration of Scripture:
xxiv
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The hermeneutical flexibility that has characterized our tradition would probably come as a
surprise to many observers who view Westminster as excessively rigid. Ironically, our confessional documents, the Westminster Confession and Catechisms, are far more extensive
and detailed than those found in most evangelical institutions. Our theological parameters
are indeed very clearly defined, and yet those parameters themselves have made possible a
diversity of viewpoints that would not have been tolerated in some other institutions. (Silva)

This high view of Scripture is based on the testimony of Scripture itself about its nature.
Thus, this foundation is sure and enables the church to rest secure as she faces the storms
of controversy:
How firm a foundation, you saints of the Lord,
is laid for your faith in his excellent Word!
What more can he say than to you he has said,
to you who for refuge to Jesus have fled?
(“How Firm a Foundation”)

Our prayer is that God, by his grace, would use this anthology to further his kingdom.
We hope this book will help our readers to discern that Westminster’s theological position rightfully stands on the shoulders of many theological giants who have preceded it and
prepared the way for its birth and development.
Son, all the books of Scripture, both Old Testament and New, are inspired by God and useful
for instruction, as the Apostle says; but to those who really study it the Psalter yields especial
treasure. Briefly, then, if indeed any more is needed to drive home the point, the whole divine
Scripture is the teacher of virtue and true faith, but the Psalter gives a picture of spiritual life.
And so you too, Marcellinus, pondering the Psalms and reading them intelligently, with the
Spirit as your guide, will be able to grasp the meaning of each one, even as you desire. (Athanasius to Marcellinus)2
We must not suppose that the language proceeds from the men who are inspired, but from
the Divine Word which moves them. (Justin Martyr)
We cannot say of the writings of the Holy Spirit that anything in them is useless or superfluous, even if they seem to some obscure. (Origen)

Dr. Richard B. Gaffin Jr.,
Professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology, Emeritus,
Westminster Theological Seminary
Dr. Peter A. Lillback,
Professor of Historical Theology, President,
Westminster Theological Seminary

2. St. Athanasius, “The Letter of St. Athanasius to Marcellinus on the Interpretation of the Psalms,” in On the Incarnation (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir’s Seminary, 2003), 97, 107, 119.
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Notes on the Introductions
and Bibliographies
E AC H SE L E C T ION I S I N T RODUC E D by a short note that places the texts in their
historical contexts and summarizes the main contributions of the documents. These
introductions are followed by short bibliographies. These are meant to be suggestions
for the readers who want to learn more; they are in no way comprehensive. A special
place is given in these bibliographical notes to works written within the Princeton/
Westminster tradition.
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IJ
Part One

SOLA SCRIPTURA:
THE R EFORMERS’ R EDISCOVERY
OF THE WRITTEN WORD OF GOD

T H E D O C T R I N E OF S C R I P T U R E defended at Westminster Theological Seminary
has its roots in the Protestant Reformation of sixteenth-century Europe. The first part of
this compendium reflects this period of crucial rediscovery of the authority of Scripture,
the written Word of God, by presenting four key figures of the Reformation: Martin Luther,
Ulrich Zwingli, Heinrich Bullinger, and John Calvin. Westminster Calvinism naturally
appeals to the legacy of Calvin, and the Reformed faith also builds on a broader foundation.
In many respects, the views of Calvin stand in continuity with those of Luther. Moreover,
as it is commonly held, the Reformed tradition is not monolithic, stemming from only one
source. Our anthology emphasizes this historical reality by integrating Zwingli, the founder
of the Reformation in Zurich, and Bullinger, his successor.
The selections of texts show in addition that the Reformers defined their doctrine of
Scripture in contrast to several opposing forces. All four writers had, of course, to assert the
authority of Scripture alone over against that of the Catholic Church and her traditions. The
text from Luther’s Bondage of the Will depicts that he was also battling the humanism of
Erasmus. In the context of the controversy over free will, he affirmed the clarity or perspicuity
of Scripture. In other words, the Bible speaks clearly and authoritatively even on such thorny
topics as free will and predestination. This angle on Scripture will be found later on in the
Reformed tradition, especially in the struggle of the Synod of Dort and the Westminster
Standards against Arminianism. In the first Zurich Disputation (1523), Zwingli responds to
his Catholic critics. His reformation of practices in the church was based on his reading of
Scripture, and thus he defends his work on the basis of the principle of sola Scriptura. This
account reveals how, according to Zwingli and his colleagues, several traditional practices of
the Catholic Church do not stand the test of Scripture. With his popular sermons, entitled
The Decades, Bullinger strengthened not only the Reformation in Zurich, but also the one
in England. Indeed, those were translated early on and spread widely. In the two sermons
selected, he develops the doctrine of Scripture in contrast to Catholicism and to the early
Anabaptists. Indeed, not only does Scripture teach salvation by faith alone, but also the
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message of the Bible unfolds progressively in its pages. The second sermon conveys that
the Bible is to be heard and obeyed, thus leading to godliness. Selections by Bullinger are
also found in the second part, where he conveys his view on Scripture and interpretation in
the Second Helvetic Confession, and in the third part, where his treatise on the covenant is
reproduced. Calvin’s Institutes of the Christian Religion (1559) is the classic formulation of
sixteenth-century Reformed theology. There the doctrine of Scripture is set in the context
of God’s general and special revelation. Calvin’s first chapter here develops the necessity of
Scripture for a right, saving knowledge of God. The second chapter develops the witness of
the Spirit as the ultimate source of the authority of Scripture. This view contrasts with that
of the Catholic Church, which sees the church as lending authority to the Bible.
While the four selections in this part present the doctrine of Scripture defended by the
Reformers, the next part will consider the official statements of the Reformation of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In addition, the third part will turn from the definition of
the doctrine of Scripture to the implications of this doctrine for the interpretation of the Bible.

2
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The Bondage of the Will
M ARTIN LUTHER

Martin Luther, The Bondage of the Will, trans. Henry Cole with slight alteration from Edward Thomas
Vaughan, corrected by Henry Atherton (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1931), 18–29.

Martin Luther (1483–1546), the founder of Protestantism, was born in Eisleben, Germany, was educated at the University of Erfurt, and entered in 1505 the
Augustinian monastery at Erfurt. He was a professor of the Bible at the University
of Wittenberg and through his studies resolved his spiritual crisis by rediscovering the doctrine of justification by faith alone. It led him to reject the abuses of
the Roman Catholic Church and to understand that “the righteous shall live by
faith.” The posting of his Ninety-five Theses at Wittenberg on October 31, 1517
marks the beginning of the Reformation. Further, he set forth the Reformation
principle of sola Scriptura in his famous 1519 debate with John Eck at Leipzig.
Luther’s works fill up entire shelves; thus we can mention only a fraction of his
writings. In 1520, he wrote several major reformational works, such as On the
Babylonian Captivity of the Church and The Freedom of a Christian Man. He also
wrote many biblical commentaries, for instance on Genesis, the Psalms, Romans,
and Galatians. Though Luther clashed with Zwingli over the interpretation of the
Lord’s Supper, Luther’s breakthrough impacted all branches of Protestantism;
in particular, John Calvin was greatly indebted to his thought. Luther distanced
himself not only from the Catholic Church, but also from Erasmus’s humanism.
While he could welcome Erasmus’s scholarship, he challenged his doctrine of man.
Our selection highlights this controversy with humanism.
In this selection taken from The Bondage of the Will, Luther debates with Erasmus
over free will, and we see that his doctrine of Scripture alone is intimately coupled
with the perspicuity of Scripture, or the clarity of God’s Word in its central teachings.
That Scripture speaks clearly even to such questions as free will and predestination
was crucial to Luther, and after him to Calvin and the Synod of Dort.

3
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M ARTIN LUTHER

Bibliography: J. Atkinson. “Luther, Martin (1483–1546).” Pp. 401–4 in NDT. Roland H. Bainton. Here I
Stand: A Life of Martin Luther. Peabody, MA: Abingdon-Cokesbury, 1950. Martin Brecht. Martin Luther:
Shaping and Defining the Reformation. 3 vols. Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985–93. T. George. “Luther, Martin
(1493–1546).” Pp. 375–79 in BDE. R. W. Heinze. “Luther, Martin (1483–1546).” Pp. 665–67 in EDT. Scott
Hendrix. “5. Luther.” Pp. 39–56 in The Cambridge Companion to Reformation Theology. Bernhard Lohse.
Martin Luther’s Theology: Its Historical and Systematic Development. Ed. and trans. Roy A. Harrisville. Minneapolis: Fortress, 1999. “Luther, Martin.” NSHERK 7:69–79. Martin Luther. The Bondage of the Will. Trans.
J. I. Packer and O. R. Johnston. Grand Rapids: Fleming H. Revell, 1996. Carl S. Meyer. “Luther, Martin
(1483–1546).” Pp. 609–11 in NIDCC. Robert D. Preus. “Luther and Biblical Infallibility.” Pp. 99–142 in
Inerrancy and the Church. David S. Yeago. “Luther, Martin (1483–1546).” Pp. 331–35 in DHT.

F
Erasmus’s Preface Reviewed
Section I.—First of all, I would just touch upon some of the heads of your Preface; in
which, you somewhat disparage our cause and adorn your own. In the first place, I would
notice your censuring in me, in all your former books, an obstinacy of assertion; and saying,
in this book, “that you are so far from delighting in assertions, that you would rather at once
go over to the sentiments of the sceptics, if the inviolable authority of the Holy Scriptures,
and the decrees of the church, would permit you: to which authorities you willingly submit
yourself in all things, whether you follow what they prescribe, or follow it not.” These are
the principles that please you.
I consider (as in courtesy bound) that these things are asserted by you from a benevolent
mind, as being a lover of peace. But if any one else had asserted them, I should, perhaps,
have attacked him in my accustomed manner. But, however, I must not even allow you,
though so very good in your intentions, to err in this opinion. For not to delight in assertions, is not the character of the Christian mind: nay, he must delight in assertions, or he is
not a Christian. But, that we may not be mistaken in terms, by assertion, I mean a constant
adhering, affirming, confessing, defending, and invincibly persevering. Nor do I believe
the term signifies any thing else, either among the Latins [or classical authors], or as it is
used by us at this day.
And moreover, I speak concerning the asserting of those things, which are delivered to
us from above in the Holy Scriptures. Were it not so, we should want neither Erasmus nor
any other instructor to teach us, that, in things doubtful, useless, or unnecessary; assertions,
contentions, and strivings, would be not only absurd, but impious: and Paul condemns such
in more places than one. Nor do you, I believe, speak of these things, unless, as a ridiculous
orator, you wish to take up one subject, and go on with another, as the Roman Emperor
did with his Turbot; or, with the madness of a wicked writer, you wish to contend, that the
article concerning “Free-will” is doubtful, or not necessary.
Be sceptics and academics far from us Christians; but be there with us assertors twofold
more determined than the stoics themselves. How often does the apostle Paul require that
assurance of faith; that is, that most certain, and most firm assertion of Conscience, calling
it (Rom. 10:10) confession, “With the mouth confession is made unto salvation?” And Christ
4
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also saith, “Whosoever confesseth Me before men, him will I confess before My Father”
(Matt. 10:32). Peter commands us to “give a reason of the hope” that is in us (1 Peter 3:15). But
why should I dwell upon this; nothing is more known and more general among Christians
than assertions. Take away assertions, and you take away Christianity. Nay, the Holy Spirit
is given unto them from heaven, that He may glorify Christ, and confess Him even unto
death; unless this be not to assert—to die for confession and assertion. In a word, the Spirit
so asserts, that He comes upon the whole world and reproves them of sin (John 16:8); thus,
as it were, provoking to battle. And Paul enjoins Timothy to reprove, and to be instant out
of season (2 Tim. 4:2). But how ludicrous to me would be that reprover, who should neither
really believe that himself, of which he reproved, nor constantly assert it! Why I would send
him to Anticyra, to be cured.1
But I am the greatest fool, who thus lose words and time upon that, which is clearer than
the sun. What Christian would bear that assertions should be contemned? This would be
at once to deny all piety and religion together; or to assert, that religion, piety, and every
doctrine, is nothing at all. Why therefore do you too say, that you do not delight in assertions, and that you prefer such a mind to any other?
But you would have it understood that you have said nothing here concerning confessing
Christ, and His doctrines. I receive the admonition. And, in courtesy to you, I give up my
right and custom, and refrain from judging of your heart, reserving that for another time,
or for others. In the mean time, I admonish you to correct your tongue, and your pen, and
to refrain henceforth from using such expressions. For, how upright and honest soever your
heart may be, your words, which are the index of the heart, are not so. For, if you think the
matter of “Free-will” is not necessary to be known, nor at all concerned with Christ, you
speak honestly, but think wickedly: but, if you think it is necessary, you speak wickedly,
and think rightly. And if so, then there is no room for you to complain and exaggerate so
much concerning useless assertions and contentions: for what have they to do with the
nature of the cause?

Erasmus’s Scepticism
Section II.—But what will you say to these your declarations, when, be it remembered,
they are not confined to “Free-will” only, but apply to all doctrines in general throughout
the world—that, “if it were permitted you, by the inviolable authority of the sacred Writings
and decrees of the church, you would go over to the sentiments of the Sceptics?”—
What an all-changeable Proteus2 is there in these expressions, “inviolable authority” and
“decrees of the church!” As though you could have so very great a reverence for the Scriptures and the church, when at the same time you signify, that you wish you had the liberty
of being a Sceptic! What Christian would talk in this way? But if you say this in reference
to useless and doubtful doctrines, what news is there in what you say? Who, in such things,
would not wish for the liberty of the sceptical profession? Nay, what Christian is there who
does not actually use this liberty freely, and condemn all those who are drawn away with,
and captivated by every opinion? Unless you consider all Christians to be such (as the term
1. Ed. Note: Anticyra was a Greek port “known for hellebore (a medicinal plant)”; cf. OCD 104 [Oxford Classical Dictionary, ed. S. Hornblower and A. Spawforth; 3rd ed. (Oxford, 1996)].
2. Ed. Note: Proteus is “a minor sea-god” who “takes on various shapes . . . to escape”; cf. OCD 1265.
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is generally understood) whose doctrines are useless, and for which they quarrel like fools,
and contend by assertions. But if you speak of necessary things, what declaration more
impious can any one make, than that he wishes for the liberty of asserting nothing in such
matters? Whereas, the Christian will rather say this—I am so averse to the sentiments of
the Sceptics, that wherever I am not hindered by the infirmity of the flesh, I will not only
steadily adhere to the Sacred Writings every where, and in all parts of them, and assert
them, but I wish also to be as certain as possible in things that are not necessary, and that
lie without the Scripture: for what is more miserable than uncertainty.
What shall we say to these things also, where you add, “To which authorities I submit my
opinion in all things; whether I follow what they enjoin, or follow it not.”
What say you, Erasmus? Is it not enough that you submit your opinion to the Scriptures?
Do you submit it to the decrees of the church also? What can the church decree, that is not
decreed in the Scriptures? If it can, where then remains the liberty and power of judging
those who make the decrees? As Paul teaches, “Let others judge” (1 Cor. 14:29). Are you not
pleased that there should be any one to judge the decrees of the church, which, nevertheless,
Paul enjoins? What new kind of religion and humility is this, that, by our own example,
you would take away from us the power of judging the decrees of men, and give it unto men
without judgment? Where does the Scripture of God command us to do this?
Moreover, what Christian would so commit the injunctions of the Scripture and of the
church to the winds, as to say “whether I follow them, or follow them not?” You submit
yourself, and yet care not at all whether you follow them or not. But let that Christian be
anathema, who is not certain in, and does not follow, that which is enjoined him. For how
will he believe that which he does not follow? Do you here, then, mean to say, that following
is understanding a thing certainly, and not doubting of it at all in a sceptical manner? If you
do, what is there in any creature which any one can follow, if following be understanding,
and seeing and knowing perfectly? And if this be the case, then it is impossible that any one
should, at the same time, follow some things, and not follow others: whereas, by following
one certain thing, God, he follows all things; that is, in Him, whom whoso followeth not,
never followeth any part of His creature.
In a word, these declarations of yours amount to this: that, with you, it matters not what
is believed by any one, any where, if the peace of the world be but undisturbed; and if every
one be but allowed, when his life, his reputation, or his interest is at stake, to do as he did,
who said, “If they affirm, I affirm, if they deny, I deny” [Terence, Eunuchus, 2.252 (Loeb,
1.339)]: and to look upon the Christian doctrines as nothing better than the opinions of
philosophers and men: and that it is the greatest of folly to quarrel about, contend for, and
assert them, as nothing can arise therefrom but contention, and the disturbance of the
public peace: “that what is above us, does not concern us.” This, I say, is what your declarations amount to.—Thus, to put an end to our fightings, you come in as an intermediate
peace-maker, that you may cause each side to suspend arms, and persuade us to cease from
drawing swords about things so absurd and useless.
What I should cut at here, I believe, my friend Erasmus, you know very well. But, as I said
before, I will not openly express myself. In the mean time, I excuse your very good intention
of heart; but do you go no further; fear the Spirit of God, who searcheth the reins and the
heart, and who is not deceived by artfully contrived expressions. I have, upon this occasion,
expressed myself thus, that henceforth you may cease to accuse our cause of pertinacity or
6
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obstinacy. For, by so doing, you only evince that you hug in your heart a Lucian, or some
other of the swinish tribe of the Epicureans; who, because he does not believe there is a God
himself, secretly laughs at all those who do believe and confess it. Allow us to be assertors,
and to study and delight in assertions: and do you favour your Sceptics and Academics
until Christ shall have called you also. The Holy Spirit is not a Sceptic, nor are what He has
written on our hearts doubts or opinions, but assertions more certain, and more firm, than
life itself and all human experience.
[Of the perspicuity (clearness) of Scripture]
Section III.—Now I come to the next head, which is connected with this; where you make
a “distinction between the Christian doctrines,” and pretend that “some are necessary, and
some not necessary.” You say, that “some are abstruse, and some quite clear.” Thus you
merely sport the sayings of others, or else exercise yourself, as it were, in a rhetorical figure.
And you bring forward, in support of this opinion, that passage of Paul, “O the depth of
the riches both of the wisdom and goodness of God!” (Rom. 11:33). And also that of Isaiah
40:13, “Who hath holpen the Spirit of the Lord, or who hath been His counsellor?”
You could easily say these things, seeing that, you either knew not that you were writing
to Luther, but for the world at large, or did not think that you were writing against Luther:
whom, however, I hope you allow to have some acquaintance with, and judgment in, the
Sacred Writings. But, if you do not allow it, then, behold, I will also twist things thus. This
is the distinction which I make, that I also may act a little the rhetorician and logician—
God, and the Scripture of God, are two things; no less so than God, and the Creature of
God. That there are in God many hidden things which we know not, no one doubts: as He
himself saith concerning the last day: “Of that day knoweth no man but the Father” (Matt.
24:36). And, “It is not yours to know the times and seasons” (Acts 1:7). And again, “I know
whom I have chosen” (John 13:18). And Paul, “The Lord knoweth them that are His” (2 Tim.
2:19). And the like.
But, that there are in the Scriptures some things abstruse, and that all things are not
quite plain, is a report spread abroad by the impious Sophists; by whose mouth you speak
here, Erasmus. But they never have produced, nor ever can produce, one article whereby to
prove this their madness. And it is with such scare-crows that Satan has frightened away
men from reading the Sacred Writings, and has rendered the Holy Scripture contemptible, that he might cause his poisons of philosophy to prevail in the church. This indeed
I confess, that there are many places in the Scriptures obscure and abstruse; not from the
majesty of the things, but from our ignorance of certain terms and grammatical particulars;
but which do not prevent a knowledge of all the things in the Scriptures. For what thing of
more importance can remain hidden in the Scriptures, now that the seals are broken, the
stone rolled from the door of the sepulchre, and that greatest of all mysteries brought to
light, Christ made man: that God is Trinity and Unity: that Christ suffered for us, and will
reign to all eternity? Are not these things known and proclaimed even in our streets? Take
Christ out of the Scriptures, and what will you find remaining in them?
All the things, therefore, contained in the Scriptures, are made manifest, although some
places, from the words not being understood, are yet obscure. But to know that all things
in the Scriptures are set in the clearest light, and then, because a few words are obscure, to
7
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report that the things are obscure, is absurd and impious. And, if the words are obscure in
one place, yet they are clear in another. But, however, the same thing, which has been most
openly declared to the whole world, is both spoken of in the Scriptures in plain words, and
also still lies hidden in obscure words. Now, therefore, it matters not if the thing be in the
light, whether any certain representations of it be in obscurity or not, if, in the mean while,
many other representations of the same thing be in the light. For who would say that the
public fountain is not in the light, because those who are in some dark narrow lane do not
see it, when all those who are in the open market place can see it plainly?
Section IV.—What you adduce, therefore, about the darkness of the Corycian cavern,3
amounts to nothing; matters are not so in the Scriptures. For those things which are of the
greatest majesty, and the most abstruse mysteries, are no longer in the dark corner, but
before the very doors, nay, brought forth and manifested openly. For Christ has opened
our understanding to understand the Scriptures (Luke 24:45). And the Gospel is preached
to every creature (Mark 16:15; Col. 1:23). “Their sound is gone out into all the earth” (Ps.
19:4). And “All things that are written, are written for our instruction” (Rom. 15:4). And
again, “All Scripture is inspired from above, and is profitable for instruction” (2 Tim. 3:16).
Therefore come forward, you and all the Sophists together, and produce any one mystery
which is still abstruse in the Scriptures. But, if many things still remain abstruse to many,
this does not arise from obscurity in the Scriptures, but from their own blindness or want
of understanding, who do not go the way to see the all-perfect clearness of the truth. As
Paul saith concerning the Jews, “The veil still remains upon their heart” (2 Cor. 3:15). And
again, “If our gospel be hid it is hid to them that are lost, whose heart the god of this world
hath blinded” (2 Cor. 4:3–4). With the same rashness any one may cover his own eyes, or go
from the light into the dark and hide himself, and then blame the day and the sun for being
obscure. Let, therefore, wretched men cease to impute, with blasphemous perverseness, the
darkness and obscurity of their own heart to the all-clear Scriptures of God.
You, therefore, when you adduce Paul, saying, “His judgments are incomprehensible,”
seem to make the pronoun His (ejus) refer to Scripture (Scriptura). Whereas Paul does not
say, The judgments of the Scripture are incomprehensible, but the judgments of God. So
also Isaiah 40:13, does not say, Who has known the mind of the Scripture, but, who has
known “the mind of the Lord?” Although Paul asserts that the mind of the Lord is known
to Christians: but it is in those things which are freely given unto us: as he saith also in
the same place (1 Cor. 2:10, 16). You see, therefore, how sleepily you have looked over these
places of the Scripture: and you cite them just as aptly as you cite nearly all the passages in
defence of “Free-will.”
In like manner, your examples which you subjoin, not without suspicion and bitterness,
are nothing at all to the purpose. Such are those concerning the distinction of Persons: the
union of the Divine and human natures: the unpardonable sin: the ambiguity attached to
which, you say, has never been cleared up. If you mean the questions of Sophists that have
been agitated upon those subjects, well. But what has the all-innocent Scripture done to you,
that you impute the abuse of the most wicked of men to its purity? The Scripture simply
confesses the Trinity of God, the humanity of Christ, and the unpardonable sin. There is
3. Ed. Note: The Corycian cavern was situated at Delphi; cf. OCD, 305. Luther contrasts here the clarity of Scripture
and the mystery of the Delphic oracles.
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nothing here of obscurity or ambiguity. But how these things are the Scripture does not say,
nor is it necessary to be known. The Sophists employ their dreams here; attack and condemn
them, and acquit the Scripture. But, if you mean the reality of the matter, I say again, attack
not the Scriptures, but the Arians, and those to whom the Gospel is hid, that, through the
working of Satan, they might not see the all-manifest testimonies concerning the Trinity
of the Godhead, and the humanity of Christ.
But to be brief. The clearnesss [or perspicuity, claritas] of the Scripture is twofold; even
as the obscurity is twofold also. The one is external, placed in the ministry of the word; the
other internal, placed in the understanding of the heart. If you speak of the internal clearness, no man sees one iota in the Scriptures, but he that hath the Spirit of God. All have a
darkened heart; so that, even if they know how to speak of, and set forth, all things in the
Scripture, yet, they cannot feel them, nor know them: nor do they believe that they are the
creatures of God, nor any thing else: according to that of Psalm 14:1, “The fool hath said in
his heart, God is nothing.” For the Spirit is required to understand the whole of the Scripture
and every part of it. If you speak of the external clearness, nothing whatever is left obscure
or ambiguous; but all things that are in the Scriptures, are by the Word brought forth into
the clearest light, and proclaimed to the whole world.

9
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The First Zurich Disputation
ULR ICH ZW I NGLI

The text and notes reproduced here are taken from Ulrich Zwingli, Ulrich Zwingli (1484–1531): Selected Works,
trans. Lawrence A. McLouth (1901; repr., Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1972), 38–110.

Ulrich Zwingli (1484–1531), the leader of the Reformation in Zurich, was born shortly
after Luther. Zwingli’s education was more humanistic than Luther’s. Zwingli, like Luther,
began to work for reform within the church because of his growing conviction that Scripture
is the church’s sole authority. Zwingli came to Reformed convictions largely independently
from Luther; his new understanding resulted in more radical reform. One of his early
works, entitled Of the Clarity and Certainty of God’s Word (1522), champions both sola
Scriptura and the perspicuity of Scripture. Zwingli’s insistence on sola Scriptura led him to
return to the patristic practice of lectio continua preaching, or preaching verse by verse—a
departure from church tradition in his day. Zwingli’s theological insights established the
beginnings of the Reformed tradition as it stands in distinction to Lutheranism.
In the first Zurich Disputation (1523), whose text we reproduce here, Zwingli applies
the normative principle of sola Scriptura to the issues discussed in the debate over the
new practices in the church in Zurich. Given that this document is somewhat difficult to
access, we reproduce it in its entirety. This text is an early and important document showing the development of Reformed theology in the context of Roman Catholic traditional
opposition. The text is in the form of a dialogue chiefly between Zwingli and the vicar
of Constance. Zwingli’s concern is to establish doctrine based on the Word, while the
vicar is reluctant even to argue and wants a church’s court to decide. The Sixty-seven
Articles prepared by Zwingli for this debate are reproduced in chapter 5 of this volume.
Bibliography: G. W. Bromiley. “Zwingli, Ulrich (1484–1531).” Pp. 736–38 in NDT. Martin I. Klauber. “Zwingli,
Ulrich (1484–1531).” Pp. 576–77 in DHT. A. N. S. Lane. “Zwingli, Ulrich (or Huldrych) (1484–1531).”
Pp. 761–63 in BDE. M. A. Noll. “Zwingli, Ulrich.” Pp. 1203–4 in EDT. Heiko A. Oberman. Masters of the
Reformation: The Emergence of a New Intellectual Climate in Europe. New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1981. Pp. 190–98, 210–39. Schaff. The Creeds of Christendom 1:360–84. W. Peter Stephens.
The Theology of Huldrych Z wingli. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998. Idem. “8. The Theology of Zwingli.”
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Pp. 80–99 in The Cambridge Companion to Reformation Theology. Robert C. Walton. “Zwingli, Ulrich
(Huldrych) (1484–1531).” Pp. 1073–74 in NIDCC. “Zwingli, Huldreich.” NSHERK 12:538–46.

F
Acts of the Convention Held in the Praiseworthy City of Zurich on the
29th Day of January, On Account of the Holy Gospel—Being a Disputation
Between the Dignified and Honorable Representative from Constance and
Huldrych Zwingli, Preacher of the Gospel of Christ, Together with the
Common Clergy of the Whole Territory of the Aforesaid City of Zurich,
Held Before the Assembled Council in the Year 1523.1
To the worthy ecclesiastical Lord and Father Sir John Jacob Russinger,2 Abbot at Pfäbers,
to His gracious Lord Chamberlain Master Erhart Hegenwald3 offers his willing service and
wishes peace in Christ.
1. Works, 1:114–168. Translated from the Zurich German by Lawrence A. McLouth, Professor of German, New York
University. The matter between brackets is that given in the Works, 1.158ff., as addenda, but here inserted in proper place.
The Protestant Reformation in German Switzerland, as for the most part in Germany and England, was largely dependent
upon the good will of princes and other rulers, who joined it for political ends. No one can gainsay the great advantage of their
support. So in Zurich Zwingli endeavored to win over to his side the members of the City Council, rightly arguing that if successful he would be able to preach the Reformation through the canton, no matter what might be the opposition. He made his appeal
to the magistracy to be allowed to hold a public debate, at which they should sit as judges, and give the victory to that side which
presented the stronger arguments. He looked forward with great confidence to such a public debate, for which he had prepared the
way by his preaching and writing and talking ever since he came to Zurich in December, 1518. The City Council took up the idea,
and were perhaps flattered by the position they would take in this debate. They issued the invitations to the people of the canton
and city of Zurich and to the bishops of Constance and of the adjoining dioceses. Zwingli prepared and had printed 67 Articles
as a programme for the debate, and looked forward with great eagerness to the time set, which was the 23rd of January, 1523.
On that eventful day six hundred persons—priests and laymen of the canton of Zurich, along with a few delegates from the
bishop of Constance and some others—met in the Town Hall and held the debate, which is preserved to us by Erhart Hegenwald, a schoolmaster in Zurich, who informs us that he wrote it from memory immediately after hearing it. His account was
edited by Zwingli and published in Zurich. John Faber (or Fabri), Vicar General of the diocese of Constance, one of the ablest
disputants on the Roman Church side, bore the brunt of the attacks upon that church. Zwingli was the principal speaker on
the other side. Fabri also published his account of the debate. “Ein warlich underrichtung wie es zie Zürich bey de Zwinglin uff
den einen und zwentzigsten tag des monats Januarii rest verschine ergangen sey” (Leipzig? 1523). In it, naturally, he appeared
to greater advantage than in Zwingli’s account, but it seems to have given offence to an enthusiastic portion of the audience,
and some of these young men thought they had a good opportunity to bring out a satire in the interests of the new faith, and
so they concocted a book which was called “The Vulture Plucked.” “Das gyren rupffen. Nalt inn wie Johann Schmidt Vicarge
ze Costentz mit dem büchle darinn er verheiszt ein ware bericht wie es uff den 29 tag Jenner M.D.xxiii. ze Zürich gangen sye
sich übersehe hat. Ist voll schimpff unud ernestes.” This was a gross attack upon Fabri, and he was very indignant and appealed
to the city authorities of Zurich to bring the offenders to book, but the city authorities regarded the whole affair as a kind of
joke and took no action in the matter. The three accounts of this important debate supplemented one another; the one which
may be said to be authentic is here translated, the second is somewhat colored in favor of the Roman Church, and the third,
which contains a good deal of truth, along with more or less deliberate falsehood, have been properly drawn upon by the editors of Zwingli’s works, and the corrections and additions they have made from the last two accounts are here incorporated.
The result of the debate was the enthusiastic approval of Zwingli’s teachings, and an order from the authorities not only to
continue their presentation, but enjoining such teaching upon all the priests of the canton. Thus this debate, which is known as
the First Disputation, is of great historical interest as marking the official beginning of the Reformation in German Switzerland.
2. He was one of Zwingli’s friends and correspondents, and active in the cause of the Reformation, but returned to the
Roman Church after Zwingli’s death.
3. He was a school teacher in Zurich.
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Worthy ecclesiastical Lord and Father: I understand how your dignity and grace is inclined
to read and further the Gospel doctrine and truth of God from Christian feeling, which fact I
conclude among other things from the following: That Your Grace undertook to come to the
meeting upon the day appointed by the burgomaster and the Council of the city of Zurich
concerning the dissension and trouble which had arisen in the city on account of doctrines
or sermons, but from business reasons and other accidental causes you were detained and
hindered from attending. And although in addition to all the clergymen, preachers and
priests that have livings in the city of Zurich and its territories there were invited and summoned to this praiseworthy meeting also many other foreign nobility and common people,
prelates, doctors, masters, both secular and ecclesiastical lords, likewise the praiseworthy
representative from Constance, when these had appeared at Zurich before the Council in
session certain enemies of the Gospel truth (as I hear) ridiculed the matter, announcing
and saying that a tinker’s day was being held at Zurich, and that nothing but tinkers were
attending. These things have influenced and caused me to describe all the actions, speeches
either for or against, which took place in such praiseworthy assembly of learned, honest and
pious men, both ecclesiastical and secular, so that every one might see and know whether
such action taken and speeches made were by tinkers and pan-menders, also whether the
opposing party (which has asserted that the matter is known abroad) tells the truth or lies.
For I was there myself and sat with them, heard and understood and remembered all that
was said there, and after that I wrote it down in my home, questioned and examined others
who had been present at the meeting as to the cases in which I thought I might not have
understood correctly. With the true knowledge and witness of all those who were there
and took part, about six hundred or more, I may assert that I have written down not more
nor less nor different words (as far as the content is concerned) than were spoken in the
assembly. I write and send this to Your Grace, and beg Your Grace to accept it with good
will and favor as a service. I also urge as a fellow brother in Christ Your Grace to remain in
the future as in the past steadfastly by the Gospel truth, to practice and read industriously
in the Gospel and Saint Paul and other Holy Scriptures as Your Grace has the reputation of
doing, also to live in Christian conformity with the same according to your full power; to
send such reports of action at Zurich to the others who are related to Your Grace in friendship or otherwise in Christian society, as for instance, the worthy and ecclesiastical Lord,
etc., Abbot at Disentis,4 to be read, so that the truth may be known, the Gospel advanced,
Christian love increased, men fed with the word of God, our will and spirit may remain
united with Christ through His word in peace, joy and harmony here for the time being
and there forever. Amen.
Given in the praiseworthy city of Zurich the 3rd day of the month of March, in the
year 1523.
In order that every one may understand the matter better I have prefixed and written
down the mandate of those of Zurich, which mandate was sent out into all the territory
and dependencies of the city beforehand as an argument as to the causes for the abovementioned meeting:
We, the burgomaster, the Council and the Great Council, which they call the two hundred
of the city of Zurich, announce to each and every priest, preacher, minister and clergyman
4. Andreas von Valara, who had been abbot since 1512.
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who has a living and residence in our cities, counties, principalities, high and low courts and
territories, our greeting, favorable and affectionate will, and would have you know that now
for considerable time much dissension and trouble have arisen between those who preach from
the pulpit the word of God to the common people, some believing that they have preached
the Gospel faithfully and wholly, whereas others blame them as though they had not acted
skillfully or properly. On the other hand the others call them sources of evil, deceivers and
sometimes heretics; but to each one desiring it these offer to give account and reckoning about
this everywhere with the aid of God’s Scriptures to the best of their ability for the sake of the
honor of God, peace and Christian unity. So this is our command, will and desire, that you
preachers, priests, clergymen, all together and each one separately, if any especial priests desire
to speak about this, having livings in our city of Zurich or outside in our territories, or if any
desire to blame the opposing party or to instruct them otherwise, shall appear on the day after
Emperor Charles’ Day, the 29th day of the month of January, at the early time of the Council,
in our city of Zurich, before us in our town hall, and shall announce in German, by the help
of true divine Scripture, the matters which you oppose. When we, with the careful assistance
of certain scholars, have paid careful attention to the matters, as seems best to us, and after
investigations are made with the help of the Holy Scriptures and the truth, we will send each
one home with a command either to continue or to desist. After this no one shall continue to
preach from the pulpit whatever seems good to him without foundation in the divine Scriptures.
We shall also report such matters to our gracious Lord of Constance, so that His Grace or His
representative, if He so desire, may also be present. But if any one in the future opposes this,
and does not base his opposition upon the true Holy Scriptures, with him we shall proceed
further according to our knowledge in a way from which we would gladly be relieved. We also
sincerely hope that God Almighty will give gracious light to those who earnestly seek the light
of truth, and that we may in the future walk in that light as sons of the light.
Given and preserved under the imprinted seal of the city on Saturday after the Circumcision of Christ and after his birth in the twenty-third year of the lesser reckoning [Jan. 3, 1522].
Now when all of the priests, ministers and clergymen in the territories of Zurich obediently appeared at the hour and time announced there were in the Great Council room at
Zurich more than six hundred assembled, counting the local and foreign representatives,
together with the praiseworthy representation from Constance, to which an invitation to
the same had been sent from Zurich, and when everybody had found a seat at the early time
of the Council the burgomaster of Zurich began to speak as follows:
Very learned, noble, steadfast, honorable, wise, ecclesiastical Lords and Friends: For some
time in my Lords’ city of Zurich and her territories dissensions and quarrels have arisen on
account of certain sermons and teachings delivered to the people from the pulpit by Master
Ulrich Zwingli, our preacher here at Zurich, wherefore he has been attacked and blamed as a
deceiver by some and by others as a heretic. Wherefore it has come about that not only in our
city of Zurich, but also everywhere else in the land in my Lords’ territories such dissensions
have increased among the clergy, and also the laity, that daily complaints of the same come
before my Lords, and the angry words and quarreling do not seem likely to come to an end.
And so Master Ulrich Zwingli has frequently offered to give the causes and reasons for his
sermons and doctrines preached here in the public pulpit so often in Zurich in case a public
discussion before all the clergy and the laity were granted him. At this offer of Master Ulrich
the honorable Council at Zurich, desiring to stop the disturbance and dissension, has granted
13
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him permission to hold a public discussion in the German language before the Great Council
at Zurich, which they call the two hundred, to which the honorable and wise Council has summoned all of you priests and ministers from her territories. It also requested the worthy Lord
and Prince, etc., Bishop of Constance, to send his representative to this meeting, for which
favor the honorable Council of Zurich expresses especial thanks to him. Therefore if there is
any one here who may feel any displeasure or doubt in Master Ulrich’s sermons or doctrines
preached here at Zurich in the pulpit, or if any one desires to say anything or knows anything
to say in the matter to the effect that such sermons and teachings are not true, but misleading
or heretical, he can prove the truth of the same before my Lords, the often mentioned Master
Ulrich, and show him at once his error by means of the Scriptures, and he shall be free and
safe and with perfect immunity, so that my Lords may in the future be relieved of the daily
complaints which arise from such dissension and quarrels. For my Lords have become weary
of such complaints, which have been increasing gradually from both clergy and laity.
At these remarks and invitation Sir Fritz von Anwyl,5 knight, and Chamberlain of the
Bishop of Constance, made answer, and spoke as follows:
Very learned, worthy, noble, provident, wise, etc. The worthy Lord and Prince, Sir Hugo,6
by grace of God Bishop of Constance, my gracious Lord, well knows and is for the most
part well informed that now everywhere in his Grace’s bishopric many quarrels and dissensions of many kinds with regard to doctrines or sermons have arisen in almost every
place. And although his Grace has ever been of the desire and feeling, and always will be if
God will, to show himself always gracious, kind and willing in all those things which can
further peace and harmony, still his Grace at the especial request and petition of the wise
and honorable Council of Zurich has ordered your accredited representatives here present,
the worthy Lords, Sir Doctor Vergenhans, canon, his Grace’s Vicar,7 Sir Doctor Martin,8 of
Tübingen, together with myself, his Grace’s servant, to listen to and to hear such causes of
dissension. He has recommended us to act in such matters not otherwise than kindly, to
say the best that we can in the matter, so that it result in the honor, peace and harmony for
the honorable Council of Zurich, likewise the worthy clergy. Wherefore, learned, worthy,
honorable, wise Lords and good friends, I say: If there is any one here present who desires
to make any remonstrance or accusation on account of the doctrines or sermons that have
been delivered here, we shall, according to the commands of my gracious Lord of Constance,
as his Grace’s representatives, listen gladly and willingly, and for the sake of peace and
harmony, as far as in us lies, shall help to judge the dissension, if such has arisen or shall
arise, in order that a worthy clergy may remain in peace and friendship until my gracious
Lord and Prince, together with his Grace’s scholars and prelates, shall further discuss and
consider these matters. That was the sum of his whole discourse.
Then Master Ulrich Zwingli spoke in answer, and his remarks in the beginning were as
follows:
Pious brothers in Christ, Almighty God has always shown His divine grace, will and
favor to man from the beginning of the world, has been as kind as a true and almighty
5. He later went over to the Reformed Church.
6. Von Hohenlandenberg, died 1532.
7. Johannes Heigerlin, commonly called Faber or Fabri, because his father was a smith. He became successively pastor
at Lindau, vicar-general of Constance (1516) and bishop of Vienna (1530). Born at Lentkirch, near Lake Constance, in 1478,
he died at Baden, near Vienna, May 21, 1541.
8. Blansch. He wrote later at Constance against the Reformed preachers.
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father, as we read and know from all the Scriptures, so that everlasting, merciful God has
communicated His divine word and His will to man as a consolation. And although at
some times He has kept away this same word, the light of truth, from the sinful and godless
struggling against the truth, and although He has allowed to fall into error those men who
followed their own will and the leadings of their wicked nature, as we are truly informed
in all Bible histories, still He has always in turn consoled His own people with the light of
His everlasting word, so that, whereas they had fallen into sin and error, they may again be
lifted by His divine mercy, and He has never entirely forsaken them or let them depart from
His divine recognition. This I say to you, dear brethren, for this purpose. You know that
now in our time, as also many years heretofore, the pure, clear and bright light, the word
of God, has been so dimmed and confused and paled with human ambitions and teachings that the majority who by word of mouth call themselves Christians know nothing less
than the divine will. But by their own invented service of God, holiness, external spiritual
exhibition, founded upon human customs and laws, they have gone astray, and have thus
been persuaded by those whom people consider learned and leaders of others to the extent
that the simple think that such invented external worship is spiritual, and that the worship
of God, which they have put upon themselves, necessarily conduces to happiness, although
all our true happiness, consolation and good consists, not in our merits, nor in such external
works, rather alone in Jesus Christ our Saviour, to whom the heavenly Father Himself gave
witness that we should hear Him as His beloved Son. His will and true service we can learn
and discover only from His true word in the Holy Scriptures and in the trustworthy writings of His twelve apostles, otherwise from no human laws and statutes. Since now certain
pious hearts have ventured to preach this by the grace and inspiration of God’s Holy Spirit,
and to bring it before the people, they call these preachers not Christians, but persecutors
of the Christian Church, and even heretics. I am considered one of these by many of the
clergy and the laity everywhere in the Confederation. And although I know that for the past
five years I have preached in this city of Zurich nothing but the true, pure and clear word
of God, the holy Gospel, the joyous message of Christ, the Holy Scripture, not by the aid
of man, but by the aid of the Holy Ghost, still all this did not help me. But I am maligned
by many as a heretic, a liar, a deceiver, and one disobedient to the Christian Church, which
facts are well known to my Lords of Zurich, I made complaint of these things before them
as my Lords; I have often entreated and begged of them in the public pulpit to grant me
permission to give an account of my sermons and preachings (delivered in their city) before
all men, learned or not, spiritual or secular, also before our gracious Lord, the Bishop of
Constance, or his representative. This I also offered to do in the city of Constance, providing
a safe permit was assured me, as has ever been done in the case of those from Constance. At
such request of mine, my Lords, perhaps by divine will, you have granted me permission to
hold a discussion in German before the assembled Council, for which privilege I thank you
especially as my Lords. I have also brought together in outline the contents and import of
all my speeches and sermons delivered at Zurich, have issued the same in German through
the press, so that every one might see and know what my doctrine and sermons at Zurich
have been, and shall be in the future, unless I am convinced of something else.9 I hope and
am confident, indeed I know, that my sermons and doctrine are nothing else than the holy,
9. This refers to the 67 Articles he issued preparatory to the Disputation.
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true, pure Gospel, which God desired me to speak by the intuition and inspiration of His
Spirit. But from what intent or desire God has wished such things to take place through me,
His unworthy servant, I cannot know, for He alone knows and understands the secret of His
counsels. Wherefore I offer here to any one who thinks that my sermons or teachings are
unchristian or heretical to give the reasons and to answer kindly and without anger. Now
let them speak in the name of God. Here I am.
At such remarks of Master Ulrich the Vicar10 from Constance arose, and answered as
follows:
Learned, worthy, noble, steadfast, favorable, wise, etc. My good fellow-brother and Lord,
Master Ulrich, begins and complains that he has always preached the holy Gospel here
publicly in Zurich, of which I have no doubt, for who would not truly and faithfully preach
the holy Gospel and Saint Paul, providing God had ordained him as a preacher? For I am
also a preacher, or priest, perhaps unworthy, but I have taught those entrusted to me for
instruction in the word of God in nothing but the true Gospel, which I can also prove with
true witness. And I shall for the future not in any way cease to preach this, providing God
does not require me for other labors in the service of my gracious Lord of Constance. For
the holy Gospel is a power of God, as Saint Paul writes to the Romans (Rom. 1:16), to each
one who believes therein.
But now that Master Ulrich begins and complains that certain people blame him as not
having spoken and preached the truth, but offers and has offered to answer for his speeches
and sermons to any one, also (even) in Constance, I say, dear Lords, that if Master Ulrich,
my good Lord and friend, should come to me in Constance I would show him as my good
friend and Lord all friendship and honor as far as lay in my power, and if he so desires
would also entertain him in my house, not only as a good friend, but also as a brother. Of
this he is assured at my hands. Further, I say that I did not come here to oppose evangelical
or apostolical doctrines, but to hear those who are said to speak or to have spoken against
the doctrine of the holy Gospel, and if any dissension should arise or should have arisen to
help to judge and to decide the matter in kindness, as far as may be, to the end of peace and
harmony rather than disturbance (discord). For the Gospel and the divine Paul teach only
what serves to grace and peace, not to disturbance and strife.11 But if there is a desire to dispute
and oppose good old customs, the ways and usages of the past, then in such case I say that
I shall not undertake to dispute anything here at Zurich. For, as I think, such matters are to
be settled by a general Christian assembly of all nations, or by a council of bishops and other
scholars as are found at universities, just as occurred in times past among the holy apostles
in Jerusalem, as we read in Acts 15. For if such matters touching the common customs and
the praiseworthy usages of the past were discussed, and some decision reached against them,
such changes would perhaps not please other Christians dwelling in other places, who would
10. That is the vicar-general.
11. [“You well understood how Zwingli spoke about peace and strife; and the words he spoke you refer to yourself. Zwingli
spoke not about the strife of weapons or the discord of the faithful. For you know well that he said: ‘God be thanked that
the pious city of Zurich is so inclined to peace, and knows well that this comes from the word of God alone, which they
hear and accept so faithfully.’ But I say that the Gospel commands strife between the faithful and the Godless. Do you not
know how Christ says in the Gospel of Matthew 10:34, ‘I am not come,’ etc.? How can it be preached in peace? Indeed, if the
whole world were believers it might be; otherwise not. For Christ is the stumbling-block, at which many will be offended;
these are of the world, and the devil is their Lord, who will undertake to maintain his empire without ceasing with his
own?” (Hans Hager in “Gyrenrupfen.”)]
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doubtless assert that they had not consented to our views. For what would those in Spain, in
Italy, in France and in the North say about it? Such things must surely, as I said, be ratified
and maintained as formerly, by a general council, in order to be valid elsewhere. Therefore,
dear lords, I speak now for myself. As a Christian member and brother in Christ I beg and
urge you to consider these things well, lest hereafter further and greater strife and harm
may result. Accordingly it would be my sincere advice to drop any difference or dissension
that may have arisen concerning papal or other ecclesiastical ordinances (constitutions) of
long standing, and without further disputing to lay aside and postpone them, to see if they
could not be arranged meantime more peacefully and advantageously. For my gracious Lord
of Constance is informed that it is decided at Nuremberg by the estates (Ständen) of the
empire to hold a general council of the German nation within a year, in which I hear half
the judges selected are secular and the other half ecclesiastical, and they are to judge and
decide about the things which are now disturbing nearly all the world. If such takes place
these matters should be referred to them as having the authority and power. And so it is the
earnest desire of my Lord, as far as possible, to have such differences about the clergy settled
without dispute for the good of yourselves and all (other) Christians. For though these old
ordinances, laws and customs should be discussed pro and con upon scriptural basis, who
would be judge of these matters? According to my opinion whatever such things one would
discuss should be brought before the universities, as at Paris, Cologne or Louvain. (Here all
laughed, for Zwingli interrupted by asking: “How about Erfurt? Would not Wittenberg do?”
Then the legate said: “No; Luther was too near.” He also said: “All bad things come from
the North.”) There one can find many taught in the Scriptures, who have ability to handle
so great subjects. In this remark I do not wish to be taken as speaking to the discredit of
any one’s honor or knowledge, but as a Christian member, and with entire good nature I
announce this. But as far as my office and commission are concerned, I have been sent here,
as I said before, for no other purpose than to listen, and not to dispute.12
12. [“You have left out the right sense, namely, that everything should be written down. Now speak and give answer if
we did not dispute fore and afternoon about a judge, when Master Ulrich Zwingli declared that he would not suffer any
one as judge except all Christian believers. Have you not ears and heard that I have often referred to this opinion; always
at times when heretics arose a council was held, and by its means the heretics had been thus subdued? Hereupon I named
Arius, Sabellius, Nestorius, Manichee and many others; and what was thus recognized thereby it should remain. For if this
were not done and held (have you not heard that I said?), there would be as many beliefs as there are many countries, yea as
many as there are cities, villages, estates, houses and people, if one does come with matters pertaining to the interpretation
of the Scriptures before the councils. I have further shown that in recent years in such matters as have arisen thus between
scholars, and always in times of misunderstanding in regard to the Scripture, the universities have been chosen as judges.
But when one of you spoke, his words were considered as flowing from the Spirit of God, as if into you alone the Spirit of
God enters (as Saint Paul writes), and you alone were the wine-rooms of Jove, and all secrets of the empire of God were
made known in them; but what the holy Fathers spoke, wrote and ordained, and also the speeches of us, the ambassadors,
were to be considered as human nonsense, as I have related at length. Saint Paul himself awaited and received from the
apostles a letter (Acts 15), in which they wrote: ‘For it seemed good to the Holy Ghost and us,’ etc., and yet he was ordained
by God as magister, as ‘magister gentium [teacher of the nations]’ [2 Tim. 1:11]. Hence the worthy Master Ulrich Zwingli
should justly also await and accept decision and judgment. This was said by me more than once before noon, but never
before noon answered by the worthy Master Ulrich. To be sure, after noon he did say a little, but did not better the matter,
but as far as he was concerned (as I understood it) made it worse (Faber).
“Hereupon Hans Hab, according to ‘Gyrenrupfen,’ answered: ‘It may be that Zwingli forgot to answer in the forenoon;
what does that matter? Who would have cared to answer your lengthy nonsense? But didn’t he answer it after dinner?
Hence let us sit in judgment upon the 15th chapter of the Acts, then we shall find it is against you, and not for you. You
have spoken in this manner, we will now let it be, and as often as one wished to consider the books you have gotten out of
it in another fashion.’ Faber continues: ‘In his little book about the choice of food Zwingli has permitted all food, and still
it is found in the letter which Paul received at Jerusalem from the twelve apostles that the sacrifice of calves and other meat
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Then Master Ulrich Zwingli spoke as follows: Pious brothers in Christ, the worthy Lord
Vicar seeks so many evasions and subterfuges for the purpose of turning your simplicity
from your understanding with artful, rhetorical, evasive words.13 For he claims and says
that he does not desire to discuss the good old customs or venerable usages concerning
ecclesiastical ordinances, but I say that we do not want to ask here how long this or that
custom or habit has been in use. But we desire to speak of the truth (to find out), whether
a man is bound by divine ordinance to keep that which on account of long usage has
been set up as law by men. For we of course think (as also the pope’s own decree says)
that custom should yield to truth. As to claiming that such matters should be settled by
a Christian assembly of all nations, or by a council of bishops, etc., I say that here in this
room is without doubt a Christian assembly.14 For I hope that the majority of us here
desire from divine will and love to hear, to further and to know the truth, which wish
Almighty God will not deny us if we desire it to His honor with right belief and right
hearts. For the Lord says: “Where two or three are gathered together in my name, I am
there among them” [Matt. 18:20]. Also in times past did not bishops assemble in councils
as secular princes? How then are we to claim and say that the pious fathers of past times
assembled for Christian business? Were there not doubtless such powerful prelates and
bishops as now, as they say there must be? This is truthfully proved by the testimony of
trustworthy writings of old. And this is proved also by the word “Episcopus,” which when
properly turned into German means no more than a watchman or overseer who has the
care and attention of his people, and who is also charged with instructing them in the
divine belief and will; in good German this is a clergyman (Pfarrer). Since now here in
this assembly there are so many honest, pious, Christian men, not alone living within
the territories of my Lords of Zurich, but also coming from elsewhere, and also many
learned, Godfearing bishops and clergymen, who sit here without doubt to further the
truth of God and to hear and to know the divine truth, there is then, in spite of what the
Vicar says, no reason why they should not discuss these matters, speak and decide the
truth. To the remark that the other nations would not consent, I answer that this is just
the complaint which is made every day concerning the “big moguls” (grossen Hansen,
literally “big Jacks”), bishops and priests, that they undertake to keep the pure and clear
Gospel, the Holy Scriptures, from the common people. For they say that it is not proper
for any but themselves to expound the Scriptures, just as though other pious men were
not Christians and had nothing to do with the spirit of God, and must be without knowlwhich was offered to the idols was forbidden. He thinks that this ordinance has expired if there is no more heathenism or
idolatry, which I did not answer for good reason. But see whether there be not in Africa still idolatry, and Christians still
live among them in the newly-discovered islands,’ etc. Hereupon Hab (ibid.) again: ‘Do you not remember that Zwingli
said Paul himself did not keep it? Why don’t you look at the Scriptures with him?’ Faber continues: ‘Not I, but Mr. Fritz
von Anwyl, reported concerning this at the council of Nuremberg. For that I refer to him and your lords of Zurich. But if
nevertheless I have said it, then see whether Master Ulrich or I had better information from Nuremberg—look at the decree
of Nuremberg. But the new teachers and evangelists from the North do not wish any weight to be given to past or future
decrees or councils unless they favor them. But they do rightly; they know that their doctrine would be condemned before
even half of the fathers had gathered—they cannot endure the councils. Their song must not only be the song of the angels,
but of God, and whatever the pious fathers say only human foolishness’ (Faber, correction). How often have you heard
from Zwingli that he did not wish to have only two judges, but to have all believers judge whether you or he is corrupting
the Scriptures. But you were unable to come to this” (“Gyrenrupfen”).]
13. [“Have you not heard that Zwingli said there was too much of my talk, and I thereupon offered to prove my statements if all things were noted down, for I do not care to speak into the air?” (Faber).]
14. [“In which there are many Godfearing curates; also many doctors and real friends of God” (Bullinger).]
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edge of God’s word. And there are also some of them who might say that it is improper
to publish the secrets of the divine Scriptures.15 For there is no doubt in my mind that if
the pure truth of Christ alone, not adulterated with human ordinances, were preached
to the above-mentioned peoples or nations, and not covered up with papal and imperial
mandates and those of bishops, they would as pious Christian hearts accept the truth and
let the customs or ordinances (constitutions) of men go, and enlightened by God’s word,
would be in harmony and agreement with the others. However, as to the council which
is said to be announced at Nuremberg, it seems to me that the thing is proposed only to
put off the common people desirous of God’s word. For I tell you, dear Lords, that letters
came to me about three days ago from Nuremberg,16 which I could show if necessary, in
which there was, to be sure, some mention made of a council, but I do not understand
that anything has really been decided. For pope, bishops, prelates and the “big moguls”
will allow no council in which the divine Scriptures were set forth in their clearness and
purity. It is also plain that nothing will come of it this year, however much the common
Christian earnestly did toward it, because sufficient supplies could not be collected in
so short a time for so large an assembly. I concede also that a council will be announced
in time. But meanwhile how are we to treat those whose consciences have gone astray so
far as to desire eagerly to know the truth? Would you rob these thirsty souls of the truth,
let them hang in doubt, frighten them by human ordinances, and let them live or die in
uncertainty as to the truth? Really, my pious brethren, this is no small thing. God will not
demand of us what pope, bishop and council establish and command, nor how long this
or that has been in praiseworthy and ancient usage, but He will find out how His divine
will, word and commandments have been kept.17
Now finally, since reference is made to the judges which my Lord Vicar thinks cannot
be found outside the universities, I say that we have here infallible and unprejudiced
judges, that is the Holy Writ, which can neither lie nor deceive. These we have present in
Hebrew, Greek and Latin tongues; these let us take on both sides as fair and just judges.18
15. [“I did not write a book ‘de non revelandis mysteriis,’ but against the rash, against those who in an impious manner
handle holy things or Scriptures” (Faber).]
16. These letters are no longer extant.
17. [Hager in “Gyrenrupfen” presents the dispute about the council thus: “After this Mr. Fritz, the majordomo, very
cleverly presented the command of his master, saying that his master had been surely informed, that in a year there would
be a council. Concerning this Zwingli did not wish to speak. Thereupon you immediately began to speak, and rose and
said the same as Mr. Fritz had just said, and in a nice way referred to the future council and showed yourself a little more,
just as if the matter had not also been commended to you. Thereupon Zwingli arose, and said we should not be led astray
by the council; he also had had a letter in which he was informed how the German princes had demanded from the pope
that he have a council within a year, but that the pope had formally assented had not yet happened, nor is it possible (he
said) that within the space of a year a general council could be gathered together; furthermore the three mightiest lords,
King of France, Emperor, and King of England, were at war with each other, who could not easily be conciliated; also
that the fixing of the council would be left to the Germans. Hence one could see that the promise of a council was only a
postponement, not a definite resolve; but it mattered little whether they had a council or not, for he believed that no man
would live to see a council in which the word of God would be allowed to rule. Therefore, even if a council should be held
at once, one would not care either, for we would depend upon and preach the word of God; may the councils determine
herein what they please.” After this he from Neftenbach arose and spoke.]
18. [“On the contrary I told how Paul did not boast of the languages when he went to the Corinthians, not ‘in sublimitate
sermonis (in loftiness of discourse)’ or high wisdom. Thus one finds in the life of Hilary that the evil spirit often spoke in
Greek and other tongues. And therefore I did not boast, rightly, about the languages, although I brought with me to you
from Constance the Hebrew and Greek Bible; also had them both with you at the city hall. Do you think I have never heard
or read Hebrew or Greek?” (Faber).]
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Also we have here in our city, God be praised, many learned colleagues who are as sufficiently taught in these three languages as none at the universities just named and mentioned by the Lord Vicar. But I am speaking of those who conduct the above-mentioned
universities as superiors and heads; I do not mean Erasmus of Rotterdam and others, who
stay at times at the universities as strangers and guests. Here in this room are sitting also
doctors of the Holy Writ, doctors of canonical law, many scholars from the universities.
They should hear the Scriptures which are referred to, have them read, to see if that is so
which they try and pretend to support by divine Scriptures. And as if all that was not sufficient there are in this assembly many Christian hearts, taught doubtless by the Holy Spirit,
and possessing such upright understanding, that in accordance with God’s spirit they can
judge and decide which party produces Scripture on its side, right or wrong, or otherwise
does violence to Scripture contrary to proper understanding. There is therefore no reason
why excuse should here be made. Hence, dear friends, do not let the speeches here made
frighten you. And especially you of Zurich should consider it a great blessing and power
of God that such an undertaking should be made here in your city to the praise and honor
of God, in order that the pious subjects of your territories and lands should no longer, as
heretofore, be suspended in doubt and dissension. With humble hearts call upon God. He
will not refuse you His divine recognition, as the epistle of James promises, if you ask in
true faith, and do not let yourselves be dissuaded and deceived in any way by smooth and
pleasant (well-appearing) words [cf. James 1:6].
At these words of Zwingli’s every one remained silent for a time, and no one wanted to
say anything upon the matter, till the burgomaster of Zurich arose and urged any there
present who wished to say anything about the matter, or knew anything to say about the
affair, to step forward. But no one spoke.
Since thus every one was silent, and no one was anxious to speak against Master Ulrich,
who had before been called a heretic behind his back, Master Ulrich himself arose and spoke:
For the sake of Christian love and truth I urge and beg all who have spoken earnestly to
me on account of my sermons to step forward and to instruct me, for the sake of God, in
the truth in the presence of so many pious and learned men. In case they do not do this I
assure them that I shall summon publicly by name each of them, of whom I know many to
be present. But on account of brotherly love I wish to inform them beforehand, so that they
may arise of themselves unsummoned by me and prove me a heretic.19 But no one desired
to come forward or say anything against him.
Meantime Gutschenkel [a buffoon from Bern], standing in front by the door, cut a ridiculous caper, and cried out: “Where are now the ‘big moguls’ that boast so loudly and bravely
on the streets? Now step forward! Here is the man. You can all boast over your wine, but
here no one stirs.” All laughed at that.
Then Master Ulrich arose again, urged and begged a second time all who had accused
and attacked him about his sermons to step forth and prove him a heretic. In case they did
not do that, and did not step forward unsummoned by name, he would for a third time
publicly summon them, etc., as above. When every one remained silent as to the invitation
and challenge of Master Ulrich a priest by the name of James Wagner arose, a clergyman
19. [“Am I not right? If you do not do that I shall name those who call me heretic, but I warn you in advance that it is
more honest to step forward uncalled” (Bullinger). The word of the abbot of Cappel: “Where are they now who wish to
burn us?” Bullinger places here.]
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at Neftenbach,20 and spoke as follows: Learned, wise, honorable, specially favorable, lords
(gentlemen?) and princes: Since there is no one who wishes to speak of these matters after
the repeated summons of Master Ulrich, I must, as the least skillful, say something. It is well
known to you all, gentlemen, that our gracious Lord of Constance this year issued a mandate21 ordering people to retain and keep the traditiones humanas [human traditions] until
they were rescinded and changed by a general council. Now since no one will say anything
against Master Ulrich’s articles, which oppose the constitutiones humanas [human regulations], I say for my part, and hope and think, that we ought not to be bound to keep that
mandate, but should preach the word of God, pure and unadulterated by human additions.
You know also, dear Lords, how the clergyman of Fislisbach22 was arrested according to the
mandate, taken to Baden before the Diet, which afterwards gave him into the keeping of the
bishop of Constance, who finally put him in prison. If we are to teach and preach according
to the contents of the mandate, then Master Ulrich’s words have no force. But since there is
no one here present who dare (darf) say anything against them, to show them untrue, it is
plain that proceedings with the gentleman from Fislisbach were too short. For this reason I
speak, this good gentleman and clergyman said further, and I would like to have judgment
as to how I should act in the future as to such mandate of the bishop.23
20. A village 12 miles northeast of Zurich.
21. In Füssli’s Beiträgen, 4:125–29.
22. On the border of Switzerland, but in Baden. His name was Urban Weiss. He had announced from his pulpit on his
return from the Zurich meeting of August 15, 1522, that he would no longer call upon the Virgin Mary or the saints. He
also married. The bishop of Constance complained against him at the Diet of Baden, which wished him arrested, but some
friends went surety for him. However, the Diet in November, 1522, ordered his arrest. He was examined in Constance, and
apparently as the result of the use of torture recanted and then was liberated.
23. [Faber accuses Hegenwald of error in the order of his speeches.
“You note me down as if I had made the fourth speech, and bring forth a speech of which truly I would be ashamed,
provided I could not erase it by means of the Scriptures better by the grace of God. You have noted me down as if I had
immediately broken forth after the speech of Zwingli, which you know is not true. For I learnt long ago from Roman histories
that an ambassador should not exceed his authority. This I have not forgotten, that one should not preach unless he be sent.
Therefore since I have not been sent by my gracious lord as a combatant, but as a spectator, yea as a peaceful umpire, I did
not wish to answer the many speeches and demands; also partly exhortation of Zwingli. And where there had been a long
silence, you know that Mr. Ulrich having dared to name several, requested us from Constance urgently, still I maintained
silence until the priest (whom you call), von Mittenbach (Neftenbach), referred to my gracious lord and myself so much and
so clearly that I thought, and I also said it to the mighty lord Fritz Jacob von Anwyl, that I could not leave that unanswered.
For although you closed the speech according to your wont, still you omit that the priest says among other things that the
bishop of Constance had forbidden to preach the Gospel—write what the Vicar there said—then you will find that I said
before, I am not here to suppress the Gospel and Saint Paul, for who would do that in view of the tale how the angel had
brought and proclaimed to the shepherds upon the pasture when Christ was born the consoling message that in the Gospel
was the salvation, yea the way and the truth, in comparing the New and Old Testament; also the four evangelists are the
four rivers of Paradise, which make fruitful the whole world with the water of divine grace; it has been arranged with better
order, as Saint Paul says, and I also have helped in it, since my ‘scholastici doctores (scholastic doctors)’ have been diligently
read and underscored by me, so that they also have become dirty from my hands. Thus I have also seen that it would be
better and more wholesome to leave sophistry and to bring forward the Gospel and the prophets and also other divine
writings. Therefore I held to the first proposition, how this might happen and the Gospel be brought forth, which then is
true even if Master Ulrich Zwingli had never come to Zurich. But I was not thus minded, and did not help to arrange the
proposition so that the Gospel should be preached in a revolutionary manner, but according to the essential Christian and
peaceful understanding. And furthermore I declared the Gospel does not consist in reading, but in the strength of God, yea
in the correct interpretation and understanding, and I have proved by two places in the Gospel of Matthew, Matthew 4:6,
where the tempter cites the saying Psalm 91:11–12. From this I have shown that also the evil spirit might, as an old scholar,
use and know the Scriptures—and Matthew 2:6, where the scribes cite the saying of Micah of Bethlehem, but omitted the
following correct point—thus by means of these two quotations I have well proven that it is not always sufficient to cite the
Gospel or the Scriptures (although they have the first seat and the greatest honor), and that the Scriptures do not consist in
the reading, but in the correct interpretation; thus and not otherwise it was done. Why didn’t you note that down also for
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At such complaint the Vicar from Constance again arose, and spoke as follows: These
remarks are meant to refer partly to my gracious Lord of Constance and partly to me as
his Grace’s Vicar, therefore it is proper that I answer them. The good gentleman—I really
do not know who he is—spoke first as follows, saying that this year our gracious Lord of
Constance issued a mandate ordering people to keep the constitutiones humanas, that is
the human ordinances and praiseworthy customs. To this I say, dear lords and gentlemen,
there are truly many unfair, ungodly, unchristian opinions and errors at hand, which very
often are preached and put before the people, not only here in the Confederation, but also
elsewhere in my gracious Lord’s (of Constance) bishopric by unskillful preachers, which
opinions and errors, my dear lords and gentlemen, serve more to disobedience, disturbance
and discord than the furthering of Christian unity. For they desire to estrange us from
the good old inherited customs and usages descended upon us from our old pious Christian fathers many hundred years ago. Perhaps it was with this in mind that my gracious
Lord issued the mandate for the sake of peace and unity in his Grace’s bishopric. Of what
the real contents of the mandate were I have no accurate knowledge, for at that time, as
is known to many, I was absent from home. Therefore as far as concerns this mandate I
do not desire to speak further. But since the good, pious gentleman (I don’t know where
he sits, because I cannot see him) has referred to the priest imprisoned at Constance my
office requires me to make answer. You all know, dear sirs, how this priest was turned
over to my gracious Lord of Constance by the common peers [lit. confederates: citizens
of the Confederacy] in the diet at Baden as a guilty man. Accordingly my gracious Lord
had the prisoner examined and questioned by appointees of his Grace, and the prisoner
was found to be an ignorant and erring man in the divine Scriptures, and I myself have
often pitied his unskillful remarks. For by my faith I can say that I questioned him myself,
went to him in Christian love, set forth to him some of the Scriptures from Saint Paul,
and he made—what shall I say?—very inaccurate answers. Ah, my dear sirs, what shall I
say about this good, simple fellow? He is really untutored, and is not even a grammarian. 24
For in Christian brotherly love, kindly and without any anger, I mentioned to him some
Scriptures, as for instance, that the noble Paul exhorted Timothy, saying: Pietas ad omnia
utilis [“kindness and greatness are good in all things”], and his answer was so childish
and unchristian as to be improper to mention and report in the Confederation. But that
you may really know, my dear sirs, I spoke with him about praying to the dear saints and
to the mother of God, also about their intercession, and I found him so ignorant and
unchristian on these points that I pity his error. He insists on making living out of the
dead, although the Scriptures show that also before the birth of Christ the dear saints
were prayed to and called upon for others, as I finally convinced and persuaded him by
means of Scriptures, that is, by Genesis, Exodus, Ezekiel and Baruch. I also brought matters so far that he recanted his error, and desires to recant all his errors about the mother
of God and the dear saints. I also hope that he will be grateful to me and soon be released.
Therefore, my dear sirs, with regard to the imprisoned priest there is truly no reason why
me? Why do you conceal that from me? And in still more unfair and wrongful fashion did you note down this and other of
my speeches, how I so often cited the pope and the pope’s affairs” (Faber, correction). “When you cited how also the devil
had made use of the Scriptures, Zwingli had answered that is what he was there for, to give answer that he had used them
correctly. But you do not wish to take hold of the Scriptures” (Hans Hager in “Gyrenrupfen”).]
24. That is not a Latinist.
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my gracious Lord of Constance, or his representative, should be blamed for this affair.
For nothing has been done other than what was proper, fair and becoming.
To this Master Ulrich answered as follows: Dear brethren in Christ, it doubtlessly happened, not without especial destiny and will of God, that my Lord Vicar has just spoken
about the praying to and the intercession of the saints and the mother of God. For that is
not the least of the Articles issued by me, upon which I have preached somewhat, and at
which so many simple folk are troubled as though they were frightened by a heretical [lit.
unchristian] sermon. For I know, and truly find in the divine Scriptures, that Jesus Christ
alone can bless us, who, as Paul says, alone is the justice of all men, who has expiated our
sins, and He alone, our salvation and Saviour, is the means of intercession between His
heavenly Father and us humans who believe, as Saint Paul clearly says to the Hebrews, and
as you of Zurich have often heard from me when I preached to you from your favorite, the
epistle to the Hebrews. Now since my Lord Vicar announces and publicly boasts of how he
convinced the imprisoned priest at Constance, the clergyman of Fislisbach, by means of
the divine Scriptures, of the fact that one should pray to the dear saints and the mother of
God, therefore that they are our mediators with God, I beg of him for the sake of God and
of Christian love to show me the place and location, also the words of the Scriptures, where
it is written that one should pray to the saints as mediators, so that if I have erred, and err
now, I may be better instructed, since there are here present Bibles in the Hebrew, Greek
and Latin languages. These we will have examined by those present who are sufficiently well
taught in the above-mentioned tongues, so I desire no more to be shown than the chapters
in which such is written, as my Lord Vicar states, then we will have it found and read, so
that we may see whether it is the meaning of Scripture that the saints are to be prayed to as
mediators. In case that is so, and is really found to be in Scripture (as the Vicar also asserts
to have convinced the imprisoned priest), I also will gladly, as an ignorant man, submit to
instruction where I have erred.

Answer of the Vicar to the Words of Master Ulrich
Dear Sirs: I see very well that the game is going beyond me. I said before that I was
present not to dispute, but as the representative of my gracious Lord to speak kindly if any
dissension arose on account of the disputation. Thus I very well see things are going with
me as the wise man said, the foolish are easily caught in their words, but it is perhaps the
fault of my folly that I undertook to speak not as a wise man. Since I have been summoned
to answer by Master Ulrich, I will say that some hundreds of years ago it happened, my dear
sirs, that heresy and dissension arose in the Church, the causes and beginners of which were
Novatians, Montanists, Sabellians, Ebionites, Marcionites and others, under whose false
teachings and error many articles like these of our times were planted in men, and by their
teachings many believing folk went astray. Among these some asserted that praying to the
dear saints and their intercession, as also of the mother of God, and that purgatory, too, did
not exist, but were man’s invention, and the like. In order to close up such misleading roads
and ways of error many pious bishops and fathers met in many places, at one time in Asia,
then in Africa, then somewhere in Greece, that they might hold synods and councils, and
to avoid and stop heresy and such things. And afterward constitutiones (that is, ordinances
and decisions) were made, prescribed and commanded about those matters by the holy
fathers and the popes that such (heretical views) should not be held, having been rejected
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by the Christian Church. And although this was firmly and irrevocably ratified a long time
ago by decrees of the popes and bishops, and considered wrong in Christian churches, still
later schisms, dissenting parties and sects have sprung up in Europe, as, to mention their
names, the Bohemians, Picards, who were led astray by such heretics as Wyclif and Hus,
living contrary to the decrees and ordinances of the holy popes, acting contrary to the regulations of the Christian Church and not putting any faith in the intercession of the saints,
or still less in purgatory. And although such heresy and error were later rejected by all men
of Christian belief, and although those who live and remain in such error were considered,
recognized and proclaimed by the holy councils as sundered members of the mother of
Christian churches, still one now finds those who stir up these things anew, and undertake
to bring into doubt that which many years ago was recognized and decided upon as untrue
and erroneous by pope and bishop. They undertake to drive us from old customs, which have
endured and stood in honor these seven hundred years, planning to overturn and upset all
things. For first they went at the pope, cardinals and bishops, then they turned all cloisters
topsy-turvy, after that they fell upon purgatory. And when they had left the earth they at last
ascended to heaven and went at the saints and great servants of God. Saint Peter with his
keys, indeed our dear Lady, the mother of God, could not escape their disgraceful attacks.
And I know some places where they had gone so far as even to Christ Himself.
Shall it now go so far that not only the authorities and ecclesiastics on earth, but also God
and the chosen in heaven, must be punished? If so, it is a pity. Shall not all that be nothing
and count as nothing which the pious, holy fathers assembled in the Holy Spirit of God
have made and unanimously decided? It cannot but have grown up to the great injury and
disgrace of all Christendom. For the holy fathers and all our ancestors must have erred, and
for now fourteen hundred years Christianity must have been misled and ruled in error, which
it were unchristian to believe, I do not need to say. Now if the intercession of the dear saints
has ever been ratified as necessary and useful by popes, bishops, fathers and councils, and
if since the time of the holy pope Gregory II it has continued in use among all Christianity,
it seems strange to me that now for the first time people desire to consider this wrong and
erroneous, contrary to Christian ordinance, although there are few men who do not feel
the aid of the mother of God and the dear saints, not alone among us Christians, but also
among some unbelieving heathen. If we here at Zurich are now to speak and fight against
such customs common to all the world, and especially those preserved so long by Christians,
let each one think for himself how that would please those in the Orient, the Occident, from
sunrise to sunset, also those in Hibernia, Mauritania, Syria, Cappadocia or in the Cyclades.
I do not need to mention countries nearer our lands. Truly, dear sirs, it would be well to
consider beforehand what dangers and dissensions might arise for Christianity if one were
not in harmony and agreement with the whole community in these matters. For you see,
as also a heathen called Sallust in Jugurtha testifies, that small things arise from unity, but
from dissension great things decrease and fall away. Therefore my advice would be, not
to consider anything of these affairs which pertain to the whole Church, but to save them
for a general council. And although Master Ulrich refers to Bibles in Hebrew, Latin and
Greek, and thereby consoles himself, which Scripture also those here present being taught
sufficiently well in the three languages should examine, and such Scripture as is pertinent
to the case they should judge and consider, still I say, in the first place, that is not a small
gift of God to (be able to) expound the above-mentioned languages, and I do not boast that
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I possess it. For these are especial gifts of God, as also Paul says to the Corinthians (1 Cor.
12:7–10): Unique datur manifestatio spiritus ad utilitatem, to each is given the manifestation
of the spirit for use, to the one faith, to the other eloquence, to this one the interpretation
of languages, etc. Of these graces or gifts I cannot boast of possessing any, as I know nothing of Hebrew, am not well taught in Greek, and understand Latin only tolerably. For I am
no orator or poet, and do not pretend to be. Finally I say, the evangelical and apostolical
Scripture is not found in the wise, brilliant or flowery, smooth words, but in the power of
God, as Paul says (1 Cor. 2:4). Thus, as before, it seems to me not to be sufficient that one
apply or bring forward Scripture, but it is also important that one understand Scripture
correctly. With that in view perhaps one should attend to such matters at the universities
(as at Paris, Cologne or Lyons, or elsewhere), as I said before.

Answer of Master Ulrich
Sir Vicar: There is no further need of such smooth and round-about words. I desire
that you tell me only with what portion of Scripture you convinced the priest imprisoned
at Constance, clergyman of Fislisbach, that he was not a Christian, and brought him to a
revocation of his error. This is the point upon which we desire to hear in kindness your
answer. Show us simply where in the books heretofore cited by you in the matter of praying
to the saints and of their intercession it is stated that they are our mediators. This we desire
to know from you. Therefore I beg you for the sake of Christian love, do this with plain,
unadulterated, divine Scripture, as you boast to have done in the case of the priest imprisoned at Constance. Indicate the chapter and answer the question as asked in simple words,
saying here or there it is written. Then we will see if it is so, and in case we are persuaded
and convinced of it we will gladly submit to instruction. There is no need of long speeches.25
For your long quoting and citing of many writings of the ancients looks more like seeking
the praise and favor of the audience than the furthering of the truth. Probably I also could
bring in many narratives and essays of the ancients, but it is not to the point. We well know
that many things were decided upon in times past by the fathers in council assembled which
were afterward repealed and revoked by others who thought they assembled in the Spirit of
God, as is plainly found in the Nicene Council and that of Gangra,26 in the first of which the
clergy was allowed to marry, and all those who spoke against it were cursed, while the second decided upon the opposite.27 It is also a fact that many times ordinances (constitutiones)
25. [“Upon Fathers and councils one no longer depends, unless they prove their case by the Scriptures” (Bullinger).]
26. [Held in the 4th century. Gangra was the capital of ten Asia Minor provinces of Paphlagonia.]
27. [“ ‘Not a word is written concerning this in the canons of the council of Nicaea.’ To be sure Zwingli said that Paphnutius in the council of Nicaea had been, by which Zwingli means that marriage at that time (although he partly errs) was
permitted. Now in the council of Gangra you say in your report Zwingli had said it had been forbidden. How could you
lose your memory in such fashion that you could write such? On the contrary he said that it had been permitted in the
council of Gangra, and doubtlessly he based this upon another pamphlet, which he called ‘Apologeticum,’ and written in
Latin quatering (see Latin version). Rogo nunc ut concilio parendum, etc. You do him wrong, now I must take his part. Furthermore beware, my pamphlet here will be read the sooner by those who are at Zurich and accepted as good. Zwingli also
has referred to the Carthaginian council. In the first place I showed how there are two kinds of councils, namely, those of
the general Christianity, which are called ‘oecumenica’ or ‘universalia’ in Greek and Latin; then the ‘particularia.’ Now it is
never found that in the matter of faith the ‘universalia’ were ever opposed to each other. The Carthaginian council was only
a special one. And to every bishop was left his free will and opinion; and only later the council of Nicaea was held by 318
Fathers, (thus) they may have had an honest excuse. Why have you omitted this report?” (Faber). Heinrich Wolf answered
thereupon: “Zwingli simply said that in a council Paphnutius with difficulty had secured permission for the marriage of
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have been issued and ordered by the fathers in council to which their successors paid no
heed. For example, that the mother of God conceived without sin was decided in public
council at Basel, and yet no preaching monk is so foolish as to speak against it. Also many
ordinances or rules of the fathers are found which were changed afterwards, especially
in our times, and otherwise not kept or given up by the influence of money, so that such
things are allowed which were formerly forbidden by the fathers. From this we can see that
councils have not always acted in the spirit of the Holy Ghost, but sometimes according to
human will and judgment, which is of course forbidden by divine Scripture. For the Holy
Ghost does not say this to-day and to-morrow that, but its ordinances and regulations must
remain everlasting and changeless. The pious fathers whom we call holy are not for that
reason to be dishonored and attacked as to their piety or holiness. For nothing is easier or
from native weakness more natural than to err, especially when out of conceit or over-hasty
judgment depended upon their own opinion instead of upon the rule of God’s Word. This
all shows us that the pillars and supports of many of the fathers, as Augustine and Jerome,
are not in harmony in their writings; that often the one thinks not only something else, but
by Scripture proves the contrary. But as to the fact that they say it would be too bad if we
Christians, and especially our forefathers, had lived so long in error, since from the time of
Gregory the intercession of the saints has been accepted and kept, I say that it is not a question of when a thing begun in the Church. We know well that the litany was established in
the time of Gregory and kept down to the present. But all we desire is to hear the Scripture
upon which my Lord Vicar bases his recommendation that we should pray to the saints.
For if such a custom began at the time of Gregory then it did not exist before,28 and if before
that time men were Christians and were saved, though they did not hold to the intercession
of the saints, and perhaps knew little of it, then it follows that they did not sin who believed
in Christ alone and did not consider the intercession of the saints.
For we know really from the Scriptures that Jesus Christ alone is the mediator between us
and God, his heavenly Father, as has been stated before. Furthermore, I say that many learned
men have spoken and fought against the ordinances, and especially against the so-called holy
ones, useless and superfluous customs, also against great power and tyrannical show; but the
great moguls, popes, bishops, monks and prelates, do not wish to be touched on their sore
spots, and tell the unlearned crowd that their rule has been erected by God, and that He has
ordered them to govern thus, hence all those opposing, or only having such thoughts, are
not alone heretics and shut out from the rest of Christianity, but as cursed and the property
of the devil they have been exiled, outlawed, condemned, and some have been sentenced to
the stake and burnt. Therefore, dear brethren, although one says to you—perhaps in order to
frighten you the more—how our pious parents and ancestors have erred, and on account of
such heresy have been deprived of salvation: I tell you (on the contrary) that the decisions and
judgment of God are hidden from mankind and incomprehensible to us, and no one should
the priests, also spoke well against such statutes. Now you come forward and say that he placed Paphnutius in the Nicæan
council, although he said to-day (as I asked him about it) that he had never read about a council which had forbidden
marriage, but about popes 500 years after the birth of Christ. But since the papists speak so consistently about the Nicæan
council he made his point, how he really had never read carefully the history of this council, and thus had believed you
papists. And you have brought forth the Nicæan council, and not Zwingli; then you opposed the Gangrensian council by
saying that it was not a general one” (“Gyrenrupfen”).]
28. [“I said even more about the time further back, especially in the time of Cyprian, 1300 years ago, there was intercession of the saints; yes, I shall try it still further back” (Faber).]
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impiously concern himself therewith. God knows that we all have faults and are sinners, yet
through His mercy He makes up our deficiencies and enables us to accomplish something,
yea even such deeds for which perhaps our strength alone is not sufficient. Consequently it is
in no wise befitting that we desire to judge and pronounce upon the secrecy of God in such
matters. He knows full well where He may overlook and pardon, and we must not interfere
with His decision and compassion, in which manner He has treated and dealt with each
one. We trust in Him as our eternally good Father, who can, as 2 Peter 2:9 says, well protect
His own, and deliver the godless over to eternal suffering. Nor does it do any good to say
that there are few people who will not feel comfort through the intercession of the saints. I
say, where such help comes from God, we will not judge why God acts thus and helps man
in such fashion as He desires. But where this occurs from infatuation by the devil as a judgment of God upon the unbelieving man, what shall we say then? Ye know well what work
the devil has sometimes done in many places, which if it had not been obstructed would
have resulted in great deception and injury of all Christendom. Furthermore, that is an evil
teaching which proclaims that other nations will not consider us Christians if we do not obey
the ordinances, i.e., the laws of former times, as this is ordered and demanded by the papal
decrees. For indeed there are many ordinances in the canons of the Roman bishops and popes
which the aforesaid nations do not obey and still they are none the less Christians. Concerning the above I shall make use of the following short comparison: Ecclesiastical property is
(as they say) in the power of the Roman pope, and he may bestow and grant the estates to
whomsoever he pleases. Now look ye how this ordinance is obeyed in Spain and France; there
the ecclesiastical benefices or estates are not granted to any foreigner, let the pope say what
he pleases. But we foolish Germans must permit the sending of stablemen and mule-drivers
from the papal court to take possession of our benefices and curacies and be our spiritual
guides, although they are ignorant of and know naught concerning the Scriptures, and if we
do not tolerate this we are disobedient to the Christian Church. But the above-mentioned
nations do not obey the ordinance and still are without question pious Christians. Hence,
Sir Vicar, I desire that you do not make use of bombastic speeches, which do not even bear
upon my question, but, as I have asked before, tell at once where is written in the Scriptures
concerning the holy invocation and intercession of the Virgin Mary, as you pretended you
could show in Exodus, Baruch, etc. That is what we desire to hear. Hence answer in regard
to this obscure point. We do not ask what has been accomplished or decided in this or that
council. This all does not bear upon the matters which we ask you, otherwise we will be
speaking for a month concerning these matters.

Vicar
Gentlemen: I am accused of speaking very evasively and not to the point. I have excused
myself before for not being able to speak eloquently, and I have also listened to you (Master
Ulrich). [Here Master Ulrich interrupted: There is no need of so much teasing.] That you
accuse me of seeking to add to my own fame rather than the advancement of truth I cannot prevent. I wished to assist in making peace and doing the best. But when Master Ulrich
claims that I say much concerning things settled by councils of yore, and then changed by
later ones, I say that there are two kinds of councils referred to. Some are known as “concilia universalia” (these are common or general gatherings), where many of the bishops and
Christian leaders meet, as in the four foremost councils, Nicaea, Constantinople, Ephesus
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and Chalcedon, and some others. Whatever was accomplished and done in these has never
been entirely changed by the others, but has been preserved like the Gospel. Some are
known as “concilia particularia,” of which there have been many, not consisting of all the
fathers of the common parishes about, but of special ones, as was the council of Gangra,
and many others. In these probably something has at times been settled which later, perhaps
not without cause, has been decided otherwise. But it never has been that the priests were
permitted to have wives. And although the Eastern Church, especially in Greece, wished
to have this considered just, the pious fathers of other nations would not permit this and
forbade it, considering from weighty reasons29 that the marriage of priests is detrimental to
the churches and not for the good of the service of God, as also Saint Paul says: “Qui sine
uxore,” etc. “He that is unmarried careth for the things that belong to the Lord” (1 Cor. 7:32)
“Solutus es ab,” etc. “Art thou loosed from a wife? seek not a wife!” (1 Cor. 7:27). There he
speaks of those who serve the Gospel as priests. “Let every man abide in the same calling
wherein he was called” (1 Cor. 7:20). Such and many other causes have induced the holy
fathers not to allow and permit marriage to priests. Indeed it could not happen without
partition of the property of the churches.

Zwingli
Marriage forbidden to priests is not found everywhere, as one pretends, but imposed by
man contrary to a divine and just law. This is evident, first of all, in Saint Paul: “Nevertheless, to avoid fornication, let every man have his own wife, and let every woman have
her own husband” (1 Cor. 7:2). Since he says “every” undoubtedly he does not wish the
priests to be excluded. For he confirms and refers to the marriage of priests, especially in
writing to Timothy: “A bishop (i.e., priest) then must be blameless, the husband of one
wife, vigilant, sober, of good behavior, given to hospitality, apt to teach, etc. One that ruleth
well his own house, having his children in subjection in all gravity” (1 Tim. 3:2, 4). In
the same fashion he speaks concerning the deacon, whom we call evangelist (1 Tim. 3:8).
And Paul also writes to Titus: “For this cause left I thee in Crete, that thou shouldest set
in order the things that are wanting, and ordain elders (whom we call priests or deacons)
in every city, as I had appointed thee: If any be blameless, the husband of one wife, having faithful children,” etc. (Titus 1:5–6). Undoubtedly the holy Paul, inspired by the Holy
Ghost, recognized our inability and incapacity to remain chaste by our own will except
through the grace of God. Hence he says in the afore-mentioned place: “For I would that
all men were even as I myself ” (1 Cor. 7:7), and: “It would be good for man to be thus”
(1 Cor. 7:1), but Paul adds and says: “But every man hath his proper gift of God, one after
this manner and another after that” (1 Cor. 7:7). Therefore Paul places no restriction upon
the marriage of priests, and indeed writes expressly: “A bishop (i.e., priest) and a deacon
shall have a sober wife and well-bred children”; and furthermore he permits marriage to
all people, and says: “But and if thou marry thou hast not sinned. But every man hath
his proper gift of God,” etc. (1 Cor. 7:28, 7). It is evident from this that marriage is not
forbidden to priests by divine law, and that chastity is to be maintained, not by means of
29. [“Although I said that I wanted to defend it well against the destroyers of divine gifts and services. But I did not say
it. You thought I would say it. Although I did not think of the pope, the ceremonies and many other things, it is no proof
that such are useless” (Faber).]
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our resolutions, but with the help of the grace of God. This real truth and wisdom of God
Christ also proves to us: “His disciples say unto him, if the case of the man be so with his
wife it is not good to marry. But he said unto them, all men cannot receive this saying save
they to whom it is given. And there be eunuchs which have made themselves eunuchs for
the kingdom of heaven’s sake (that is, due to the evangelical doctrine). He that is able to
receive it let him receive it!” (Matt. 19:10, 12). Do you hear that Christ says here that it is
not possible for all people to keep chastity except such as have received it from God? Hence
He does not forbid the twelve apostles to marry. Nor did God in vain give Adam a woman
as helpmate; He could have given him a man as helpmate if He had wished to keep him
chaste. But He said: “Crescite et multiplicamini! [increase and multiply]” (Gen. 1:22). And
although this is known to every one, still the pope is able, by means of his ordinance, to
demand from each priest or other ecclesiastic chastity and that he be unmarried contrary
to divine law, and he can weigh down the poor consciences corrupted by sin and shame;
and he permits public offense and sin contrary to the sunny and pure ordinance of God.
I say that I know of no greater scandal in Christendom than that marriage is forbidden
to priests (I am speaking about the pastors; the others let them lie, whatever they do), yet
they are allowed to commit fornication publicly as long as they give money. They pretend
that if the priests had wives the property of the churches would be divided and disappear. My God, what sort of a reason is this? Do we then never spend the property of the
churches uselessly? We will our real and movable property to the illegitimate wives and
children, if we have any, contrary to God’s will. What would that harm the benefice if a
priest had a dear wife and well-bred children brought up for the service of God out of the
benefice? The benefice could retain its property and income, which it has, although the
priests may at times have mismanaged. Priests have not always been forbidden to many.
This is proved by Pelagius, 30 in which is found a decree of the pope (Diss. XXXI., cap. ante
trienn.) that the subdeacons of Sicily shall forsake their wives, which they had taken in
accordance with the divine ordinance, and shall not have intercourse with them; which
statute Gregory I later on rescinded. Consequently if it was ordered in former times by
Pelagius that priests shall have no wives, and this was rescinded by Gregory, then it could
not always have been as at present, but the law must have been made by man, which God
never required to be kept.

Vicarius
It has never happened since the time of Tertullian and the council of Nicaea, 1200 years
ago, that priests had wives or were allowed to have them
Thereupon one of the council at Zurich said: But they are allowed to have mistresses.
The vicar was astonished for a while, but resumed: It is true that the subdeacons in Sicily
who had taken wives previously contrary to the custom of the Roman churches were permitted by the aforesaid Gregory to keep them. But only on the condition that in future no
one would be consecrated who would not pledge himself to remain unmarried and chaste.
Thus also it was resolved in the council at Carthage that no bishop, priest or deacon should
30. Alvarus Pelagius, bishop of Silves, Portugal, died at Seville, 1352, whose Summa de planctu Ecclesiae (“The Chief
Points of the Church’s Complaint”), written in 1332, published, Ulm 1474, Venice 1560, is a frank statement of the disorders
of his time and a plea for the exaltation of the Papal See.
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have intercourse with women, but remain chaste without wife. Hence I say that it will be
no easy matter to show that marriage was ever permitted to priests.31

Zwingli
And even if you say since the time of the apostles, still marriage is not forbidden to
priests by divine ordinance, but allowed and permitted, as I have proved before. And that
priests formerly had wives is sufficiently evident, since formerly many sons of priests have
become popes and bishops, which could not have happened if they had not been born in
wedlock. How is it that one always prefers human laws and human meddling, and always
sets human traditions above the will of God? Although one finds that also the fathers have
protested against many ordinances, and you know how vehemently the pious man Paphnutius32 opposed such a statute and would not agree to marriage being forbidden to priests.
Furthermore, Eusebius writes that some of the apostles had their wives with them, which
facts are sufficient indications that the present custom was begun by people of later times,
but that marriage was not forbidden by divine ordinance either to layman or priest. And
although in the council of Nicaea, as you say, it was forbidden to priests to have wives, still
what about that? In former times baptism by heretics was considered by many fathers as
just and valid, as Cyprianus tells us, but later in the council at Carthage this was declared
to be worthless and was set aside.
To such varied arguments of Master Ulrich the vicar had nothing more to oppose and
say, except in regard to the baptism by heretics, and that on account of the following reasons: Master Ulrich has said that the baptism of heretics was considered valid by several,
and thus referring to Cyprianus. But the vicar demanded that one should record the words
31. [“Don’t you recollect that I said I do not like to speak concerning the marriage of priests? On account of this
I have kept quiet and have omitted to state a better reason. But where have you hidden the fact that I said that from
the time of the apostles one does not read that one who was consecrated as subdeacon, deacon, priest or bishop could
marry again after his wife had died? Did I not say further that it is thus understood, not alone in the Western, but
also in the Eastern Church—in Crete, Corcyra, etc., also in India, in the case of the Presbyter John, and among the
Russians? so that any one who took a virgin as wife may be consecrated as priest, but that if she die that he can take
no more; in the same manner if he has no wife before he is consecrated he can take none after the consecration; this
I have shown. Why do you omit this? It was indeed necessary for you to include the subtile, honorable interruption
of one who spoke about the prostitutes; and you also placed Gutschenkel † as a character in the comedy. Since the
good Master Ulrich consoles himself much in his speeches and writings with a text which he found in XXVII. dist.
c., ‘Si quis discernit,’ which is claimed to have been made in Gangrensian council, know then that there were not
more than 16 bishops in that council; these made 19 canons against the majority that even desired to abolish holy
marriage. But therein they did not reject the state of virginity and widowhood, hence also the marriage of priests
was not, as you think, admitted by the pious Fathers. They spoke about the priests who had wives before the consecration—and bethink yourself what councils over 18 bishops would prefer, even although they should prefer it
were so, as it is not, as Zwingli says. Now see how the supplication issued by your and our common gracious lord of
Constance shall be answered. About the marriage of priests I do not like to speak (several times repeated). Accusations of two wrong quotations were made” (Faber).]
† The half-witted fellow mentioned above.
32. Bishop of a city in Upper Thebais; had his right eye gouged out and his left knee-cap injured in the Maximian persecution (305), and was banished to the mines. He appeared in the Nicene Council 325, and was honored as a confessor.
When it was proposed to enact a law which forbade the married clergy to continue to live with their wives, Paphnutius
declared very earnestly that so heavy a yoke ought not to be laid upon the clergy; that marriage itself is honorable and the
bed undefiled; that the Church ought not to be injured by an undue severity. “For all men,” said he, “cannot bear the practice
of rigid continence; neither perhaps would the chastity of the wife be preserved.” He favored dissuading clergymen from
marrying after ordination, but allowing those who had married prior to ordination to retain their wives. His own known
virginity and his sufferings for the cause gave so great weight to his words that he was unanimously sustained by the Council.
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of Master Ulrich, because he believes he may catch him in small matters, for Master Ulrich
may not have been very careful in the use of his words. Therefore he also demands that
a copy of Cyprianus should be brought, so that the dispute may be decided. But the vicar
said: Supposing the words of Cyprianus are as I think, and not as you? And thereupon a
quarrel arose, which had naught to do with the questions which the vicar had been called
upon so often to answer. Therefore I have not taken pains to remember and note this. But
if I understood the matter both were right. For Zwingli referred to those who had been baptized by heretics, who should, according to Cyprianus, be baptized again in the churches,
which several thought was needless. But the vicar was speaking of those who once baptized
by Christians had gone over to heresy and later on wished to reenter the Christian Church;
these did not need another baptism, but merely absolution by the imposition of hands, etc.
Several were, however, also opposed to this, as Cyprianus writes in his letters to Pompeius
and to Quintinus.
After there had been considerable talk concerning this matter, Dr. Sebastian Hofmann, 33
of Schaffhausen, a member of the order of the Barefoot Monks, spoke thus: Learned, spiritual, honorable, wise, favorable, gracious, dear gentlemen, it is necessary that I also speak
in this matter. Last year I was lector at Lucerne, where, according to my best knowledge
and belief, I preached, as I hope and know, nothing else except the word of God from the
Scriptures, and in these sermons at Lucerne I have mentioned, like many others, the many
useless customs of intercession and invoking of the saints and the mother of God, and I
taught in accordance with the contents and teachings of the holy Scriptures. On account
of such sermons, made, as stated above, at Lucerne, various accusations against me were
sent to Constance, among which was the sermon about the invocation of the saints. I was
accused of being a heretic, condemned, and therefore driven out of Lucerne. And now
as my lord, the vicar, has pretended before and stated that the appeal and invocation of
saints is founded upon the Scriptures and mentioned in the Old Testament, I pray for
God’s sake that the vicar, as he was wont to boast to have overcome the priest imprisoned at Constance, show the place, as formerly often had been asked of him, especially
since on account of this I have been accused by my gracious lord at Constance of being a
heretic, and I will accept it with many thanks and willingly allow myself to be taught in
case I have perchance erred in my sermons, have not told the truth, or have misread or
misunderstood the Scriptures.

Zwingli
We know from the Old and New Testaments of God that our only comforter, redeemer,
savior and mediator with God is Jesus Christ, in whom and through whom alone we can
obtain grace, help and salvation, and besides from no other being in heaven or on earth.
33. He was properly called Sebastian Hofmeister, or in the scholastic form Oikonomos. Because his father was a “wagner,” i.e., wheelwright, he was himself erroneously called Wagner, or in Latinized form Carpentarius. He was born at
Schaffhausen in 1476; entered the Barefoot (Franciscan) monks there; studied in Paris the classical tongues and Hebrew,
and came home in 1520 as a Doctor of the Sacred Scriptures, and the same year he taught in the Franciscan monastery
in Zurich and so came in contact with Zwingli. He embraced the Reformation, and introduced it into Lucerne and into
Schaffhausen (both 1523), whither persecution drove him. It is indeed as the Reformer of Schaffhausen that he is best
remembered, yet his career there was brief, for in 1525 he had to leave that city. He preached in Zurich (1526) and taught
Hebrew in Bern (1528), but died September 26, 1533, as preacher at Zofingen, thirty miles sontheast of Basel. Two of his
writings were commonly attributed to Zwingli.
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The Vicar, Laughing
I well know that Jesus Christ alone is the comfort, redemption and salvation of all, and
an intercessor and mediator between us and God, his heavenly Father, the highest round by
which alone is an approach to the throne of divine grace and charity, according to Hebrews
4:16. Nevertheless one may perhaps attain the highest round by means of the lower.34 It
seems to me the dear saints and the Virgin Mary are not to be despised, since there are few
who have not felt the intercession of the Virgin and the saints. I do not care what every one
says or believes. I have placed a ladder against heaven; I believe firmly in the intercession
of the much-praised queen of heaven, the mother of God, and another may believe or hold
what he pleases.

Zwingli
That would indeed be a foolish piece of business if one could arrive at the highest round
without the lower or without work, or if he were on it to begin at the lowest. Sir Vicar, we
do not dispute here concerning how one should appeal to the saints or what your belief is.
We desire only that you show us it in the Gospel, as has been formerly often demanded and
begged of you.
Thereupon Master Leo Jud35 arose and spoke thus: Gracious, careful, honorable, wise,
favorable, dear gentlemen, I have been made by you, gentlemen, here at Zurich, a people’s
priest and pastor, perhaps unwisely, in order to proclaim to you the word of God, the Gospel
of Christ, which I shall try to do according to my best capabilities, in as far as the grace of
God will assist me and the Holy Ghost aid me. But surely now many ordinances of man
have been retained from long habit in the churches, and have intermingled with the Gospel,
so that the clergy frequently have preached and commanded their keeping equally with the
Gospel: yet I now declare that I shall not obey such human ordinances, but shall present
and teach from love the joyful and pure Gospel, and whatever I can really prove from the
Scriptures, regardless of human ordinance or old traditions, since such human ordinances,
decreed by pope or bishop, have been here recognized and proved to be by the Articles36
emanating from Master Ulrich to be entirely opposed to the Gospel and truth, and still there
is no one here who desires or is able to say anything truthful or fundamental against him.
And so although my Sir Vicar has pretended to prove and show by means of the Gospel the
invocation and intercession of the saints, such has not yet been done, although frequently
requested. Therefore I also pray to hear and to know from him where it is written in the
afore-mentioned biblical books concerning the invocation and intercession of the saints. For
34. [“I said, one may do that. ‘Must’ and ‘can,’ are they not two different things? The debate was not about ‘must,’ but about
‘can.’ Did you not hear from me about the ladder of Jacob fastened to heaven on which are many rounds? Did you not hear
how quickly and speedily Zwingli wished to swing himself up to the cross of Christ? Do you not think if he wished to go to
the Lord on the cross that then rightly he would also have found Mary, John and the other people of the Gospel?” (Faber).]
35. Born at Gemar, near Rappoltsweilen (or Ribeauville), Elsass, thirty miles southwest of Strassburg, the child of a clerical marriage, 1482; studied at Basel; inclined first to pharmacy, but took up theology, and had Zwingli as his fellow-student
under Thomas Wyttenbach; M.A., 1506; became deacon of Saint Theodore’s church, Basel; pastor of Saint Pilt, four miles
east of his birthplace; people’s priest at Einsiedeln in succession to Zwingli, and at his suggestion, 1518; the same, and by
the same influence, at Saint Peter’s, Zurich, 1522; coadjutor of Zwingli and Bullinger, particularly remembered as principal
translator of the Zurich Bible; died in Zurich, June 19, 1542.
36. Referring to the Sixty-seven Articles issued by Zwingli for the basis of argument in the Disputation [cf. chap. 5 in
this anthology].
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perhaps also in my sermons, if God lends me grace, it will be declared and proclaimed that
one should invoke to Jesus Christ alone, and only look to him for all compassion, all help,
mercy and salvation, which shall be sought and demanded from no other being. Therefore,
Sir Vicar, I desire that you teach me if I have erred, and report from the Gospel, showing
place and location where it is written that the saints are to be invoked by us or that they
are intercessors. Such I shall receive with many thanks, and will gladly allow myself to be
taught by you.

Vicar
Ne Hercules quidem contra duos [“Not even Hercules (fights) against two”]. Shall I strive
with two? That was considered even too difficult for the strong Hercules (according to a
proverb of the ancients). Dear Sir, I have nothing to do with you.
Leo: But I have something to do with you.
Vicar: I do not know who you are.
Leo: I shall gladly be your good friend in so far as you desire.
Vicar: That I shall not refuse, for I am not here to become an enemy of any one. If you
are then my good friend, as you say, it will happen to us as to Socrates and Solon,37 who also
through argumentation became good friends.
Leo: Then you have one friend more than formerly.
To prevent such and other gibes Master Ulrich began to speak: Would to God that the
saying, Ne Hercules quidem, etc., would be understood and followed as readily by some as
it ordinarily is the custom to quote it. Sir Vicar, we desire to hear the quotation concerning
the invocation and intercession of the saints, not such useless talk and nonsense.

Vicar
It is the custom and usage of Christian churches, and is kept thus by all Christian folk
confirmed by the litany and the canons missal, that we appeal to the Virgin to intercede for
us; this the mother of God herself says in the gospel of Saint Luke. Ex hoc beatam me dicent:
“All generations shall call me blessed,” and her cousin Elizabeth addressed her in a friendly
manner, saying: Unde mihi hoc, etc. “And whence is this to me, that the mother of my Lord
should come to me?” Likewise, “blessed art thou among women,” etc. This also the maiden
in the Gospel proves to us, who cries: “Blessed is the body which has borne thee, and blessed
the breasts which thou hast sucked.” [Interruption by Zwingli: We are not asking concerning the holiness and dignity of Mary, but concerning invocation and intercession.] We also
sing daily: Sentiunt omnes tuum levamen: “All feel thy aid who honor thy memory.”38 But
since my talk is held to be useless and foolish I will rather keep still.
37. [“Look, how can you say that to excuse myself I quoted in the beginning the saying of Solon, how then it was written
by the wise man Solon that when once he was sitting with scholars, who were debating, and Periander asked him whether
he was silent from lack of words or because he was a fool, he answered no fool can keep quiet? Therefore I did not refer to
Socrates (as you say), but to the saying of Xenocrates when he was one time asked why he alone kept still and allowed all
the others to speak, he had answered that what I sometimes said I regretted, but that which I have not said that I have never
regretted. Thus it happened, and not otherwise, and as a witness of the truth I cited the proverb: Audiens sapiens sapientior
erit [“A wise listener will be wiser,” cf. Prov. 1:5]. And as another witness Zwingli interrupted the speech by saying that
there was no need of fawning and hypocritical style. Now look how you have hit it?” (Faber).]
38. [“Show us that in the Scriptures; the rest is human nonsense” (Bullinger).]
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Thus the vicar kept still and sat down, and then Doctor Martin from Tübingen arose,
and spoke thus concerning these matters:
Dear Sirs: Much has been said here against the usage and ordinance of the Christian
churches which has been decreed and ordered by holy councils and fathers assembled in
the name of the Holy Ghost, which, moreover, long has been held without fault as a praised
custom and long usage. To oppose and to object to it is a sacrilegious deed, for what has
been decreed and resolved by the holy councils and fathers, namely, by the four councils,
should be obeyed in Christian churches like the Gospel, as we have written in Diss. XV. For
the Church assembled in council in the name of the Holy Ghost cannot err. Therefore it
behooves no one to speak against their decrees and ordinances, as Christ bears witness in
the holy Gospel when he says: Qui vos audit, me audit: “He that heareth you heareth me, and
he that despiseth you despiseth me.” Thus Christ speaks to his disciples and those who in
place of the twelve apostles (as bishop and pope) govern the Christian churches; as then the
Roman Church is now since many centuries the mother of all others, which is confirmed by
words of Christ (Matt. 16:18–19), as this is explained in Diss. X. and XII., cap. in nova et cap.
quamvis. Concerning this there is here talked and quarreled against the invocation of the
dear saints, just as if such honest and divine usage followed in Christendom many centuries
were not founded upon the Scriptures, although Saint Jerome in Ad Jovianum writes much
concerning the intercession of the saints, and that this is advantageous to us he proves from
the hopeful Scriptures. That we also receive true report concerning this from the canon of
the holy mass, introduced by the old popes and bishops, and composed by Gregory and sung
in all Christendom, proves that the intercession and invocation of the dear saints and the
Virgin Mary is not considered useless. We also see this in our daily experience of miracles
which occur everywhere. Consequently it seems wrong to me to consider and value such as
useless and contrary to the Scriptures, etc.

Zwingli
The good gentleman also intervenes and urges much in favor of the ordinances and
usage of the Church, the fathers and councils gathered together and inspired by the Holy
Ghost, and thinks one should not speak against them, etc. I say he will by no means prove
that the councils have all been gathered in the name of the Holy Ghost for the purpose of
all the ordinances which they made, since it has been proved before that they often have
decreed contrarily, and have resolved upon, done and rescinded one thing to-day, to-morrow
another, although the Holy Ghost is at all times alike, and does not oppose his decision once
rendered. But when he says what has been decreed by councils and fathers is to be obeyed
like the Gospels, I say what is as true as the Gospels and in accordance with the divine Spirit
one is bound to obey, but not what is decreed in accordance with human reason. But as to
what further than this is to be considered by pope or council as a mortal sin we do not think
that we are in duty bound to treat that the same as the Gospels; we wish to be free, not to
burden our consciences with that. E.g., if pope or council commands us, at risk of mortal
sin, to fast, or to eat no egg, no butter, no meat, which God has not ordered us to do (Luke
10:7; Col. 2:16, 21), but is permitted and made voluntary, therefore we will not believe that
such and other ordinances decreed by the councils are decreed by the Holy Ghost, and to be
respected equally with the Gospel. How does it happen that they wish to order us to eat no
cheese, no eggs, no milk, but stinking oil, with which they scarcely oil their shoes at Rome,
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and otherwise eat chickens and capons? But if one says it is thus written in the canons and
decreed by the fathers, I say it is written otherwise in Paul, and Christ has given another and
easier law. Now do we owe more obedience to God or the Holy Ghost, or to human beings?
(Acts 5:32). But when he declares the Church has decreed such, she cannot err, I ask what is
meant by “Church”? Does one mean the pope at Rome, with his tyrannical power and the
pomp of cardinals and bishops greater than that of all emperors and princes? then I say that
this Church has often gone wrong and erred, as every one knows, since it has destroyed the
land and its inhabitants, burnt cities and ravaged the Christian people, butchering them for
the sake of its earthly pomp, without doubt not on account of a command of Christ and his
apostles. But there is another Church which the popes do not wish to recognize; this one is
no other than all right Christians, collected in the name of the Holy Ghost and by the will
of God, which have placed a firm belief and an unhesitating hope in God, her spouse. That
Church does not reign according to the flesh powerfully upon earth, nor does it reign arbitrarily, but depends and rests only upon the word and will of God, does not seek temporal
honor and to bring under its control much territory and many people and to rule other
Christians. That Church cannot err. Cause: she does nothing according to her own will or
what she thinks fit, but seeks only what the spirit of God demands, calls for and decrees. That
is the right Church, the spotless bride of Jesus Christ [cf. Eph. 5:27] governed and refreshed
by the Spirit of God. But the Church which is praised so highly by the Papists errs so much
and severely that even the heathens, Turks and Tartars know it well. But when he refers here
to the words of Christ, “He that heareth you heareth me, and he that despiseth you despiseth
me” (Luke 10:16), and then refers this to pope, bishop, regents of the Roman churches, I say
that such is not the meaning of Jesus Christ, that we should obey them in all things as they
order. For Christ the Lord knew well that such great braggarts would sit upon the chair of
Moses who would burden the necks of the poor with unbearable and heavy loads, which they
themselves would not touch with a finger. Hence the saying, “He that heareth you heareth
me,” etc., will not serve for that for which the papists and sophists interpret it, but the right
meaning is, as is also shown by what precedes and follows. When Christ sent his disciples
to preach the Gospel in country and city he spake: “Go ye and preach,” saying the kingdom
of God is approaching, etc. And later Christ said: “He that receiveth you receiveth me,” as
Matthew 10:40 says. This means they should preach His word and bring it to the people,
but not human foolishness and law. For one serves the Lord in vain if one prefers human
doctrine and decree. And may the good gentleman furthermore remember what Jerome
writes in ad Jovinian concerning the invocation or intercession of the saints that he has not
read correctly. For it is written Adversus Vigilantium; but how Jerome twists the Gospel in
regard to invocation or intercession of the saints, as he does often in other places, that all
know who read Jerome with good judgment.39 Finally, in regard to the canon which is read
in the mass, and in which invocation and intercession of the saints are referred to, I say
one sees readily that the canon has not been made by one alone, but composed by several.
For there are many useless words therein, as haec dona, haec munera [“these gifts, these
offerings”], etc., from which may be inferred that it has not been made by one scholar. The
39. [“Zwingli said that if he were only half a man, stood on one leg and closed one eye, he would nevertheless yield not
to Jerome” (Faber). “Thereupon Heinrich Wolf said ‘such words were never heard from his lips, yea never thought of during
his lifetime.’ To be sure, when you referred to Jerome in regard to the intercession of the saints, he said the argument which
Jerome uses there has no basis in the Scriptures” (“Gyrenrupfen”).]
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apostles never celebrated mass thus; one also finds that in several instances the custom of
the canon is different from ours, which I shall point out and shortly prove, if God wills it.
Concerning the miracles which are done by the saints we have spoken before. Who knows
through whom or why God decrees this?40 We should not attribute this so readily on account
of our unbelief to the saints when we hesitate concerning Christ and run to those creatures
for help. This all is proof of a weak faith and small hope in Jesus Christ, whom we do not
rightly and entirely trust. Why do we flee from Him and seek aid from the saints, especially
as we do not recognize certainly from the Scriptures that they are our intercessors?
After this Dr. Sebastian,41 from Schaffhausen, a member of the order of the Barefoot
Monks, arose and began to admonish the assembled council that they should manage and
protect the evangelical doctrine as until now, since there was no one there who could bring
forward, upon frequent requests, anything more definite from the Scriptures. But he could
not finish; the vicar interrupted and said:
Dr. Sebastian, you should keep still and not speak thus. You know well what you promised
my gracious master; it does not behoove a man to be so vacillating, to be moved like a reed
by the wind; you had not promised that before.
Answered the aforesaid Dr. Sebastian: Dear gentlemen, what I have promised the bishop
that I have faithfully and honorably kept, but his people have not fulfilled and carried out
what they promised to me; that you may testify what I have said here in public.
After this speech there arose another doctor, lector and preacher from Bern, of the order
of the Barefoot Monks,42 and admonished the wise council of Zurich, speaking as follows:
Honorable, careful, wise, gracious, favorable gentlemen of Zurich, your intention and
opinion, published in all places by means of open letter for the aid of the Gospel, pleases
me well, and praised be God that you are the people to further and not to obstruct the word
of God, and pray God that He will not turn away and cause your wisdom to desert from
such a godly undertaking, and that He will give and lend you power and might, strength
and comfort, that you will be frightened by no temporal power, whether of pope, bishop
or emperor, but so act in these matters that it will redound to God in the future and your
eternal praise. And do not mind that you are a small body and few. I do not say this to scorn
you, but I mean it thus, that you are not equal to a whole kingdom and are considered too
few to struggle against so many nations. Remember that God has always by means of the
40. [“You have omitted that Zwingli even spoke against the public Gospel: ‘when one says that the saints accomplished
miracles then the devil has done it’ ” (Faber). “About the intercession of the saints he promises a separate book: ‘the whole
heavenly host will be with me, without suppressing Christ, but rather let him be mediator.’ Luchsinger answers: He (Faber)
thinks because Zwingli said something about the wrong craze for miracles, therefore no one should remember that any
more, and each one think perhaps something has been said about it; it doubtlessly was as Hans Heyerli (Faber) said, The
matter is this: Hans Heyerli and D. Martin Blansch, of Tübingen, wished to prove the intercession of the saints by means
of the miracles (which has all occurred now in a roundabout manner, for as every one knows they have attacked no article).
Yes, the saints have done miracles. Zwingli answered: Miracles are not a sign of divinity, as Christ himself declares (Matt.
7:22), but where real miracles do occur through the saints God does them himself, never the saints, as Saint Peter speaks
in the Acts 3. But there occur many miracles by the aid of the devil, so Matthew 24:24: He also accomplishes miracles,
and changes himself into the shape of an angel of light (cf. 2 Cor. 11:14). Thus Zwingli spoke, and that fool distorts it thus”
(“Gyrenrupfen”).]
41. Dr. Sebastian Hofmeister.
42. Sebastian Meyer, born at Neuenburg on the Rhine, in Elsass, twenty miles north of Basel, 1465; studied at Basel and
in Germany; became D.D.; entered the Franciscan order; taught in monasteries in Strassburg and Bern; was a rather violent
friend of the Reformation. He accepted Lutheran views on the Eucharist, and died in Strassburg, 1545, after preaching in
Bern and Augsburg as well as there.
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smallest and weakest caused His divine word and will to appear in the world, keeping the
same hidden from the great sages of this world. Therefore fear not those who can injure the
body; they cannot harm the soul [cf. Matt 10:28]. Do not mind that there are now opposed
to the truth of the Gospel bishop, pope and sophists. Thus is it considered by God to make
the wise of this world ignorant, and cause the truth to be made clear by the simple. Therefore I beg your wisdom to remain steadfast in the word of God, which I shall also faithfully
report to my lords of Bern, whose preacher I am, not in the cathedral, but a lector of the
order of Barefoot Monks, and I shall sing your honor and praise. Then he sat down again.
After this the mayor of Zurich again exhorts if any one wishes to say more in regard to
these matters he should do it. My lords, he says, are tired of sitting. It will also soon be time
to dine.
Then arose a canon of Zurich, by name Master Jacob Edlibach, and spoke thus:
Now listen, dear sirs: My good friend and brother, Master Ulrich, has before exhorted, in
the name of Christian love, all those who have anything against him to speak. Now I have
had a dispute with him concerning several matters and sayings, but the same was finally
brought by both of us before the chapter, where it was settled, so that I thought it was over
and should be referred to by no one any more. But now, since Master Ulrich has exhorted
those who have spoken against him so frequently to step forth in the name of God, I have
thought he may mean me also. Hence I say if Master Ulrich desires that that which was
treated of between me and him remain in the knowledge of my lords of the chapter I am
satisfied, and shall refer to it no more. For the matter is bad and worthless; also I know
naught concerning Master Ulrich, except as a good friend and brother of the chapter. But in
so far as he does not wish this, and urges me on, then I shall bring it before you gentlemen.
For there are some behind there inciting and saying in scorn one dare not speak.

Zwingli
Dear sirs: I had earnestly resolved to call all those here three times by name who have
accused me of being a heretic and the like, but I had really forgotten it now, and furthermore I would never have thought of the good gentleman, Master Jacob Edlibach. It is
simply this, I did treat with him concerning a matter before the prior and chapter, which
I did not think necessary to bring, indeed would never have thought of bringing forward
here. But since he himself, uncalled for, arises and desires to refer to and settle the matter
here, I am well satisfied.

Master Jacob
It is of no consequence. I came to Master Ulrich’s house and he satisfied me, and although
not entirely, still I am satisfied. I know nothing concerning him, except all good. I consider
him a good gentleman and brother, hence if he wishes to leave matters as they have been
settled before the prior and chapter, I am entirely content.

Zwingli
You may well refer to it here; I am well satisfied, and I had rather have it before these
gentlemen, since you yourself reported it.
37
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But there were several there, perhaps relatives of the aforesaid Master Jacob, who said
and thought that Master Ulrich ought to act more politely, since one had scarcely incited
Master Jacob to speak.
To this Master Ulrich answered that he had never thought of the said Master Jacob, nor
would it have occurred to him that he should speak concerning this, etc.
Thus there arose a dispute; some of the councilors wanted the matter to be settled before
the chapter, since it had been commenced there; the others thought that it should be tried in
the presence of the scholars and gentlemen; but finally the matter was no more thought of
and thus quieted, perhaps left to the chapter and thus remained unreferred to. This I report
(although not serving much to the purpose) that I may not be accused of not understanding
and refuting all speeches and opposition which occurred at that time.43
After this the mayor of Zurich permitted every one who did not belong to the council to
go to his lodging and dine, until further request, for it was now approaching noon. But the
councilors the aforesaid mayor ordered to remain, perhaps to consult further concerning
this.44 Thus they arose, and many of the strangers went to their lodging. This much was
done in the forenoon.
After all had eaten they were told to appear again in the city hall to hear the decision
made by the wise council of Zurich.45
After all had gathered, there was publicly read before the council as is written hereafter:
When in the name of the Lord and upon the request of the mayor, council and great
council of the city of Zurich, and for the reasons contained in the letters sent to you, you
had obediently appeared, etc., and when again a year having passed since the honorable
embassy of our gracious Lord of Constance, on account of such matters as you have heard
to-day, was here in the city of Zurich before the mayor, small and great councils, and when
these matters having been discussed in various fashions it was reported that our gracious
43. [“How could you say truthfully that you have reported and understood all speeches and rebuttals, when I show to
you that you have wronged not only me, but others, also Zwingli. You have omitted from my statements two quotations,
with their additions: ‘I am with you,’ etc. (Matt. 28:20), and: ‘I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter,’ etc. (John 14:16). Do you know now what I said thereupon? Since the appealing to the saints has gone on, also the
mass has been held as a sacrifice throughout the whole of Christendom, not only now for a thousand, but for thirteen and
fourteen hundred years, and if it were not true or righteous, then Christ would have wickedly forgotten us and the eternal
truth; yes, he would have badly kept his word. But he has said: Behold this is a mystery; nor has he also said: Only after
1000 or 1200 years shall I first come again to my bride the churches. He said: Every day unto the end of the world. And
although we did not heed these words of Christ, regardless of the fact that his words are everlasting, according to Isaiah,
and he alone is the truth, and furthermore cannot lie, according to Saint Paul, and he is the one whom Saint John calls the
faithful and true, and sooner will heaven and earth perish rather than his words, still we would have the other promise
of the Holy Ghost, who, it has been promised, will remain with us unto eternity. Hence I do not in great affairs carelessly
leave or desert from the Church, but I entrust that rather to Christ. Now what I report has been kept by the Church for so
many centuries, hence I would be very careful, since the two things in regard to the saints and the mass are not contrary
to the Gospel, and I also can prove it with the Scriptures, and thus I feel like the honest old peasants: when one wishes to
abolish their old traditions and praiseworthy usages, which are not contrary to God, they do not like to obey and allow
it. And thus I feel in regard to the said sayings, I trust to Christ and God and the Holy Ghost that thus far they have not
deserted us, and I say also agree with Saint Jerome, that in regard to these matters I shall rightly hold to the faith which
I have received from the maternal breast. Although the doctrine of yourself and your brethren would be very acceptable
to me, for I would not be allowed to pray, fast or do other good works, but if I did them I should commit a sin, therefore I
would probably go to heaven. But since perchance I cannot ask much, therefore I do not wish to lose the intercession of the
saints, and especially of the Virgin Mary” (Faber).]
44. [“Bullinger puts here the word of the mayor: And the sword with which he from Fislisbach was murdered does not
wish to appear to fight.”]
45. [“Which has been decided upon in accordance with the debate held” (Bullinger).]
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Lord of Constance was about to call together the scholars in his bishopric, also the preachers
of the neighboring bishoprics and parishes, to advise, help and treat with them, so that a
unanimous decision might be reached and each one would know what to rely on, but since
until now by our gracious Lord of Constance, perhaps from good reasons, not much has
been done in this matter, and since more and more disputes are arising among ecclesiasts
and laymen, therefore once more the mayor, council and great council of the city of Zurich,
in the name of God, for the sake of peace and Christian unanimity, have fixed this day, and
for the advantage of the praiseworthy embassy of our gracious Lord of Constance (for which
they gave their gracious, high and careful thanks) have also for this purpose by means of
open letter, as stated above, written, called and sent for all secular clergy, preachers and
spiritual guides, together and individually, from all their counties into their city, in order
that in the examination they might confront with each other those mutually accusing each
other of being heretics. But since Master Ulrich Zwingli, canon and preacher of the Great
Minster in the city of Zurich, has been formerly much talked against and blamed for his
teachings, yet no one, upon his declaring and explaining his Articles, has arisen against
him or attempted to overcome him by means of the Scriptures, and when he has several
times also called upon those who have accused him of being a heretic to step forward, and
no one showed in the least heresy in his doctrines, thereupon the aforesaid mayor, council
and great council of this city of Zurich, in order to quell disturbance and dispute, upon
due deliberation and consultation have decided, resolved, and it is their earnest opinion,
that Master Ulrich Zwingli continue and keep on as before to proclaim the holy Gospel
and the correct divine Scriptures with the Spirit of God in accordance with his capabilities
so long and so frequently until something better is made known to him. Furthermore, all
your secular clergy, spiritual guides and preachers in your cities and counties and estates
shall undertake and preach nothing except what they can defend by the Gospels and other
right divine Scriptures; furthermore, they shall in no wise in the future slander, call each
other heretic or insult in such manner. Those which seem contrary and do not obey will
be restrained in such manner that they must see and discover that they have committed
wrong. Done the Thursday after Carolus, in the city of Zurich, on the 29th day of January,
in the year 1523.
Thereupon Master Ulrich Zwingli arose and spoke thus:46 God be praised and thanked
whose divine word will reign in heaven and upon earth. And you, my lords of Zurich,
the eternal God doubtlessly will also in other affairs lend strength and might, so that
you may in future advance and preach the truth of God, the divine Gospel, in your
country. Do not doubt that Almighty God will make it good and reward you in other
matters. Amen.
Whether this decision having been read pleased the vicar of Constance or not I really
don’t know, for he spoke thus:47 Dear gentlemen, much has been spoken to-day against
the praiseworthy old traditions, usage and ordinance of the holy popes and fathers, whose
ordinances and decrees have until now been held in all Christendom true, just and sinless.48
46. [“Zwingli spoke with great joy after the aforesaid decision had been read” (Bullinger).]
47. [“And first here the vicar became angry, saying: My dear gentlemen, I read to-day Master Ulrich’s Articles for the
first time, which before I had had no time to glance over” (Bullinger).]
48. [“ ‘You know that it is true that before I or all priests had come to Zurich no one knew your word, whereon the dispute
was based, and I tell you that I would have thought sooner of death than that there should be a debate at Zurich concerning
the intercession of the saints. Hence you probably marked well that I said I thought I had come to Zurich, but I see I am in
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To protect and maintain this I have offered myself to the high councils. But now when for
the first time to-day I have looked and glanced through the Articles of Master Ulrich (for I
have not read them before), it seems to me truly that these are wholly and entirely at variance with and opposing the ritual (i.e., opposed to the praiseworthy splendor and glory of
the churches done and decreed for the praise and honor of God), to the loss of the divine
teaching of Christ. This I shall prove.

Zwingli
Sir Vicar, do it. We would like to hear that very much.

Vicar
It is written: Qui non est adversum vos, etc. “He that is not against us is for us” (Luke
9:50). Now these praiseworthy services or splendor of the churches (like fasting, confession,
having festival days, singing, reading, consecrating,49 reading mass and other similar things)
have always been decreed and ordered by the holy fathers, not against God, but only for the
praise and honor of God Almighty, and it seems very strange and unjust to me to consider
and refute them as though wrong.

Zwingli
When my Sir Vicar speaks and quotes from the Gospel, “He that is not against us is for
us,” I say that is true. “Now the customs and ordinances of the Church are ordered and
decreed by men, not against God,” etc. Sir Vicar, prove that. For Christ always despises
human ordinance and decree, as we have in Matthew 15:1–9. When the Jews and Pharisees
blamed and attacked the Lord because his disciples did not obey the doctrine and ordinance
of the ancients Christ said to them: “Why do ye also transgress the commandment of God
by your tradition?” etc. And the Lord spoke further: “Ye hypocrites, well did Esaias prophesy of you, saying, This people draweth nigh unto me with their mouth and knoweth me
with their lips, but their heart is far from me. But in vain do they worship me, teaching for
doctrines the commandments of men.” One sees here that God does not desire our decree
and doctrine when they do not originate with Him, despises them, and says we serve Him
in vain, which also Saint Paul shows to us when he writes thus: Dear brethren, let no man
beguile you by human wisdom and deceit, in accordance with the doctrine or decree of
men, in accordance with the doctrines of this world, and not those of Christ. “Let no man
therefore judge you in meat, or in drink, or in respect of a holiday, or of a new moon, or
Picardy, and this saying I explained to be from the heretic Picard.† Hence although I was not prepared nor thought about
the matter, still I desired to argue concerning it, and show wherewith I had proved the imprisoned priest to be in error
whom you wished to make a bishop, so that you also might fall into the Arian heresy’ (Faber). And before he said: ‘Master
Ulrich had published the 67 articles only a day before this session, and before any one at Constance or any other city knew
a word of it, and Master Ulrich also admitted it may perchance have been issued too late.’ Werner Steiner remarks in writing: ‘These (the Articles) were handed to him by the pastor of Frauenfeld ‡ on the journey hither, about 2 or 3 days ago.’ ”]
† Picard, the founder of an heretical sect of the Manichean order, the Picardists, in the 15th century. The customary
charge of immorality was brought against them. It spread from its home in Picardy to France and Germany, finally to
Bohemia, where it was ruthlessly suppressed by the great Hussite leader, Ziska, in 1421.
‡ Twenty-one miles northeast of Zurich.
49. [From the saying of Luke 9 not six words have been quoted (“Gyrnrupfen”).]
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of the Sabbath days. Which are a shadow of things to come,” etc. (Col. 2:16ff.). God wants
from us His decree, His will alone, not our opinion. God the Lord cares more for obedience
to His word (although they use the word “obedience” for human obedience) than for all
our sacrifices and self-created church usages, as we have it in all the divine writings of the
prophets, twelve apostles and saints. The greatest and correct honor to show to God is to obey
His word, to live according to His will, not according to our ordinances and best opinion.

Vicar
Christ said, according to John 16:12: “I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into
all truth.” Much has been inaugurated by the holy fathers inspired by the Holy Ghost, and
especially the fasts and the Saturday by the twelve apostles, which also is not described in
the Gospel, in which doubtlessly the Holy Ghost taught and instructed them.50

Zwingli
Sir Vicar, prove from the Scriptures that the twelve apostles have inaugurated Saturday and fasts. Christ said in the aforesaid place the Spirit of God will teach them all
truth, without doubt not human weaknesses. For he spoke according to John 14:26:
“The Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you (the twelve
apostles are meant) all things, and bring all things to your remembrance (advise and
recall) whatsoever I have said unto you.” As if he said undoubtedly, not what you think
fit, but what the Holy Ghost teaches you in my name in accordance with the truth,
not with human thoughts. Now then the holy apostles have never taught, inaugurated,
ordered and decreed otherwise than as Christ had told them in the Gospel. For Christ
said to them, ye are my friends if ye do that which I have decreed and commanded [cf.
John 15:14]. This the dear disciples diligently did, and did not teach otherwise than as
the right Master had sent them to teach and instruct, which is proven by the epistles
of Saint Paul and Saint Peter. Hence your arguments cannot avail anything. For that
I can say truly that I could name more than sixty in this room from among my lords,
laymen not learned in the Scriptures, who all could refute your argument as presented
until now, and by means of the Gospel overcome and refute.

Vicar
Very well, Master Ulrich, do you admit that, that one should only keep what is writ in
the Gospel, and nothing besides? Do you admit that?

Zwingli
Sir Vicar, I pity you that you present such sophistical, hairsplitting or useless arguments.
Perhaps I could also indulge in such devices, perchance I have also read it formerly in the
50. [“Also the saying John 16:12 I did not refer to, for I knew the verse did not belong here; just as little did I say about
fasting Saturdays” (Faber). Hereupon Heinrich Wolf maintains he referred to the quotation from John 16:12: Christ still
had many things to say to the disciples, but they could not bear it now, and Zwingli answered him, and showed how he had
distorted the word of Christ (“Gyrenrupfen”).]
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sophists, hence I do not wish to be entrapped by such subterfuges and tricks. I shall answer
and argue with the pure Scriptures, saying there it is written. That is befitting a scholar, to
defend his cause by the Scriptures.

Vicar
You have read in Saint Paul that he accepted and taught traditions which formerly were
not written in the Gospel.51 [Zwingli interrupts: That we wish to hear.] For when he inaugurated among the Corinthians the custom of the sacrament as he had received it from the
Lord he said among other things: Cetera, cum venero, disponam. “And the rest will I set in
order when I come” (1 Cor. 11:34). There Saint Paul announces that he will further teach
them to honor and to use the sacrament. But that such was true, and that the twelve apostles
gave instructions, presenting them as traditions which were not decreed by the Gospel, I
shall prove from Saint Paul to the Thessalonians. Master Ulrich interrupts, asking: Where
is it written? The vicar answers: You will find it in the second chapter. Zwingli says: We will
look at it. But it is not there; we will look for it in the last epistle. But very well, continue.
The vicar answers: Thus says Saint Paul: Nos autem debemus gratias agere, etc. “But we are
bound to give thanks always to God of you, brethren beloved, etc., because God hath chosen
you to salvation, etc., through belief of the truth, whereunto he called you by our gospel,
etc. Therefore, brethren, stand fast and hold the traditions (i.e., teachings) which ye have
been taught, whether by our word or our epistle” (2 Thess. 2:13–15). [Here Master Ulrich
said: He is misusing the Scriptures; I shall prove it.] Saint Paul says here that one should
stand fast and hold the traditions, whether emanating from his words or his epistle. This is
proof that he taught and instructed that which formerly had not been written, but clearly
and openly invented.

Zwingli
In the first place, when he says Saint Paul gave traditions to the people of Corinth which
before had not been decreed, I say no, for he says in the same place: “For I have received
of the Lord that which also I delivered unto you” (1 Cor. 11:23). But when he says: “And
the rest will I set in order when I come” (1 Cor. 11:34), it does not mean what the vicar
says; on the contrary he is punishing the Corinthians on account of misuse and mistake
in the taking and use of the divine sacrament. For of the wealthy, who assembled in the
churches for the sacrament, some overate themselves and became satiated, while the other
poor people, at times hungry, had nothing to eat. This is what Saint Paul complains of
when he writes [cf. 1 Cor. 11:22]: “What! have ye not houses to eat and to drink in?” as
51. [“That I said and say still, that we are bound to hold many things that are not openly written, but which the Church
holds and we believe, and furthermore have been reported by the teachers of the first churches as having come to us by
order of the 12 apostles; thus I wished to prove that the forty days’ fast, also the Sunday which in the Apocalypse Saint John
calls diem dominicam [‘the Lord’s day’] (Rev. 1:10), was decreed by the 12 disciples; if we do not wish to despise, depose or
suppress them, then it is fitting that what so many centuries by Christendom generally, also by the heretics, has been held
we should also keep, even if it be not openly printed in the Scriptures.” Furthermore he remarks: “It is a harmful error not
to admit anything unless it be expressly described in the Scriptures. The Sadduceans also denied the resurrection because
it was not expressed in the Scriptures. I praise you all that you preach the Gospel and Saint Paul, for that is the right rock.
But what we have also from the time of the 12 apostles you should not cast so carelessly aside. If your speech were true we
would be obliged to leave the ‘symbolo apostolorum,’ the ‘homoousio,’ yes from the persons in the Godhead, from free will;
we no more could believe that Anna was the mother of Mary,” etc. (Faber).]
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if he were saying the sacrament is not for the necessity of the body, but as a food for the
souls. Therefore Saint Paul concludes: “And the rest will I set in order when I come.” Not
that he wishes to teach otherwise than as Christ has ordered him, but in order to stop and
better their misuse does he say this, which the Word shows: Tradidi vobis [“I delivered
unto you”], etc.
Secondly, since Sir Vicar pretends that human ordinance and teaching are to be held,
this also is not written in the Gospel; he refers to Saint Paul to the Thessalonians, where he
writes: “Therefore, brethren, stand fast and hold the traditions which ye have been taught,
whether by word or our epistle.” I say Paul did not speak, teach, write or instruct in anything except what the Lord had ordered him. For he testifies everywhere, and also proves it
to be true, to have written or preached naught except the Gospel of Christ, which God had
promised before in the Scriptures of His Son through the prophets.52

Vicar
Master Ulrich, you said in your Articles that the mass is no offering. Now I shall prove
that for 1400 years missal has been considered a sacrifice and called an offering. For missa
is a Hebrew word, known by us as sacrifice, and also the apostles were known as missam
sacrificium.
Zwingli: Sir Vicar, prove that. Vicar: To-day I spoke as a Vicar; now I speak as a John.
Zwingli: Yes indeed; had you long before to-day taken off your vicar’s hat it would have
suited you well at times to-day; then one could have spoken with you as with a John. 53
I say that you should prove from the Scriptures that the mass is a sacrifice, for, as Saint
Paul says, Christ not more than once was sacrificed, not by other blood, but “by his
own blood he entered once into the holy place,” etc., nor yet that he should offer himself
often, as the high priests in the Old Testament had to do for the sin of the people, for
then must Christ often have suffered (Heb. 9:12, 25–26). Likewise, Saint Paul writes,
“But this man after he had offered one sacrifice forever sat down on the right hand of
God.” Likewise, “For by one offering he hath perfected forever them that are sanctified” (Heb. 10:12, 14). Likewise, By so much does this sacrifice surpass the sacrifices
in the Old Testament fulfilled by the high priest, by so much more powerful is this
declared to be that it was sufficient once for the sins of all people (Heb. 7:22–27). Who
is so unreasonable as not to note that Christ must never be sacrificed in the mass as a
52. [“And the traditions do not disagree with the Scriptures, so that when the apostles wrote one thing another was
opposed to it” (Bullinger).]
53. [Hans Hab remarks: “Faber attacked the Articles severely, but could not prove that they are unchristian. It happened thus, when after dinner the decision was read: Just like the peasant boys, you first began in earnest after the matter
was closed, and even then you did not wish to attack any Article, to make it unchristian by means of the Scriptures, as
you attacked them, but you raised the Articles in your own hand and said: Now I do not wish to speak as a vicar, but as a
John, and I say, Master Ulrich, that your Articles are not like unto the truth, and are not based upon the Gospel and the
writings of the apostles.” Zwingli answered: “Sir Vicar, if you had taken off your hat long ago one could have treated about
something. But in answer to your speech I spoke thus: You shall prove your wicked speech with the deed, and do well and
attack only one Article, so that we may not let this day pass by uselessly, for so well are these Articles founded that heaven
and earth must break sooner than one of these Articles. Upon this you answered, as always before, this was not the place
to debate, but you wished to debate in writing and have judges. Thereupon Zwingli answered he was indifferent whether
one noted down everything that was spoken, but he wanted no judge over the word of God, for the word of God should
judge the people, and not the people the word of God. About that you teased Zwingli, whether he would not take those of
Zurich as judges? Zwingli replied, no—so much at this time, although much was still added thereto” (“Gyrenrupfen”).]
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sacrifice for us when he hears that the Holy Ghost speaks from the Scriptures, For not
more than once (semel) by one offering he entered into the holy place; otherwise he
must die often? Now matters have come to such a state that the papists have made out
of the mass a sacrifice for the living and dead, contrary to the joyful Scriptures of God;
they wish to protect this also, so that they may defend their name of scholar or their
avarice. We also know well that “missa” does not come from Hebrew or Greek; but you
present nothing from the Scriptures.

Vicar
I will do that and prove it before the universities, where learned judges sit. And choose
a place, be it Paris, Cologne or Freiburg, whichever you please; then I shall overthrow the
Articles presented by you and prove them to be wrong.

Zwingli
I am ready, wherever you wish, as also to-day I offered to give answer at Constance, if a
safe conduct (as to you here) is promised to me and respected. But no judge I want, except
the Scriptures, as they have been said and spoken by the Spirit of God; no human being,
whichsoever it be; and before you overthrow one Article the earth must be overthrown, for
they are the Word of God.

Vicar
This is a queer affair. When, e.g., two are quarreling about an acre or about a meadow,
they are sent before a judge. Him they also accept, and you refuse to allow these matters to
come before a judge. How would this be if I should propose that you take my lords of Zurich
as judges? Would you not accept these and allow them to judge?

Zwingli
In worldly affairs and in quarrels I know well that one should go before the judges with the
disputes, and I also would choose and have as judges my lords of Zurich, since they possess
justice. But in these matters, which pertain to divine wisdom and truth, I will accept no one
as judge and witness except the Scriptures, the Spirit of God speaking from the Scriptures.

Vicar
How would it be if you chose a judge and I also one, both impartial, be it here or somewhere
else, would you not be satisfied what these two recognized and pronounced as true sentence?
Hereupon Sir Fritz von Anwyl, major-domo of the bishop of Constance, spoke:
Must we then all believe as those two, and not hold otherwise?
Hereupon there was a laugh, so that the vicar became silent and answered nothing. But
when it had again become quiet the vicar spoke thus:
Christ in the Gospel54 says, He will remain with us even unto the end of the world (Matt.
28:20). In another place, he says: “For ye have the poor always with you; but me ye have
54. [“I shall not be with you always, and then” (Bullinger).]
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not always” (Matt. 26:11). Now if there were no one who decided concerning these sayings,
who could know how one should grasp these two sayings thus opposed to each other? One
must then have a judge.

Zwingli
The Spirit of God decided itself from the Scriptures that the Lord is speaking of two kinds
of presences, of the corporal and the spiritual. The Scripture speaks evidently of the corporal
presence or bodily attendance of Christ, and declares that Christ died, was buried, arose on
the third day, and having ascended to the heavens sits on the right of his Father. Hence one
notices readily from the Scriptures how one shall understand that when the Lord says: “Me
ye have not always.” In the same fashion, when He says He will remain with us even unto
the end of the world, the Scriptures teach that Christ is the word of God, the wisdom, the
will of his heavenly Father, the truth, the way, the light, the life of all believers. Therefore
one evidently sees that spiritually he remains with us unto the end of the world. Hence one
needs no other judge besides the divine Scriptures; the only trouble is that we do not search
and read them with entire earnestness.55
Thereupon Dr. Martin of Tübingen speaks, saying:
You interpret the Scriptures thus according to your judgment, another interprets them
another way; hence there must always be people who decide these things and declare the
correct meaning of the Scriptures, as this is symbolized by the wheels of Ezekiel.

Zwingli
I do not understand the Scriptures differently than it is interpreted by means of the
Spirit of God; there is no need of human judgment.56 We know that the ordinance of God
is spiritual (Rom. 7:14), and is not to be explained by the reasoning of man in the flesh. For
the corporal man in the flesh does not understand the things which are of the Spirit of God
(1 Cor. 2:14). Therefore I do not wish to have or accept a man as judge of the Scriptures.

Vicar
Arius and Sabelius would still walk on earth or rule if the matters had not been brought
before judges.

Zwingli
I shall do as the fathers, who also conquered by means of the Scriptures, not by means
of human understanding.57 For when they were disputing with Arius they did not accept
55. [“In regard to the quotation from Matthew 28:20, Zwingli gave you (Faber) the following answer: It is true that
Christ has promised to remain with us to the end of the world. That he also keeps his promise faithfully, ye pious brethren
in Jesus Christ, you should have no doubt. God is with us probably as with no council. For we keep His word, and seek the
truth from his word alone. Those who do that, God is with them” (Luchsinger in “Gyrenrupfen”).]
56. [“The Scriptures decide themselves in the presence of men” (Bullinger).]
57. [“Did you not also hear that thereupon Zwingli answered: A council never overcame a heretic except with the
Scriptures, for it would have been useless if one had tried to overcome Arius in another fashion except by the Scripture.
Hence he also stood there, demanding that one listen to the Scriptures in regard to all the Articles; these should be judges
over him, and according to that he would allow all Christians to recognize not only several, but all, whether he had used
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men, but the Scriptures, as judges, as one finds. When Arius said it is also proven by
the Scriptures, as he thought, that the Son of God is less than the Father (John 14:28),
the dear fathers sought the Scriptures, allowing them to judge, and showed that it was
written, “I and my Father are one” (John 10:30). Also, “He that hath seen me hath seen
the Father. Believest thou not that I am in the Father and the Father in me?” Also, “The
Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the works” (John 14:9–10). Such declarations of the
Scriptures the dear fathers considered, and showed that Christ had two natures, human
and divine, and proved by the Scriptures, not by the judgment of men, that the saying
which Arius quoted, The Father is more than I, referred to the humanity of Christ and the
later sayings spoke of the Godhead, as was shown by the Scriptures themselves, and the
Scriptures interpreted the Scriptures, not the fathers the Scriptures. Thus Saint Augustine overcame the Arians, Manicheans, etc.; Jerome the Jovians, Pelagians; Cyprian his
opponents and heretics, at the same time with books referred to and Scriptures quoted,
so that the Scriptures, and not they, were the judges. The Scriptures are so much the same
everywhere, the Spirit of God flows so abundantly, walks in them so joyfully, that every
diligent reader, in so far as he approaches with humble heart, will decide by means of the
Scriptures, taught by the Spirit of God, until he attains the truth. For Christ whenever he
argued with the learned Jews and Pharisees referred to the Scriptures, saying: “Search the
Scriptures” (John 5:39). Also, “What is written in the law?” etc. (Luke 10:26). Therefore
I say the matter needs no human judge. But that at various times such matters generally
have been brought before human judges and universities is the reason that the priests no
longer desired to study, and paid greater attention to wantonness, at times to chess, than
reading the Bible. Hence it came about that one considered those scholars and chose them
as judges who had attracted unto themselves only the appearance or diploma of wisdom,
who knew naught concerning the right Spirit of God or the Scriptures. But now through
the grace of God the divine Gospel and Scriptures have been born and brought to light
by means of print (especially at Basel), so that they are in Latin and German, wherefrom
every pious Christian who can read or knows Latin can easily inform himself and learn
the will of God. This has been attained, God be praised, that now a priest who is diligent
may learn and know as much in two or three years concerning the Scriptures as formerly
many in ten or fifteen years. Therefore I wish all the priests who have benefices under my
lords of Zurich or in their counties, and have them exhorted that each one is diligent and
labors to read the Scriptures, and especially those who are preachers and caretakers of the
soul, let each one buy a New Testament in Latin, or in German, if he does not understand
the Latin or is unable to interpret it. For I also am not ashamed to read German at times,
on account of easier presentation. Let one begin to read first the gospel of Saint Matthew,
especially the fifth, sixth, and seventh chapters. After that let him read the other gospels,
so that he may know what they write and say. After that he should take the Acts. After
this the epistles of Paul, but first the one to the Galatians. Then the epistle of Saint Peter
the Scriptures rightly or not; and he asked who was judge between Hilary and Arians, between Jerome and Jovian, between
Augustine and the Manicheans; with nothing besides the Scriptures they proved their cause, and thus allowed it to come
before all people without a single judge. And what you attacked afterwards, just as if he had boasted of great abilities, that
you invented. For Zwingli spoke of the rest who were there thus: There are in the hall probably men as learned in Hebrew,
Greek and Latin as at Tübingen, Basel, Freiburg and elsewhere” (Hans Hab in “Gyrenrupfen”). He adds thereto: “Zurich has
probably as many people learned in the three languages as he and his papists in a heap, and who understand the Scriptures
better than those at Lyon and Paris.”]
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and other divine texts; thus he can readily form within himself a light Christian life, and
become more skillful to teach this better to others also. After that let him work in the
Old Testament, in the prophets and other books of the Bible, which, I understand, are
soon to appear in print in Latin and German. Let one buy such books, and never mind
the sophistical and other empty writings, also the decree and work of the papists, tell and
preach to the people the holy Gospel, written by the four evangelists and apostles, then
the people will become more willing and skillful in leading a peaceful Christian life. For
matters have reached such a state that also the laymen and women know more of the
Scriptures than some priests and clergymen.
Thereupon spoke a priest, decan of Glattfelden:
Shall one then not read Gregory or Ambrose, or cite their writings in the pulpit, but only
the Gospel?

Zwingli
Yes, you may read them. And when you find something written therein which is like the
Gospel or quoted from the Gospel, there is no need of using Gregory or Ambrose, but one
first of all honors Christ and says, this the Gospel or Scriptures tell us. And this is not only
my opinion, but Gregory or Ambrose is also of this opinion. For the dear fathers themselves
confirm their writings with the Gospel and Scriptures, and where they depend upon their
own thoughts they err readily and generally.
Another priest, by name Hans von Schlieren, asks:
But what shall he do who has a small benefice and not sufficient wherewith he could buy
such books, the Testament? I have a poor little benefice; it is also necessary for me to speak.

Zwingli
There is, if God wills, no priest so poor but he cannot buy a Testament, if he likes to
learn. Somewhere he will find a pious citizen and other people who will buy him a Bible, or
otherwise advance the money so that he can pay for one.
After this the vicar began to speak roughly, saying:
Very well, Master Ulrich. I say that your Articles, as these are noted down, are opposed
to the Gospel and Saint Paul, also not in harmony unto the truth. That I offer to prove
in writing or orally, wherever you please. Choose for yourself judges for these matters, to
render a decision therein, in whichever place suits you, then I shall prove to you in writing or orally that your Articles, which appeared in print, are untruthful and opposed to
the Gospel.

Zwingli
Do that, when and wherever you please, and the quicker and sooner the more agreeable and satisfactory it is to me. Write against my Articles or opinions whenever you
wish, or argue against them wherever you please. Why don’t you do it here, right now?
Attack one of my opinions, since you say they are opposed to the Gospel and Saint
Paul; try to prove them wrong and false. I say, Vicar, if you can do that, and prove one
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of my Articles false by means of the Gospel, I will give you a rabbit cheese. Now let’s
hear it. I shall await it.

Vicar
A rabbit cheese, what is that?58 I need no cheese. All is also not written in the Gospel that
is unrighteous and opposed to Christ;59 where do you find in the Gospel that one shall not
have his daughter or his sister’s daughter to wife?

Zwingli
It is also not written that a cardinal shall have thirty benefices.
Master Erasmus von Stein, canon at Zurich, said: It is written in Leviticus, and is forbidden. Answers the vicar, saying: Erasmus, you will not find it, although you search long for
it. One could still live a friendly, peaceful and virtuous life even if there were no Gospel.60

Zwingli
You will find in Leviticus 18 that relationship of marriage with collateral lines, and even
further than the sisters, is forbidden. And if the distant and further removed member of the
house or blood relationship is forbidden, then much more is the nearest forbidden and not
allowed, as you may read in Leviticus 18:17. I pity you that you come with such foolish or
useless and thoughtless remarks, and thus cause offense among the people. That is to give
real scandal and vexation to your neighbor. You could have kept that silent and opposed
me with other writings; it would have been more worthy of you.
Now every one arose, and nothing more was said at that time; every one went to where
he had something to attend to.61
58. “A rabbit cheese” is Swiss for a remarkably fine cheese. Glarus, where Zwingli was settled for ten years (1506–1516),
was then and is still noted for its cheeses.
59. [“Where did I speak an unfit, immodest or worthless word, as Zwingli always did with his ridiculing and other
things, which for the sake of peace I shall not repeat?” (Faber). Conrad Aescher answers: “Zwingli has treated the matter
with such earnestness that he could not have been more in earnest; to be sure he had to laugh with the rest when you came
with your old tales, which we tailors and shoemakers had also learned long ago. But you act like all bad women, blame
other people for what they do themselves. Nobody began his speeches with more ridiculing than you; why you smiled so
friendly that we were afraid that the stove of the room would become so attached to you that it would run after you. Zwingli
has said nothing shameful or immodest, but you have, when you said, where is it forbidden in the Bible that a father may
not marry his daughter? and when you said one could live righteously even without the Gospel,” etc. (“Gyrenrupfen”).]
60. [“At the end of your account you made the false statement that I said one might still live in a friendly, peaceful and
virtuous way even if there were no Gospel. Do you think I am mad, and speak only in unchristian fashion thus? especially
as before that I made such a speech in praise of the Gospel, and in my book against Martin Luther I praised so highly and
emphasized the Gospel, etc.? And you dare to accuse me of these words which in my life I never thought of? Where were
you sitting that you could hear what I said? While several were then speaking every one arose and went away, and no one
sitting could have heard me. Do you wish to know what in the hum of voices, as the people were getting up and leaving,
I said? Thus I spoke: One may preach the Gospel and still keep the peace. Zwingli thought it could not be, so I declared
it could be. Thus you misquote me. Did not the Gospel come with the peace and the peace with the Gospel? But you say
only: God has not sent peace upon earth” (Faber). Hans Hager answered him: “Why, how can you deny what one can witness and prove with so many true men, so that I offer to prove it before my lords of Zurich at whatever hour and moment
you will? I do not say that it occurred at the end, because it did not occur at the end. It may also have happened to Erhard
[Hegenwald] that he forgot it until the end. What does that matter? You said it, no matter when you said it. What does that
matter, as long as you had to lie?” (Gyrenrupfen).]
61. [“And were very tired of the irrelevant quotations and speeches of the Vicar” (Bullinger).]
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It was also said by the mayor of Zurich, as is afterwards written: The sword, with which
the pastor of Fislisbach, captured at Constance, was stabbed, does not wish to appear. The
aforesaid mayor remarks that the vicar had not yet shown any Scripture with which he
boasted to have overcome the aforesaid lord of Fislisbach.
There also spoke the worthy Mr. R., abbot of Cappel,62 saying: Where are they now who
wish to burn us at the stake and bring wood; why do they not step forward now?

F
That is the sum and substance of all actions and speeches at the assembly of Zurich,
etc., before the assembled council, where also other doctors and gentlemen were present on
account of the praiseworthy message of the bishop of Constance and Master Ulrich Zwingli,
canon and preacher at the great cathedral of Zurich, which (assembly) occurred at the time
and on the day, as stated above, in the year 1523, on the 29th day of January.

62. Wolfgang Roupli (or Joner), son of the mayor of Frauenfeld; became abbot 1521; accepted the Reformation and
reformed his monastery. He called there Bullinger, who was Zwingli’s successor, as teacher of the cloister school, 1522.
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The First Decade of Sermons
H EN RY B U LLI NGER

The text and notes from Bullinger’s two sermons are reprinted from Henry Bullinger, The Decades of
Henry Bullinger, The First and Second Decades, ed. for The Parker Society by Thomas Harding, trans. H. I.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1849), 36–70; reprinted in The Decades of Henry Bullinger, ed.
Thomas Harding, with new introductions by George Ella and Joel R. Beeke (Grand Rapids: Reformation
Heritage Books, 2004).

Johann Heinrich Bullinger (1504–75), a Swiss Reformer, continued the Reformation
in Zurich after Zwingli’s death. During his studies in Cologne, he was introduced to
Luther’s writings. Bullinger’s influence on Reformed theology proved to be very great.
In conflict with both Lutherans and Anabaptists, Bullinger developed an early form of
covenant theology, building on Zwingli’s theology. Zurich was a place of refuge for
English Reformers while Queen Mary (“Bloody Mary”) was on the throne. Through
personal contact in Zurich and through Bullinger’s Decades, the standard theological
textbook in Elizabethan England, Bullinger influenced many of the independents
and Presbyterians in England. He also played a key role in unifying the Reformed in
Switzerland and supporting Protestants in France.
The selection presented here is from Bullinger’s Decades, which is a collection of his
sermons. In these two sermons, Bullinger presents his conception of the Scriptures. In
the first, he develops what can be called the progressive nature of God’s revelation.
He speaks of the Word from its inception to its fulfillment in Christ. Its chief content
is to teach salvation. Scripture is authoritative, divine, sound, and uncorrupted. His
views of salvation by faith and opposition to tradition contrast with Roman Catholicism. In the second, Bullinger continues to expound the doctrine of the Word: since
it is written to us, we ought to hear and heed. Further, the Word is powerful to promote godliness. This exposition in the form of sermons will be complemented by his
confession of faith (chap. 12) and his treatise on covenantal hermeneutic (chap. 19).
Bullinger stands as an important player in the Reformation alongside John Calvin.
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Bibliography: G. W. Bromiley. “Bullinger, Johann Heinrich (1504–75).” Pp. 114–14 in NDT. Idem, ed. Zwingli
and Bullinger. LCC. Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1953. Emil Egli. “Bullinger, Heinrich.” NSHERK 2:294–302.
A. N. S. Lane. “Bullinger, Johann Heinrich (1504–1575).” Pp. 94–96 in BDE. O. G. Oliver Jr. “Bullinger,
Johann Heinrich (1504–1575).” Pp. 179–80 in EDT. Carl R. Trueman. “Bullinger, Heinrich (1504–75).”
Pp. 90–91 in DHT. Robert C. Walton. “Bullinger, Johann Heinrich (1504–1575).” Pp. 165–66 in NIDCC.

F
THE FIRST SERMON: OF THE WORD OF GOD; THE CAUSE OF IT;
AND HOW, AND BY WHOM, IT WAS REVEALED TO THE WORLD

All the decrees of Christian faith, with every way how to live rightly, well, and holily, and
finally, all true and heavenly wisdom, have always been fetched out of the testimonies, or
determinate judgments, of the word of God; neither1 can they, by those which are wise men
indeed, or by the faithful and those which are called by God to the ministry of the churches,
be drawn, taught, or, last of all, soundly confirmed from elsewhere, than out of the word of
God. Therefore, whosoever is ignorant what the word of God, and the meaning of the word
of God is, he seemeth to be as one blind, deaf, and without wit, in the temple of the Lord,
in the school of Christ, and lastly, in the reading of the very sacred scriptures. But whereas2
some are nothing zealous, but very hardly drawn to the hearing of sermons in the church;
that springeth out of no other fountain than this, which is, because they do neither rightly
understand, nor diligently enough weigh, the virtue and true force of the word of God. That
nothing therefore may cause the zealous desirers of the truth and the word of God to stay on
this point;3 but rather that that estimation of God’s word, which is due unto it, may be laid
up in all men’s hearts; I will (by God’s help) lay forth unto you, dearly beloved, those things
which a godly man ought to think and hold, as concerning the word of God. And pray ye
earnestly and continually to our bountiful God, that it may please him to give to me his
holy and effectual power to speak, and to you the opening of your ears and minds, so that
in all that I shall say the Lord’s name may be praised, and your souls be profited abundantly.
Verbum, what it is. First, I have to declare what the word of God is. Verbum in the
scriptures, and according to the very property of the Hebrew tongue, is diversely taken. For
it signifieth what thing soever a man will; even as among the Germans the word ding In
English, a thing. is most largely used. In Saint Luke, the angel of God saith to the blessed
virgin: “With God shall no word4 be unpossible”; which is all one as if he had said, all things
are possible to God, or to God is nothing unpossible. Verbum also signifieth a word uttered
by the mouth of man. Sometime it is used for a charge, sometime for a whole sentence, or
speech, or prophecy: whereof in the scriptures there are many examples. But when verbum
1. Lat. hodie; at this time of day.
2. Lat. imo quod; Yea, and that.
3. Lat. Ne quid remoretur.
4.
(Luke 1:37). Lat. and Vulg. omne verbum.
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is joined with any thing else, as in this place we call it verbum Dei, then5 is it not used in
the same signification. The word of God, what it is. For verbum Dei, “the word of God,”
doth signify the virtue and power of God: it is also put for the Son of God, which is the
second person in the most reverend Trinity. For that saying of the holy evangelist is evident
to all men, “The word was made flesh.”6 But in this treatise of ours, the word of God doth
properly signify the speech of God, and the revealing of God’s will; first of all uttered in a
lively-expressed voice by the mouth of Christ, the prophets and apostles; and after that again
registered in writings, which are rightly called “holy and divine scriptures.” The word doth
shew the mind of him out of whom it cometh: therefore the word of God doth make declaration of God. But God of himself naturally speaketh truth; he is just, good, pure, immortal,
eternal: therefore it followeth that the word of God also, which cometh out of the mouth of
God, is true, just, without deceit and guile, without error or evil affection, holy, pure, good,
immortal, and everlasting. For in the gospel saith the Lord, “Thy word is truth.”7 And the
apostle Paul saith, “The word of God is not tied.”8 Again, the scripture everywhere crieth:
“The word of the Lord endureth for ever.”9 And Salomon saith: “Every word of God is purely
cleansed. Add thou nothing to his words, lest peradventure he reprove thee, and thou be
found a liar.”10 David also saith: “The sayings of the Lord are pure sayings, even as it were
silver cleansed in the fire, and seven times fined from the earth.”11
Of the causes and beginnings of the word of God. This you shall more fully perceive,
dearly beloved, if I speak somewhat more largely of the cause or beginning, and certainty,
of the word of God. The word of God is truth: but God is the only well-spring of truth:
therefore God is the beginning and cause of the word of God. And here indeed God, since
he hath not members like to mortal men, wanteth also a bodily mouth: yet nevertheless,
because the mouth is the instrument of the voice, to God is a mouth attributed. For he
spake to men in the voice of a man, that is, in a voice easily understood of men, and fashioned according to the speech usually spoken among men. This is evidently to be seen in
the things wherein he dealt with the holy fathers, with whom, as with our parents Adam
and Eva, Noe, and the rest of the fathers, he is read to have talked many and oftentimes. In
the mount Sina the Lord himself preached to the great congregation of Israel, rehearsing
so plainly, that they might understand those ten commandments, wherein is contained
every point of godliness. For in the fifth of Deuteronomy thus we read: “These words,”
meaning the ten commandments, “spake the Lord with a loud voice, from out of the midst
of the fire, to the whole congregation.”12 And in the fourth chapter: “A voice of words you
heard, but no similitude did you see beside the voice.”13 God verily used oftentimes the
means of angels, by whose ministry he talked with mortal men. And it is very well known
to all men, that the Son of God the Father, being incarnate, walked about in the earth; and,
5. Lat. etiam sic.
6. John 1:14.
7. John 17:17.
8. 2 Tim. 2:9.
9. Isa. 40:8; 1 Peter 1:25.
10. Prov. 30:5, 6.
11. Ps. 12:6.
12. Deut. 5:22.
13. Deut. 4:8.
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being very God and man, taught the people of Israel almost for the space of three years.14
But in times past, and before that the Son of God was born in the world, God, by little and
little, made himself acquainted with the hearts15 of the holy fathers, and after that with
the minds of the holy prophets; and last of all, by their preaching and writings, he taught
the whole world. So also Christ our Lord sent the Holy Ghost, which is of the Father and
the Son, into the apostles, by whose mouths, words, and writings he was known to all the
world. The word of God revealed to the world by men. And all these servants of God,
as it were the elect vessels of God, having with sincere hearts received the revelation of
God from God himself, first of all, in a lively expressed voice delivered to the world the
oracles and word of God which they before had learned; and afterward, when the world
drew more to an end, some of them did put them in writing for a memorial to the posterity. And it is good to know how, and by whom, all this was done: for by this narration the
true cause, certainty, and dignity of the word of God doth plainly appear.
There are not extant to be seen the writings of any man, from the beginning of the world,
until the time of Moses, which are come to our knowledge; although it be likely that that
same ancient and first world was not altogether without all writings. For by Saint Jude, the
apostle, and brother of Saint James, is cited the written prophecy of our holy father Enoch,
which is read to have been the seventh from our father Adam.16 Furthermore, the writing,
or history, of Job seemeth to have been set forth a great while before. But howsoever it is,
all the saints in the church of God give to Moses, the faithful servant of God, the first place
among the holy writers.
How and by whom the word of God hath been revealed from the beginning of the
world. From the beginning therefore of the world, God, by his Spirit and the ministry of
angels, spake to the holy fathers; and they by word of mouth taught their children, and
children’s children, and all their posterity, that which they had learned at the mouth of
God; when they verily had heard it, not to the intent to keep it close to themselves, but also
to make their posterity partakers of the same. For God oftentimes witnesseth, that “he will
be the God of the fathers and of their seed for evermore.”17 This is most plainly to be seen
in the history of Adam, Noe, and Abraham, the first and great grandfathers.18 Abraham.
In the eighteenth of Genesis, verily, we read, that the angel of God, yea, and that more is,
that even the Lord himself, did say to Abraham: “And shall I hide from Abraham what I
mind to do? since of Abraham shall come a great and mighty people, and all the nations of
the earth shall be blessed in him? And this I know, that he will command his children and
his posterity after him, to keep the way of the Lord, and to do justice, judgment,”19 and the
rest. Abraham therefore, a faithful and zealous worshipper of God, did not (even as also
those old fathers of the first world did not) wax negligent at all herein, but did diligently
teach men the will and judgments of God: whereupon of Moses, yea, and of God himself,
14. The duration of our Lord’s ministry is now usually admitted to have been three years and a half.—See Greswell,
Harmonia Evangelica, and Dr. Robinson, Harmony of the Gospels.
15. Lat. insinuavit se Deus animis.
16. Jude 14–15.
17. Gen. 17:7.
18. Lat. genearcharum.
19. Gen. 18:17–19.
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he is called a prophet.20 That devout and lively tradition of the fathers, from hand to hand,
was had in use continually, even from the beginning of the world until the time of Moses.
Moreover, God of his goodness did provide that no age at any time should be without
most excellent lights, to be witnesses of the undoubted faith, and fathers of great authority.
The clearest lights of the first world. For the world before the deluge had in it nine most
excellent, most holy, and wise men; Adam, Seth, Enos, Kenam, Malaleel, Jared, Enoch,
Methusalem, and Lamech. Adam and Methusalem. The chief of these, Adam and Methusalem, do begin and make an end of all the sixteen hundred and fifty-six years21 of the world
before the deluge. For Adam lived nine hundred and thirty years:22 he dieth therefore the
seven hundred and twenty-sixth year before the flood. And Methusalem lived nine hundred
and sixty-nine years:23 he dieth in the very same year that the flood did overflow; and he
lived together with Adam two hundred and forty-three years, so that of Adam he might be
abundantly enough instructed as concerning the beginning of things, as concerning God,
the falling and restoring again of mankind, and all things else belonging to religion, even
as he was taught of God himself. These two fathers, with the rest above named, were able
sufficiently enough to instruct the whole age in the true salvation and right ways of the Lord.
After the deluge God gave to the world again excellent men, and very great lights. The
names of them are Noe, Sem, Arphaxad, Sale, Heber, Palec, Reu, Saruch, Nachor, Thare,
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Here have we thirteen most excellent patriarchs, among whom
the first two, Noe and Sem, are the chief; next to whom Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, were
more notable than the rest. Noe. Noe lived nine hundred and fifty years in all. He was six
hundred years old when the flood drowned the world.24 He therefore saw and heard all the
holy fathers of the first world before the deluge, three only excepted, Adam, Seth, and Enos.
And also he lived many years together with the other, which had both seen and heard them;
so that he could be ignorant in no point of those things which Adam had taught. Noe dieth
(which is marvel to be told, and yet very true) in the forty-ninth year of Abraham’s age.25
Sem. Sem, the son of Noah, lived many years with his father; for he lived in all six hundred
years. He was born to Noah about ninety-six years before the deluge. He saw and heard,
therefore, not only his father Noe and his grandfather Lamech, but also his great grandsire
Methusalem, with whom he lived those ninety-six years before the deluge. Of him he might
be informed of all those things which Methusalem had heard and learned of Adam and the
other patriarchs. Sem dieth, after the death of Abraham, in the fifty-second year of Jacob,
which was thirty-seven years after the death of Abraham, in the year one hundred and
twelve of Isaac’s age: so that Jacob, the patriarch, might very well learn all the true divinity of
Sem himself, even as he had heard it of Methusalem, who was the third witness and teacher
from Adam. Jacob. Furthermore, Jacob the patriarch delivered to his children that which
he received of God26 to teach to his posterity. In Mesopotamia there is born to Jacob his son
20. Gen. 20:7.
21. Cf. Bullinger’s Treatise, “The Old Faith,” translated in Writings and Translations of Bishop Coverdale (Cambridge:
The Parker Society, 1844), 32, 36.
22. Gen. 5:5.
23. Gen. 5:27.
24. Gen. 7:6.
25. There is some great miscalculation here; for Abraham, if born at all before Noah’s death, could only have been in his
infancy. Yet Calvin also says, that “Abraham was nearly fifty years old, when his ancestor Noe died.”—John Calvin, Commentaries on the Book of Genesis (Edinburgh: Calvin Translation Society, 1847), 310 on Gen. 9:28. But see note 29 below.
26. Lat. a Deo per patres accepit.
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Levi, and to him again is born Kahad,27 which both saw and heard Jacob. For Kahad lived
no small number of years with his grandfather Jacob; for he is rehearsed in the roll of them
which went with Jacob down into Egypt:28 but Jacob lived seventeen years with his children
in Egypt. Kahad. Amram. Moses. This Kahad is the grandfather of Moses, the father of
Amram, from whom Moses did perfectly draw that full and certain tradition by hand, as
concerning the will, commandments, and judgments of God, even as Amram his father had
learned them of his father Kahad, Kahad of Jacob, Jacob of Sem, Sem of Methusalem and of
Adam the first father of us all: so now that Moses is from Adam the seventh witness in the
world. And from the beginning of the world to the birth of Moses are fully complete two
thousand three hundred and sixty-eight years of the world. And whosoever shall diligently
reckon the years, not in vain set down by Moses in Genesis and Exodus, he shall find this
account to be true and right.29
The chief contents of the holy fathers’ lively tradition. Now also it behoveth us to know
those chief principles of that lively tradition, delivered by the holy fathers at the appointment
of God, as it were from hand to hand, to all the posterity. The fathers taught their children that
God, of his natural goodness, wishing well to mankind, would have all men to come to the
knowledge of the truth, and to be like in nature to God himself, holy, happy, and absolutely
blessed: and therefore that God, in the beginning, did create man to his own similitude and
likeness, to the intent that he should be good, holy, immortal, blessed, and partaker of all the
good gifts of God; but that man continued not in that dignity and happy state; but by the
means of the devil, and his own proper fault, fell into sin, misery, and death, changing his
likeness to God into the similitude of the devil. Moreover, that God here again, as it were,
of fresh began the work of salvation, whereby mankind, being restored and set free from all
evil, might once again be made like unto God; and that he meant to bring this mighty and
divine work to pass by a certain middle mean, that is, by the Word incarnate. For as, by this
taking of flesh, he joined man to God; so, by dying in the flesh, with sacrifice he cleansed,
sanctified, and delivered mankind; and, by giving him his Holy Spirit, he made him like
again in nature to God, that is, immortal, and absolutely blessed. And last of all, he worketh
in us a willing endeavour aptly to resemble the property and conditions of him to whose
likeness we are created, so that we may be holy both body and soul. They added moreover,
that the Word should be incarnate in his due time and appointed age; and also, that there
did remain a great day for judgment, wherein, though all men were gathered together, yet
the righteous only should receive that reward of heavenly immortality.
So then, this is the brief sum of the holy fathers’ tradition, which it is best to untwist
more largely, and to speak of it more diligently, as it were by parts. God. First, therefore,
the fathers taught, that the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost are one God in the most
reverend Trinity, the maker and governor of heaven and earth and all things which are
therein; Creation of the world. by whom man was made, and who for man did make all
things, and put all things under mankind, to minister unto him things necessary, as a
27. Kohath.—Vulg., Caath.
28. Gen. 46:11.
29. It is scarcely necessary to observe that the system of chronology here used differs considerably from the received
system according to Usher. Bullinger followed the vulgar Jewish chronology, upon which the arrangements of Scaliger,
Petavius, and Usher were afterwards founded. See Hales, Chronology, vol. 1. The difference does not materially affect the
argument.—The line of the patriarchal tradition may be seen traced in Robert Gray, Key to the Old Testament (London:
Rivington, 1797), 80–81.
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loving Father and most bountiful Lord. Then they taught, that man consisted of soul and
body, and that he indeed was made good according to the image and likeness of God; Sin
and death. but that by his own fault, and egging forward of the devil, falling into sin, he
brought into the world death and damnation, together with a web of miseries, out of which
it cannot rid itself: so that now all the children of Adam, even from Adam, are born the
sons of wrath and wretchedness; but that God, whose mercy aboundeth, according to his
incomprehensible goodness, Grace, life, and redemption by Christ. taking pity on the
misery of mankind, did, even of his mere grace, grant 30 pardon for the offence, and did
lay the weight of the punishment upon his only Son, to the intent that he, when his heel
was crushed by the serpent, might himself break the serpent’s head:31 that is to say, God
doth make a promise of seed, that is, of a Son, who, taking flesh of a peerless woman (I
mean, that virgin most worthy of commendations) should by his death vanquish death
and Satan, the author of death; and should bring the faithful sons of Adam out of bondage; yea, and that more is, should by adoption make them the sons of God, and heirs of
life everlasting. Faith. The holy fathers, therefore, taught to believe in God, and in his
Son, the redeemer of the whole world; when in their very sacrifices they did present his
death, as it were an unspotted sacrifice, wherewith he meant to wipe away and cleanse
the sins of all the world.
The lineal descent of Messias. And therefore had they a most diligent eye to the stock
and lineal descent of the Messias. For it is brought down, as it were by a line, from Adam
to Noe, and from Noe by Sem even to Abraham himself: and to him again it was said,
“In thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed”:32 in which words the promise
once made to Adam, as touching Christ the redeemer and changer of God’s curse into
blessing, is renewed and repeated again. The same line is brought down from Abraham
by Isaac unto Jacob;33 and Jacob, being full of the Spirit of God, pointed out his son Juda
to be the root34 of the blessed Seed, as it is to be seen in the forty-ninth of Genesis. Lastly,
in the tribe of Juda the house of David was noted, out of which that seed and branch of
life should come.
The league of God. Moreover, the holy fathers taught, that God by a certain league hath
joined himself to mankind, and that he hath most straitly bound himself to the faithful,
and the faithful likewise to himself again. The worship of God. Whereupon they did teach
to be faithful to God-ward, to honour God, to hate false gods, to call upon the only God,
and to worship him devoutly. Furthermore, they taught, that the worship of God did consist
in things spiritual, as faith, hope, charity, obedience, upright dealing, holiness, innocency,
patience, truth, judgment, and godliness. And therefore did they reprehend naughtiness
and sin, falsehood, lack of belief, desperation, disobedience, unpatientness, lying, hypocrisy,
hatred, despiteful taunts, violence, wrong, unrighteous dealing, uncleanness, riotousness,
surfeiting, whoredom, unrighteousness, and ungodliness. They taught, that God was a
rewarder of good, but a punisher and revenger of evil. Life eternal and the day of judgment.
They taught, that the souls of men were immortal, and that the bodies should rise again in
30. Lat. promisisse.
31. Gen. 3:15.
32. Gen. 22:18.
33. Lat. per Isaacum et Jacobum.
34. Lat. genearcham.
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the day of judgment: therefore they exhorted us all so to live in this temporal life, that we
do not leese35 the life eternal.
The true historical narration delivered by the fathers to their children. This is the sum
of the word of God revealed to the fathers, and by them delivered to their posterity. This is
the tradition of the holy fathers, which comprehendeth all religion. Finally, this is the true,
ancient, undoubted, authentical, and catholic36 faith of the fathers.
Besides this, the holy fathers taught their children, and children’s children, the account
of the years from the beginning of the world, and also the true historical course, as well
profitable as necessary, of things from the creation of the world even unto their own times;
lest peradventure their children should be ignorant of the beginning and succession of
worldly things, and also of the judgments of God, and examples of them which lived as
well godly as ungodly.
I could declare unto you all this evidently, and in very good order, out of the first book of
Moses, called Genesis, if it were not that thereby the sermon should be drawn out somewhat
longer than the use is. But I suppose that there are few, or rather none at all, here present,
which do not perceive that I have rehearsed this that I have said, touching the tradition of
the ancient fathers, as it were word for word, out of the book of Genesis; so that now I may
very well go forward in the narration which I have begun.
Moses in an history compileth the traditions of the fathers. So then, whatsoever
hitherto was of the fathers delivered to the world by word of mouth, and as it were from
hand to hand, that was first of all put into writing by the holy man Moses, together with
those things which were done in all the time of Moses’ life, by the space of one hundred
and twenty years. And that his estimation might be the greater throughout all the world,
among all men, and in all ages; and that none should but know, that the writings of Moses
were the very word of God itself; Moses was furnished, and as it were consecrated by God,
with signs and wonders to be marvelled at indeed, which the almighty by the hand, that
is, by the ministry of Moses, did bring to pass: and verily, he wrought them not in any
corner of the world, or place unknown, but in Egypt, the most flourishing and renowned
kingdom of that age.
Those miracles were greater and far more by many, than that they can be here rehearsed in
few words: neither is it needful to repeat them, because you, dearly beloved, are not unskilful
or ignorant of them at all. After that also, God by other means procured authority to Moses.
For many and oftentimes God had communication with Moses; and amongst the rest of
his talk said he: “Behold, I will come to thee in a thick cloud, that the people may hear me
talking with thee, and may believe thee for evermore.”37
Neither was the Lord therewith content, but commanded Moses to call together all the
people, six hundred thousand men, I say, with their wives and children. They are called
out to the mount Sina, where God appeareth in a wonderful and terrible fashion; and he
himself, preaching to the congregation, doth rehearse unto them the ten commandments.
But the people, being terrified with the majesty of God, doth pray and beseech, that God
himself would no more afterward preach to the congregation with his own mouth, saying,
that it were enough, if he would use Moses as an interpreter to them, and by him speak to
35. leese: lose.
36. Lat. authentica, orthodoxa, et catholica.
37. Ex. 19:9.
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the church.38 The most high God did like the offer; and, after that, he spake to the people
by Moses whatsoever he would have done. And for because that the people was a stiffnecked people, and by keeping company with idolaters in Egypt was not a little corrupted,
Moses now began to set down in writing those things which the holy fathers by tradition
had taught, and the things also which the Lord had revealed unto him. The cause why he
wrote them was, lest peradventure by oblivion, by continuance of time, and obstinacy of
a people so slow to believe, they might either perish, or else be corrupted. The Lord also
set Moses an example to follow. For whatsoever God had spoken to the church in mount
Sina, the same did he straightway after write with his own finger in two tables of stone, as
he had with his finger from the beginning of the world written the same in the hearts of
the fathers.39 Afterward also, in plain words, he commanded Moses to write whatsoever
the Lord had revealed. Moses obeyed the Lord’s commandment, and wrote them. The
Holy Ghost, which was wholly in the mind of Moses, directed his hand as he writ. There
was no ability wanting in Moses, that was necessary for a most absolute writer. He was
abundantly instructed by his ancestors: for he was born of the holiest progeny of those
fathers, whom God appointed to be witnesses of his will, commandments, and judgments;
suppose40 Amram, Kahad, Jacob, Sem, Methusalem and Adam. He was able, therefore,
to write a true and certain history, from the beginning of the world even until his own
time. Whereunto he added those things which were done among the people of God in his
own life-time, whereof he was a very true witness, as one that saw and heard them. Yea,
and that more is, whatsoever he did set forth in his books, that did he read to his people,
and amongst so many thousands was there not one found which gainsayed that which he
rehearsed: so that the whole consent and witness-bearing of the great congregation did
bring no small authority to the writings of Moses.
The authority of Moses very great. Moses therefore contained in the five books, called
the five books of Moses, an history from the beginning of the world, even unto his own
death, by the space of two thousand four hundred and eighty-eight years: in which he
declared most largely the revelation of the word of God made unto men, and whatsoever
the word of God doth contain and teach: in which, as we have the manifold oracles of
God himself, so we have most lightsome41 testimonies, sentences, examples, and decrees
of the most excellent, ancient, holy, wise, and greatest men of the world, touching all
things which seem to appertain to true godliness, and the way how to live well and holily.
These books therefore found a ready prepared entrance of belief among all the posterity,
as books which are authentical, and which of themselves have authority sufficient, and
which, without gainsaying, ought to be believed of all the world. Yea, and that more is,
our Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, doth refer the faithful to the reading of Moses; yea, and that indeed in the chiefest points of our salvation: the places are
to be seen (John 5; Luke 16). In the fifth of Matthew he saith: “Do not think that I am
come to destroy the law and the prophets; for I am not come to destroy them, but to fulfil
them. For, verily, I say unto you, though42 heaven and earth do pass, one jot or tittle of
38. Ex. 20:19.
39. See Bullinger, “The Old Faith,” 27, 40.
40. Lat. puto autem.
41. Lat. clarissimorum.
42. Lat. as in Eng. Ver. donec prætereat.
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the law shall not pass, till all be fulfilled. Whosoever, therefore, shall undo one of the
least of these commandments, and shall teach men so, he shall be called the least in the
kingdom of heaven.”43
There have verily some been found, that have spoken against Moses, the servant of God.
But God hath imputed that gainsaying as done against his divine majesty, and punished it
most sharply. The proofs hereof are to be seen in Exodus 16 and Numbers 12. And first, of
the people murmuring against Moses; then of Mary, Moses’s sister, speaking against her
brother. But to the people it was said: “Not against the ministers, but against the Lord, are
your complaints.”44 As for Mary, she was horribly stricken with a leprosy.45 Theotectus was
stricken blind, and Theopompus fell to be mad, because he had unreverently touched the
word of God.46 For, although the word of God be revealed, spoken, and written by men, yet
doth it not therefore cease to be that which indeed it is; neither doth it therefore begin to be
the word of men, because it is preached and heard of men: no more than the king’s commandment, which is proclaimed by the crier, is said to be the commandment of the crier.
He despiseth God, and with God all the holy patriarchs, whosoever doth contemn Moses,
by whom God speaketh unto us, and at whose hand we have received those things which the
patriarchs from the beginning of the world by tradition delivered to the posterity. There is
no difference between the word of God, which is taught by the lively expressed voice of man,
and that which is written by the pen of man, but so far forth as the lively voice and writing
do differ between themselves: the matter undoubtedly, the sense, and meaning, in the one
and the other is all one. By this, dearly beloved, you have perceived the certain history of
the beginning of the word of God.
The proceeding of the word of God. Now let us go forward to the rest; that is, to add
the history of the proceeding of the word of God, and by what means it shined ever and
anon very clear and brightly unto the world. By and by, after the departure of the holy
man Moses out of this world into heaven, the Lord of his bountifulness gave most excellent prophets unto his church, which he had chosen to the intent that by it he might reveal
his word unto the whole world. The prophets. And the prophets were to them of the old
time, as at this day amongst us are prophets, priests, wise men, preachers, pastors, bishops, doctors or divines, most skilful in heavenly things, and given by God to guide the
people in the faith. And he, whosoever shall read the holy history, will confess that there
flourished47 of this sort no small number, and those not obscure, even till the captivity
of Babylon. Amongst whom are reckoned these singular and excellent men, Phinees,
Samuel, Helias, Heliseus, Esaias, and Jeremias. David and Salomon were both kings and
prophets. In time of the captivity at Babylon, Daniel and Ezechiel were notably known.
After the captivity flourished, among the rest, Zacharias the son of Barachias. Here have
I reckoned up a few among many: who, although they flourished at sundry times, and
43. Matt. 5:17–19. Lat., Quisquis autem fecerit et docuerit, hic magnus vocabitur in regno cœlorum; omitted by the
translator.
44. Ex. 16:8.
45. Num. 12:10. Miriam: Vulg. Maria.
46. Lat., Theotectus tragœdiarum scriptor. Theodectes, according to Suidas and Gellius, Attic Nights 10.18, was a tragedian,
and contemporary with Theopompus, who was an orator and historian, a pupil of Isocrates. Josephus, Jewish Antiquities
12.2 and The Letter of Aristeas 312–16 relate the story referred to—namely, that each of these writers was preparing to put
forth a part of the scriptures, as their own composition, when they were visited, the former with blindness, the latter with
madness, which lasted thirty days.—Gerard Vossius. 1.7.
47. Lat. in populo sive ecclesia Dei; “in the people or church of God,” omitted by the translator.
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that the one a great while after the other, yet did they all, with one consent, acknowledge
that God spake to the world by Moses, who (God so appointed it) left to the church in the
world a breviary48 of true divinity, and a most absolute sum of the word of God contained
in writing. All these priests, divines, and prophets, in all that they did, had an especial
eye to the doctrine of Moses. They did also refer all men, in cases of faith and religion,
to the book49 of Moses. The law. The law of Moses, which is indeed the law of God, and
is most properly called Thora, 50 as it were the guide and rule of faith and life, they did
diligently beat into the minds of all men. This did they, according to the time, persons,
and place, expound to all men. For all the priests and prophets, before the incarnation
of Christ, did by word of mouth teach the men of their time godliness and true religion.
Neither did they teach any other thing than that which the fathers had received of God,
and which Moses had received of God and the fathers; and straightways after committing
it to writing, did set it out to all us which follow, even unto the end of the world: so that
now in the prophets we have the doctrine of Moses and tradition of the fathers, and them
in all and every point more fully and plainly expounded and polished, being moreover to
the places, times, and persons very fitly applied.
The authority of the holy prophets was very great. Furthermore, the doctrine and writings of the prophets have always been of great authority among all wise men throughout the
whole world. For it is well perceived by many arguments, that they took not their beginning
of the prophets themselves, as chief authors; but were inspired from God out of heaven by the
Holy Spirit of God: for it is God, which, dwelling by his Spirit in the minds of the prophets,
speaketh to us by their mouths. And for that cause have they a most large testimony at the
hands of Christ,51 and his elect apostles. What say ye to this moreover, that God by their
ministry hath wrought miracles and wonders to be marvelled at, and those not a few; that
at the least by mighty signs we might learn that it is God, by whose inspiration the prophets
do teach and write whatsoever they left for us to remember?
Furthermore, so many commonweals and congregations gathered together, and governed by the prophets according to the word of God, do shew most evident testimonies of
God’s truth in the prophets. Plato, Zeno, Aristotle, and other philosophers of the gentiles,
are praised as excellent men. But which of them could ever yet gather a church to live
according to their ordinances? And yet our prophets have had the most excellent and
renowned commonweals or congregations, yea, and that more is, the most flourishing
kingdoms in all the world under their authority. All the wise men in the whole world
(I mean those which lived in his time) did reverence 52 Salomon, a king and so great
a prophet, and came unto him from the very outmost ends of the world. Daniel also
had the preeminence among the wise men at Babylon, being then the most renowned
monarchy in all the world. He was moreover in great estimation with Darius Medus,
48. Lat. compendium.
49. Lat. libros.
50.
, a verbo
, instituere, docere.—Foster, Lex. Heb.—
, quam Legem vulgo vertimus, Hebræis ab indicando
docendoque dicitur.—Martin Bucer, Psalmorum libri quinque . . . (Geneva: Stephanus, 1554), 16 on Ps. 2. See also John
Hooper, Early Writings (Cambridge: The Parker Society, 1843), 88.
51. Lat. Dei Filio; omitted.
52. Lat. tantum non adorarunt; almost worshipped.
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the son of Astyages53 or Assuerus, and also with Cyrus that most excellent king. And
here it liketh me well to speak somewhat of that divine foreknowledge in our prophets,
and most assured foreshewing of things which were to come after many years passed.
And now, to say nothing of others, did not Esaias most truly foretell those things, which
were afterward fulfilled by the Jews in our Lord Christ? Not in vain did he seem to
them of old time to be rather an evangelist than a prophet 54 foretelling things to come.
He did openly tell the name of king Cyrus one hundred and threescore years, at the
least, before that Cyrus was born. 55 Polyhistor. Daniel also was called 56 of them in the
old time by the name of one which knew much. 57 For he did foretell those things which
are and have been done in all the kingdoms of the world almost, and among the people
of God, from his own time until the time of Christ, and further until the last day of
judgment, so plainly, that he may seem to have compiled a history of those things which
then were already gone and past. All these things, I say, do very evidently prove, that the
doctrine and writings of the prophets are the very word of God: with which name and
title they are set forth in sundry places of the scriptures. Verily, Peter the apostle saith,
“The prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as
they were moved by the Holy Ghost.”
The word of God revealed by the Son of God. And although God did largely, clearly,
plainly, and simply reveal his word to the world by the patriarchs, by Moses, by the priests
and prophets; yet did he, in the last times of all, by his Son set it forth most clearly, simply,
and abundantly to all the world. For the very and only-begotten Son of God the Father, as
the prophets had foretold, descending from heaven, doth fulfil all whatsoever they foretold,
and by the space almost of three years doth teach all points of godliness. For saith John:
“No man at any time hath seen God; the only-begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the
Father, he hath declared him.”58 The Lord himself, moreover, saith to his disciples: “All
things which I have heard of my Father have I made known to you.”59 And again he saith:
“I am the light of the world: whosoever doth follow me doth not walk in darkness, but shall
have the light of life.”60 The chief contents of Christ’s doctrine. Our Lord also did teach,
that to him, which would enter into heaven and be saved, the heavenly regeneration was
needful,61 because in the first birth man is born to death, in the second to life; but that that
regeneration is made perfect in us by the Spirit of God, which instructeth our hearts in
faith, I say, in faith in Christ, who died for our sins, and rose again for our justification.62
He taught that by that faith they which believe are justified; and that out of the same faith
53. That Astyages, son of Cyaxares the first, is the Ahasuerus, and Cyaxares the second, Astyages’ son, the Darius the
Mede, of scripture, see Humphrey Prideaux, The Old and New Testament Connected, ed. McCaul (London: Tegg, 1845),
1:72, 104, 120.
54. Ita ut a quibusdam evangelista quam propheta potius diceretur (Esaias).—Augustine, The City of God 18.29. Paris,
1531. Tom. v. Deinde etiam hoc adjiciendum, quod non tam propheta, quam evangelista, dicendus sit (Isaias).—Hieron. Præf.
in lib. Isai., ed. Paris, 1693–1706. Tom. I. col. 473. See also Bullinger’s treatise, “The Old Faith,” 66.
55. Isa. 44:28; 45:1.
56. Lat. recte appellatus est.
57. Quartus vero (Daniel), qui et extremus inter quatuor prophetas, temporum conscius, et totius mundi philoïstoros,
etc.—Hieron. Ep. L. Secund. ad Paulinum, ed. Paris, 1706. Tom. IV. par. 2. col. 573.
58. John 1:18.
59. John 15:15.
60. John 8:12.
61. John 3:5.
62. Rom. 4:25.
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do grow sundry fruits of charity and innocency, to the bringing forth whereof he did most
earnestly exhort them. He taught furthermore, that he was the fulfilling, or fulness, of
the law and the prophets; and did also approve and expound the doctrine of Moses and
the prophets. To doctrine he joined divers miracles and benefits, whereby he declared,
that he himself was that light of the world, and the mighty and bountiful Redeemer of the
world. The apostles of Christ. And, to the intent that his doctrine and benefits might be
known to all the world, he chose to himself witnesses, whom he called apostles, because
he purposed to send them to preach throughout the world. Those witnesses were simple
men, innocents, just, tellers of truth, without deceit or subtilties, and in all points holy and
good; whose names it is very profitable often to repeat in the congregation. The names
of the apostles are these: Peter and Andrew, James and John, Philip and Bartholomew,
Thomas and Matthew, James the son of Alphe, and Judas his brother, whose surname
was Thaddaeus, Simon and Judas Iscariot, into whose room (because he had betrayed the
Lord) came Saint Matthias.63 These had he, by the space almost of three years, hearers of
his heavenly doctrine, and beholders of his divine works. These, after his ascension into
the heavens, did he, by the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven, instruct with all kind of
faculties. For, as they were in the scriptures passing skilful, so were they not unskilful,
or wanting eloquence, in any tongue. And, being once after this manner instructed, they
depart out of the city of Jerusalem, and pass through the compass of the earth, preaching to all people and nations that which they had received to preach of the Saviour of the
world and the Lord Jesus Christ. And when for certain years they had preached by word
of mouth, then did they also set down in writing that which they had preached. For some,
verily, writ an history of the words and deeds of Christ, and some of the words and deeds
of the apostles. Other some sent sundry epistles to divers nations. In all which, to confirm
the truth, they use the scripture of the law and the prophets, even as we read that the Lord
oftentimes did. John Baptist and Paul. Moreover, to the twelve apostles are joined two
great lights of the world; John Baptist, than whom there was never any more holy born of
women;64 and the chosen vessel65 Paul, the great teacher of the Gentiles.66
The authority of the apostles very great. Neither is it to be marvelled at, that the
forerunner and apostles of Christ had always very great dignity and authority in the
church. For, even as they were the ambassadors of the eternal King of all ages and of the
whole world; so, being endued with the Spirit of God, they did nothing according to the
judgment of their own minds. And the Lord by their ministry wrought great miracles,
thereby to garnish the ministry of them, and to commend their doctrine unto us. And
what may be thought of that, moreover, that by that word of God they did convert
the whole world; gathering together, and laying the foundations of, notable churches
throughout the compass of the world? Which verily by man’s counsel and words they
had never been able to have brought to pass. To this is further added, that they which
once leaned to this doctrine, as a doctrine giving life, did not refuse to die: besides that,
how many soever had their belief in the doctrine of the gospel, they were not afraid,
through water, fire, and swords, to cut off this life, and to lay hand on the life to come.
63. Matt. 10:2–4; Acts 1:26.
64. Matt. 11:11.
65. Acts 9:15.
66. 1 Tim. 2:7; 2 Tim. 1:11.
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The faithful saints could in no wise have done these things, unless the doctrine which
they believed had been of God.
Although therefore that the apostles were men, yet their doctrine, first of all taught by a
lively expressed voice, and after that set down in writing with pen and ink, is the doctrine
of God and the very true word of God. 1 Thessalonians 2. For therefore the apostle left this
saying in writing: “When ye did receive the word of God which ye heard of us, ye received
it not as the word of men, but, as it is indeed, the word of God, which effectually worketh
in you that believe.”67
The roll of the books of the divine scriptures. But now the matter itself and place
require, that I gather also and plainly reckon up those books, wherein is contained the
very word of God, first of all declared of the fathers, of Christ himself, and the apostles
by word of mouth; and after that also written into books by the prophets and apostles.
And in the first place verily are set the five books of Moses. Then follow the books of
Josue, of Judges, of Ruth, two books of Samuel, two of Kings, two of Chronicles; of Esdras,
Nehemias, and Hester one a-piece. After these come Job, David or the book of Psalms,68
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Cantica. With them are numbered the four greater prophets,
Esaias, Jeremias, Ezechiel, and Daniel: then the twelve lesser prophets, whose names are
very well known: with these books the Old Testament ended. The New Testament hath
in the beginning the evangelical history of Christ the Lord, written by four authors, that
is, by two apostles, Matthew and John; and by two disciples, Mark and Luke, who compiled a wonderful goodly and profitable book of the Acts of the Apostles. Paul to sundry
churches and persons published fourteen epistles. The other apostles wrote seven which
are called both canonical and catholic. And the books of the New Testament are ended
with the Revelation of Jesus Christ, which he opened to the disciple whom he loved, John
the evangelist and apostle; shewing unto him, and so to the whole church, the ordinance
of God touching the church,69 even until the day of judgment. Therefore in these few and
mean,70 not unmeasurable, in these plain and simple, not dark and unkemmed71 books,
is comprehended the full doctrine of godliness, which is the very word of the true, living,
and eternal God.72
The scripture is sound and uncorrupted. Also the books of Moses and the prophets
through so many ages, perils, and captivities, came sound and uncorrupted even until
the time of Christ and his apostles. For the Lord Jesus and the apostles used those books
as true copies and authentical; which undoubtedly they neither would, nor could, have
done, if so be that either they had been corrupted, or altogether perished. The books
also, which the apostles of Christ have added,73 were throughout all persecutions kept in
the church safe and uncorrupted, and are come sound and uncorrupted into our hands,
upon whom the ends of the world are fallen. For by the vigilant care and unspeakable
67. 1 Thess. 2:13. Lat. Sermonem,—quo Deum discebatis; and Erasmus’s rendering.
68. Lat. Solomonis libelli tres; omitted by the translator.
69. Lat. fata ecclesiæ.
70. Lat. sobriis.
71. unkemmed or unkempt: uncombed; Lat. impexis.
72. The canon of Scripture received by the church of Rome, containing most of those books which we call apocryphal,
was first set forth by the council of Trent; and afterwards confirmed by the bull of pope Pius IV (a.d. 1564). On this subject
see Burnet on the 6th Article, with the notes in Gilbert Burnet, An Exposition of Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England,
ed. James Robert Page (1839); and Bishop John Cosin, A Scholastical History of the Canon of Scripture (Oxford, 1849, 1672).
73. Lat. una cum lege et prophetis; omitted.
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goodness of God, our Father, it is brought to pass, that no age at any time either hath or
shall want so great a treasure.
Thus much hitherto have I declared unto you, dearly beloved, what the word of God is,
what the beginning of it in the church was, and what proceeding, dignity, and certainty it
had. The word of God is the speech of God, that is to say, the revealing of his good will to
mankind, which from the beginning, one while by his own mouth, and another while by
the speech of angels, he did open to those first, ancient, and most holy fathers; who again by
tradition did faithfully deliver it to their posterity. Here are to be remembered those great
lights of the world, Adam, Seth, Methusalem, Noe, Sem, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Amram,
and his son Moses, who, at God’s commandment, did in writing comprehend the history
and traditions of the holy fathers, whereunto he joined the written law, and exposition of
the law, together with a large and lightsome74 history of his own lifetime. After Moses, God
gave to his church most excellent men, prophets and priests; who also, by word of mouth
and writings, did deliver to their posterity that which they had learned of the Lord. After
them came the only-begotten Son of God himself down from heaven into the world, and
fulfilled all, whatsoever was found to be written of himself in the law and the prophets. The
same also taught a most absolute mean how to live well and holily: he made the apostles his
witnesses: which witnesses did afterwards first of all with a lively expressed voice preach
all things which the Lord had taught them; and then, to the intent that they should not
be corrupted, or clean taken out of man’s remembrance, they did commit it to writing: so
that now we have from the fathers, the prophets, and apostles, the word of God as it was
preached and written.
These things had their beginning of one and the same Spirit of God, and do tend to
one end, that is, to teach us men how to live well and holily. He that believeth not these
men, and namely75 the only-begotten Son of God, whom, I pray you, will he believe? We
have here the most holy, innocent, upright-living, most praiseworthy, most just, most
ancient, most wise, and most divine men of the whole world and compass of the earth,
and briefly, such men as are by all means without comparison. All the world cannot shew
us the like again, although it should wholly a thousand times be assembled in councils.
The holy emperor Constantine gathered a general council out of all the compass of the
earth; thither came there together, out of all the world, three hundred and eighteen most
excellent fathers: but they that are of the wisest sort will say, that these are not so much
as shadows, to be compared to them, of whom we have received the word of God. Let us
therefore in all things believe the word of God delivered to us by the scriptures. Let us
think that the Lord himself, which is the very living and eternal God, doth speak to us
by the scriptures. Let us for evermore praise the name and goodness of him, who hath
vouchedsafe so faithfully, fully, and plainly to open to us, miserable mortal men, all the
means how to live well and holily.
To him be praise, honour, and glory for evermore. Amen.

F
74. Lat. luculenta.
75. Namely: especially; præsertim.
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THE SECOND SERMON: OF THE WORD OF GOD; TO WHOM,
AND TO WHAT END, IT WAS REVEALED; ALSO IN WHAT
MANNER IT IS TO BE HEARD; AND THAT IT DOTH FULLY
TEACH THE WHOLE DOCTRINE OF GODLINESS
Dearly beloved, in the last sermon you learned what the word of God is; from whence
it came; by whom it was chiefly revealed; what proceedings76 it had; and of what dignity
and certainty it is.
Now am I come again, and, by God’s favour and the help of your prayers, I will declare
unto you, beloved, to whom, and to what end, the word of God is revealed; in what manner
it is to be heard; and what the force thereof is, or the effect.
To whom the word of God is revealed. Our God is the God of all men and nations, who,
according to the saying of the apostle, “would have all men to be saved, and to come to the
knowledge of the truth”:77 and therefore hath he, for the benefit, life, and salvation of all
men, revealed his word, that so indeed there might be a rule and certain way to lead men
by the path of justice into life everlasting. God verily, in the old time, did shew himself to
the Israelites, his holy and peculiar people, more familiarly than to other nations, as the
prophet saith: “To Jacob hath he declared his statutes, and his judgments to Israel: he hath
not dealt so with any nation, neither hath he shewed them his judgments”:78 and yet he hath
not altogether been careless of the Gentiles. For as to the Ninivites he sent Jonas; so Esaias,
Jeremias, Daniel, and the other prophets bestowed much labour in teaching and admonishing the Gentiles. And those most ancient fathers, Noe, Abraham, and the rest, did not
only instruct the Jewish people which descended of them, but taught their other sons also
the judgments of God. Our Lord Jesus Christ verily, laying open the whole world before his
disciples, said: “Teach all nations: preach the gospel to all creatures.”79 And when as Saint
Peter did not yet fully understand, that the Gentiles also did appertain to the fellowship
of the church of Christ, and that to the Gentiles also did belong the preaching of the glad
tidings of salvation, purchased by Christ for the faithful; the Lord doth instruct him by a
heavenly vision, by speaking to him out of heaven, and by the message which came from
Cornelius, as you know, dearly beloved, by the history of the Acts of the Apostles.80 Let us
therefore think, my brethren, that the word of God and the holy scriptures are revealed to
all men, to all ages, kinds,81 degrees and states, throughout the world. For the apostle Paul,
also confirming the same, saith: “Whatsoever things are written, are written for our learning, that through patience, and comfort of the scriptures, we may have hope.”82
Let none of us therefore hereafter say, “What need I to care what is written to the Jews in
the Old Testament, or what the apostles have written to the Romans, to the Corinthians, and
to other nations? I am a Christian. The prophets to the men of their time, and the apostles
76. Lat. progressus.
77. 1 Tim. 2:4.
78. Ps. 147:19–20.
79. Matt. 28:19; Mark 16:15.
80. Acts 10.
81. Lat. Sexubus.
82. Rom. 15:4.
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to those that lived in the same age with them, did both preach and write.” For if we think
uprightly of the matter, we shall see that the scriptures of the Old and New Testaments ought
therefore to be received of us, even because we are Christians. For Christ, our Saviour and
Master, did refer us to the written books of Moses and the prophets. Saint Paul, the very elect
instrument of Christ, doth apply to us the sacraments and examples of the old fathers, that is
to say, circumcision in baptism (Col. 2:11–12); and the paschal lamb in the supper or sacrament (1 Cor. 5:7) In the tenth chapter of the same epistle he applieth sundry examples of the
fathers to us. And in the fourth to the Romans, where he reasoneth of faith, which justifieth
without the help of works and the law, he bringeth in the example of Abraham; and therewithal
addeth: “Nevertheless it is not written for Abraham alone, that faith was reckoned unto him
for righteousness, but also for us, to whom it shall be reckoned if we believe,”83 etc.
The writings of the Old Testament are also given to Christians. “By that means,” say
some, “we shall again be wrapped in the law; we shall be enforced to be circumcised, to
sacrifice flesh and blood of beasts, to admit again the priesthood of Aaron, together with
the temple and the other ceremonies. There shall again be allowed the bill of divorcement,
or putting away of a man’s wife, together with sufferance to marry many wives.” To these I
answer: that in the Old Testament we must consider that some things there are which are
for ever to be observed, and some things which are ceremonial and suffered only till time of
amendment.84 That time of amendment is the time of Christ, who fulfilled the law, and took
away the curse of the law. The same Christ changed circumcision into baptism. He with his
own only sacrifice made an end of all sacrifices; so that now, instead of all sacrifices, there
is left to us that only sacrifice of Christ, wherein also we learn to offer our own very bodies
and prayers, together with good deeds, as spiritual sacrifices unto God. Christ changed the
priesthood of Aaron for his own and the priesthood of all Christians. The temple of God
are we, in whom God by his Spirit doth dwell. All ceremonies did Christ make void, who
also in the nineteenth of Matthew did abrogate the bill of divorcement, together with the
marriage of many wives. But although these ceremonies and some external actions were
abrogated and clean taken away by Christ, that we should not be bound unto them; yet
notwithstanding, the scripture, which was published touching them, was not taken away,
or else85 made void, by Christ. For there must for ever be in the church of Christ a certain86
testimonial, whereby we may learn what manner of worshippings and figures of Christ they
of the old time had. Those worshippings and figures of Christ must we at this day interpret
to the church specially;87 and out of them we must, no less than out of the writings of the
New Testament, preach Christ, forgiveness of sins, and repentance. So then, to all Christians
are the writings of the Old Testament given by God; in like manner as the apostle88 writ to
all churches those things which bore the name or title of some particular congregations.
To what end the word of God is revealed. And to this end is the word of God revealed
to men, that it may teach them89 what, and what manner one God90 is towards men; that he
83. Rom. 4:23–24.
84. Heb. 9:10. Lat., tempus correctionis. So Vulgate.
85. i.e., or; Lat. vel.
86. i.e., a sure; Lat. certum.
87. spiritually, ed. 1577; Lat. spiritualiter.
88. apostles, 1577; Lat. apostoli.
89. Lat. De Deo et voluntate ejus. Omitted by the translator: concerning God and his will.
90. What manner one; Lat. qualis.
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would have them to be saved; and that, by faith in Christ: what Christ is, and by what means
salvation cometh: what becometh the true worshippers of God, what they ought to fly, and
what to ensue. Neither is it sufficient to know the will of God, unless we do the same and
be saved.91 And for that cause said Moses: “Hear, Israel, the statutes and judgments which
I teach you, that ye may do them and live.”92 And the Lord in the gospel, confirming the
same, crieth: “Blessed are they which hear the word of God and keep it.”93
God’s goodness to be praised for teaching us. And here is to be praised the exceeding
great goodness of God, which would have nothing hid from us which maketh any whit to
live rightly, well, and holily. The wise and learned of this world do for the most part bear
envy or grudge, that other should attain unto the true wisdom: but our Lord doth gently,
and of his own accord, offer to us the whole knowledge of heavenly things, and is desirous
that we go forward therein; yea, and that more is, he doth further our labour and bring
it to an end. For “whosoever hath,” saith the Lord himself in the gospel, “to him shall be
given, that he may have the more abundance.”94 “And every one that asketh receiveth, and
he that seeketh findeth, and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.”95 Whereupon Saint
James the apostle saith: “If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, which giveth to all
men liberally,” that is, willingly, not with grudging, “neither casteth any man in the teeth,
and it shall be given him.”96 Where, by the way, we see our duty; which is, in reading and
hearing the word of God, to pray earnestly and zealously that we may come to that end, for
the which the word of God was given and revealed unto us. But as touching that matter,
we will say somewhat more, when we come to declare in what manner of sort the word of
God ought to be heard.
All points of true godliness are taught us in the holy scriptures. Now, because I have
said that the word of God is revealed, to the intent that it may fully instruct us in the ways
of God and our salvation; I will in few words declare unto you, dearly beloved, that in the
word of God, delivered to us by the prophets and apostles, is abundantly contained the
whole effect of godliness,97 and what things soever are available to the leading of our lives
rightly, well, and holily. For, verily, it must needs be, that that doctrine is full, and in all
points perfect, to which nothing ought either to be added, or else to be taken away. But such
a doctrine is the doctrine taught in the word of God, as witnesseth Moses (Deut. 4 and 12)
and Salomon (Prov. 30).98 What is he, therefore, that doth not confess that all points of true
piety are taught us in the sacred scriptures? Furthermore, no man can deny that to be a
most absolute doctrine, by which a man is so fully made perfect, that in this world he may
be taken for a just man, and in the world to come be called for ever to the company of God.
But he that believeth the word of God uttered to the world by the prophets and apostles, and
liveth thereafter, is called a just man, and heir of life everlasting. That doctrine therefore
is an absolute doctrine. For Paul also, declaring more largely and fully the same matter,
saith: “All scripture, given by inspiration of God, is profitable to doctrine, to reproof, to
91. Lat. ut salvi fiamus.
92. Deut. 5:1.
93. Luke 11:28.
94. Matt. 13:12.
95. Luke 11:10.
96. James 1:5.
97. Lat. pietatis rationem.
98. Deut. 4:2; 12:32; Prov. 30:6.
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correction, to instruction which is in righteousness, that the man of God may be perfect,
instructed to all good works.”99
Ye have, brethren, an evident testimony of the fulness of the word of God. Ye have a
doctrine absolutely perfect in all points.100 Ye have a most perfect effect of the word of God,
because by this doctrine the man of God, that is, the godly and devout worshipper of God, is
perfect, being instructed, not to a certain few good works, but unto all and every good work.
Wherein therefore canst thou find any want? I do not think that any one is such a sot, as to
interpret these words of Paul to be spoken only touching the Old Testament; seeing it is more
manifest than the day-light, that Paul applied them to his scholar Timothy, who preached
the gospel, and was a minister of the New Testament. If so be then, that the doctrine of the
Old Testament be of itself full; by how much more shall it be the fuller, if the volume of the
New Testament be added thereunto! The Lord both spake and did many things which are
not written. I am not so ignorant, but that I know that the Lord Jesus both did and spake
many things which were not written by the apostles. But it followeth not therefore, that the
doctrine of the word of God, taught by the apostles, is not absolutely perfect. For John, the
apostle and evangelist, doth freely confess that the Lord did many other things also, “which
were not written in his book”; but immediately he addeth this, and saith: “But these are
written, that ye might believe that Jesus is Christ the Son of God and that in believing ye
might have life through his name.”101 He affirmeth by this doctrine, which he contained in
writing, that faith is fully taught, and that through faith there is granted by God everlasting life. But the end of absolute doctrine is to be happy and perfectly blessed. Since then
that cometh to man by the written doctrine of the gospel; undoubtedly that doctrine of the
gospel is most absolutely perfect.
I know, that the Lord in the gospel said, “I have many things to tell you; but at this time
you cannot bear them”: but therewithal I know too, that he immediately added this saying:
“But when the Spirit of truth shall come, he shall lead you into all truth.”102 I know furthermore, that the Spirit of truth did come upon his disciples; and therefore I believe, that they,
according to the true promise of Christ, were led into all truth, so that it is most assuredly
certain, that nothing was wanting in them.
The apostles set down in writing the whole doctrine of godliness. But some there are,
which, when they cannot deny this, do turn themselves and say, that “the apostles indeed
knew all things, but yet taught them not but by word of mouth only, not setting down in
writing all those things which do appertain to true godliness.”103 As though it were likely
that Christ’s most faithful apostles would, upon spite, have kept back any thing from their
posterity. As though indeed he had lied which said, “These things are written, that in believing ye might have life everlasting” (cf. John 20:31). John therefore did let pass nothing which
belongeth to our full instructing in the faith. Luke did omit nothing. Neither did the rest of
99. 2 Tim. 3:16–17.
100. Lat. Habetis omnes partes absolutæ doctrinæ.
101. John 20:30–31.
102. John 16:12–13. For this and the other texts, by which the Romanists maintain patristical and ecclesiastical tradition, see Archbishop Cranmer’s treatise “Of Unwritten Verities,” ch. IX in The Works of Thomas Cranmer (Cambridge:
The Parker Society, 1846), 2:53–55.
103. Ex quibus omnibus . . . evidens (est) . . . quod non omnia, quæ ad religionem nostram pertinent, auctore Christo apostolorum ministerio consignata ecclesiæ, . . . in scripturis explicata sint.—Albertus Pighius, Controversiarum præcipuarum . . .
Explicatio . . . Paris, 1549. fol. 95. b. Controversia 3. De Ecclesia.
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the apostles and disciples of our Lord Jesus Christ suffer any thing to overslip them. Paul
also wrote fourteen sundry epistles: but yet the most of them contained one and the selfsame matter. Whereby we may very well conjecture, that in them is wholly comprehended
the absolute doctrine of godliness. For he would not have repeated one and the selfsame
thing so often, to so many sundry men, if there had yet been any thing else necessary more
fully to be taught for the obtaining of salvation. Those things undoubtedly would he have
taught, and not have rehearsed one and the same thing so many times. Verily, in the third
chapter of his epistle to the Ephesians he doth affirm, that in the two first chapters of the
same his epistle he did declare his knowledge in the gospel of Christ. “God,” saith he, “by
revelation shewed the mystery unto me, as I wrote before in few words; whereby when ye
read ye may understand my knowledge in the mystery of Christ.”104 And this spake he
touching that one and only epistle, yea, and that too touching the two first chapters of that
one epistle. Whereunto when the most large and lightsome letters or epistles of Saint Paul
himself, and also of the other apostles, are added, who, I pray you, unless he be altogether
without sense, will once think, that the apostles have left in writing to us, their posterity, a
doctrine not absolutely perfect?
Against the lively and unfeigned105 traditions of the apostles. As for those which do
earnestly affirm, that all points of godliness were taught by the apostles to the posterity by
word of mouth, and not by writing, their purpose is to set to sale their own, that is, men’s
ordinances instead of the word of God.
But against this poison, my brethren, take this unto you for a medicine to expel it. Confer the things, which these fellows set to sale under the colour of the apostles’ traditions,
taught by word of mouth and not by writing, with the manifest writings of the apostles;
and if in any place you shall perceive those traditions to disagree with the scriptures, then
gather by and by, that it is the forged invention of men, and not the apostles’ tradition. For
they, which had one and the same Spirit of truth, left not unto us one thing in writing, and
taught another thing by word of mouth. Furthermore, we must diligently search, whether
those traditions do set forward the glory of God, rather than of men; or the safety of the
faithful, rather than the private advantage of the priests. And we must take heed of men’s
traditions, especially since the Lord saith, “In vain do they worship me, teaching doctrines
the precepts of men.”106 So that now the surest way is, to cleave to the word of the Lord left
to us in the scriptures, which teacheth abundantly all things that belong to true godliness.
How the word of God is to be heard. It remaineth now for me to tell, in what manner of sort this perfect doctrine of godliness and salvation, I mean, the very word of
God, ought to be heard of the faithful, to the intent it may be heard with some fruit to
profit them abundantly. I will in few words contain107 it. Let the word of God be heard
with great reverence, which of right is due to God himself and godly things. Let it be
heard very attentively; with continual prayers between, and earnest requests. Let it be
heard soberly to our profit, that by it we may become the better, that God by us may be
glorified, and not that we go curiously about to search out the hidden counsels of God,
or desire to be counted skilful and expert in many matters. Let true faith, the glory of
104. Eph. 3:3–4.
105. fained, 1577; Lat. confictas.
106. Matt. 15:9; Mark 7:7.
107. Lat. comprehendam.
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God, and our salvation be appointed as the measure and certain end of our hearing and
reading. For in Exodus Moses, the holy servant of God, is commanded to sanctify the
people, and make them in a readiness to hear the sacred sermon, which God himself did
mind to make the next day after. Moses therefore cometh, and demandeth of the whole
people due obedience to be shewed, as well to God, as to his ministers. Then commandeth
he them to wash their garments, to abstain from their wives. After that he appointeth
certain limits, beyond which it was not lawful upon pain of death for them to pass.108
By this we plainly learn, that the Lord doth require such to be his disciples, to hear
him, as do specially shew obedience and reverence to him in all things. For he, being
God, speaketh to us men: all we men owe unto God honour and fear. A man, unless he
become lowly, humble, and obedient to God, is altogether godless. Then is it required
at the hands of those, which are meet hearers of the word of God, that they lay apart
worldly affairs, which are signified by the garments; to tread under foot all filthiness
and uncleanness of soul and body; to refrain for a season even from those pleasures
which are lawful unto us. The Holy Ghost doth love the minds that are purely cleansed;
which yet notwithstanding are not cleansed but by the Spirit of God. Needful it is to
have a sincere belief in God, and a ready good-will and desire to live according to that
which is commanded in the word of God. Moreover, we must be wise to sobriety.109 Over
curious questions must be set aside. Let things profitable to salvation only be learned.
Last of all, let especial heed be taken in hearing and learning. For saith Salomon: “If
thou wilt seek after wisdom as after gold, thou shalt obtain it.”110 Again he saith: “The
searcher out of God’s majesty shall be overwhelmed by his wonderful glory.”111 And
again he saith: “Seek not things too high for thee, neither go about to search out things
above thy strength; but what God hath commanded thee, that think thou always on:
and be not over curious to know his infinite works; for it is not expedient for thee to see
his hidden secrets with thine eyes.”112 Whereupon the apostle Paul saith: “Let no man
think arrogantly of himself, but so think that he may be modest and sober, according as
God to every one hath given the measure of faith.”113 And hereto belongeth that which
the same apostle saith: “Knowledge puffeth up, and charity doth edify.”114
The diseases and plagues of the hearers of God’s word. But chiefly we must beware of
those plagues, which choke the seed of the word of God, and quench it without any fruit
at all in the hearts of the hearers. Those plagues and diseases hath the Lord rehearsed,
or reckoned up, in the parable of the sower.115 For first of all, wanton and vain cogitations, which always lie wide open to the inspirations of Satan and talk of naughty men,
are plagues to the word of God. Also voluptuous and dainty lovers of this world, who
cannot abide to suffer any affliction for Christ and his gospel, do without any fruit at
all hear God’s word, although they seem to give ear unto it very joyfully. Furthermore,
108. Ex. 19:10–15.
109. Rom. 12:3. Sapere ad sobrietatem: “to think soberly, to sobriety,” marg. Author. Ver.
110. Prov. 2:4–5.
111. Prov. 25:27, according to the Vulgate version, which is: “Qui scrutator est majestatis, opprimetur a gloria.” “He
that is a searcher of majesty (viz. of God), shall be overwhelmed by glory.”—Douay Version. Calvin uses the text in the
same sense, Institutes 3.21.2.
112. Eccl. 3:21–23.
113. Rom. 12:3.
114. 1 Cor. 8:1.
115. Matt. 13:1–23.
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“the care of this world, and the deceit of riches,” are most pestilent diseases in the hearers of the word of God. For they do not only hinder the seed, that it cannot bring forth
fruit in their hearts; but also they do stir up and egg men forward to gainsay the word
of God, and to afflict the earnest desirers of God’s word. Here therefore we must take
heed diligently, lest, being infected with these diseases, we become vain and unthankful
hearers of the word of God.
We must pray continually, that the bountiful and liberal Lord will vouchsafe to bestow
on us his Spirit, that by it the seed of God’s word may be quickened in our hearts, and
that we, as holy and right hearers of his word, may bear fruit abundantly to the glory of
God, and the everlasting salvation of our own souls. What the power and effect of God’s
word is. For what will it avail to hear the word of God without faith, and without the Holy
Spirit of God to work or stir inwardly in our hearts? The apostle Paul saith: “He which
watereth is nothing, nor he which planteth; but it is God which giveth increase.”116 We
have need therefore of God’s watering, that the word of God may grow to a perfect age,
may receive increase, yea, and may come also to the bringing forth of ripe fruit within
our minds. The same apostle Paul saith: “To us also is the word of God declared, even
as unto our fathers. But it availed them nothing to hear the word, because it was not
joined with faith in them that heard it: for they died in the desert.” And immediately
after he saith: “Let us therefore do our best to enter into that rest, so that no man die
in the same example of unbelief.”117 If therefore that the word of God do sound in our
ears, and therewithal the Spirit of God do shew forth his power in our hearts, and that
we in faith do truly receive the word of God, then hath the word of God a mighty force
and wonderful effect in us. For it driveth away the misty darkness of errors, it openeth
our eyes, it converteth and enlighteneth our minds, and instructeth us most fully and
absolutely in truth and godliness. For the prophet David in his Psalms beareth witness,
and saith: “The law of the Lord is perfect, converting the soul; the testimony of God is
true, and giveth wisdom unto the simple; the commandment of the Lord is pure, and
giveth light unto the eyes.”118 Furthermore, the word of God doth feed, strengthen,
confirm, and comfort our souls; it doth regenerate, cleanse, make joyful, and join us
to God; yea, and obtaineth all things for us at God’s hands, setting us in a most happy
state: insomuch that no goods or treasure of the whole world are to be compared with
the word of God.
And thus much do we attribute to the word of God, not without the testimony of
God’s word. For the Lord by the prophet Amos doth threaten hunger and thirst, “not to
eat bread and to drink water, but to hear the word of God.”119 For in the Old and New
Testaments it is said, “that man doth not live by bread only, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.”120 And the apostle Paul saith, that “all things in the
scriptures are written for our learning, that by patience and comfort of the scriptures
we might have hope.”121 Also Peter saith: “Ye are born anew, not of corruptible seed, but
of incorruptible, by the word of God which liveth and lasteth for ever. And this is the
116. 1 Cor. 3:7.
117. Heb. 3:17, and 4:2, 11.
118. Ps. 19:7–8.
119. Amos 8:11.
120. Deut. 8:3; Matt. 4:4.
121. Rom. 15:4.
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word which by the gospel was preached unto you.”122 The Lord also in the gospel beareth
witness to the same, and saith: “Now are ye clean by the word which I have spoken unto
you.”123 Again in the gospel he crieth, saying: “If any man loveth me, he will keep my
saying, and my Father will love him, and we will come into him, and make our dwellingplace in him.”124 Jeremy saith also: “Thy word became my comfort.”125 And the prophet
David saith: “The statutes of the Lord are right, and rejoice the heart.”126 Whereunto
add that saying of the Lord’s in the gospel: “If ye remain in me, and my words remain in
you, ask what ye will, and it shall be done for you.”127 In another place also the prophet
crieth, saying: “If ye be willing and will hearken, ye shall eat the good of the land; but
if ye will not hear my word, the sword shall devour you.”128 Moreover Moses doth very
often and largely reckon up the good things that shall happen to them which obey the
word of God (Lev. 26; Deut. 28). Wherefore David durst boldly prefer the word of God
before all the pleasures and treasures of this world. “The fear of the Lord is clean, and
endureth for ever; the judgments of the Lord are true, and righteous altogether: more
to be desired are they than gold, yea, than much fine gold; sweeter also than honey, and
the dropping honeycombs. For by them thy servant is plainly taught, and in keeping
of them there is a great advantage. Therefore is the law of thy mouth more precious
unto me than thousands of silver and gold. Unless my delight had been in thy law, I
had perished in my misery.”129 To this now doth appertain that parable in the gospel, of
him which bought the precious pearl; and of him also which sold all that he had, and
bought the ground wherein he knew that treasure was hid.130 For that precious pearl,
and that treasure, are the gospel or word of God: which, for the excellency of it, is in
the scriptures called a light, a fire, a sword, a maul which breaketh stones, a buckler,131
and by many other names like unto these.
Dearly beloved, this hour ye have heard our bountiful Lord and God, “who would
have all men saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth” [cf. 1 Tim 2:4], how he
hath revealed his word to all men throughout the whole world, to the intent, that all
men in all places, of what kind,132 age, or degree soever they be, may know the truth,
and be instructed in the true salvation; and may learn a perfect way how to live rightly,
well, and holily, so that the man of God may be perfect, instructed to all good works.
For the Lord in the word of truth hath delivered to his church all that is requisite to
true godliness and salvation. Whatsoever things are necessary to be known touching
God, the works, judgments, will and commandments of God, touching Christ, our
faith in Christ, and the duties of an holy life; all those things, I say, are fully taught in
the word of God. Neither needeth the church to crave of any other, or else with men’s
supplies to patch up that which seemeth to be wanting in the word of the Lord. For
122. 1 Peter 1:23, 25.
123. John 15:3.
124. John 14:23.
125. Jer. 15:16.
126. Ps. 19:8.
127. John 15:7.
128. Isa. 1:19–20.
129. Pss. 19:9–11 and 119:72, 92.
130. Matt. 13:44–46.
131. Ps. 119:105; Jer. 23:29; Eph. 6:17; Ps. 91:4.
132. Lat. sexus.
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the Lord did not only, by the lively expressed voice of the apostles, teach our fathers
the whole sum of godliness and salvation; but did provide also, that it, by the means
of the same apostles, should be set down in writing. And that doth manifestly appear,
that it was done for the posterity’s sake, that is, for us and our successors, to the intent
that none of us nor ours should be seduced, nor that false traditions should be popped
into any of our mouths instead of the truth. We must all therefore beware, we must
all watch, and stick fast unto the word of God, which is left to us in the scriptures by
the prophets and apostles.
Finally, let our care be wholly bent, with faith and profit to hear whatsoever the Lord
declareth unto us: let us cast out and tread under foot whatsoever, by our flesh, the world,
or the devil, is objected to be a let to godliness. We know what the diseases and plagues
of the seed of God’s word, sowed in the hearts of the faithful, are. We know how great
the power of God’s word is in them which hear it devoutly. Let us therefore beseech our
Lord God to pour into our minds his Holy Spirit, by whose virtue the seed of God’s word
may be quickened in our hearts, to the bringing forth of much fruit to the salvation of
our souls, and the glory of God our Father. To whom be glory for ever.
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Institutes of the Christian Religion
(Book I)
JOH N C A LV I N

The translation of these two chapters is taken from John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, ed.
John T. McNeill, trans. Ford Lewis Battles, LCC 20 (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1960), 69–81. We
have kept only some of the notes of this edition.

John Calvin (1509–64), French theologian and Reformer, was born in Noyon, France.
Following Luther, he is the greatest of the Protestant Reformers. Initially, he studied
theology for the priesthood in the Catholic Church, then law. He also developed a keen
interest in the French humanist movement, and his first book, entitled De Clementia
(1532), illustrates this pursuit. After his conversion to the Reformed faith, he went to
Basel and there published the first edition of his Institutes in 1536. Besides a ministry
to the French church in Strasbourg, Calvin’s main achievement was spearheading the
Reformation in the city of Geneva, which became a center of influence for the new
Reformed faith. Calvin wrote many occasional treatises and commentaries on almost
every book of the Bible; but his magnum opus is the Institutes, which he revised many
times and became a crucial work for the Protestant Reformation.
Calvin begins his Institutes (1559) with a discussion of the Christian knowledge of
God and the knowledge of self. He argues that these two types of knowledge are hard
to separate, since all human beings are created in God’s image and thus have knowledge of God. This knowledge, however, is suppressed and distorted by sin. So Calvin
explains that the true knowledge of God as the Creator and Redeemer of mankind is
found only in the Holy Scriptures. In this selection from the Institutes, Calvin explains
these two kinds of knowledge. Further, he underscores that the Scriptures reveal to
us knowledge of God that creation alone cannot, namely, the redemption found in
Christ alone. Calvin asserts, too, the essential role of the Holy Spirit in convincing
fallen men that the Scriptures are indeed the very Word of God.
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F
Chapter VI: Scripture Is Needed as Guide and Teacher for
Anyone Who Would Come to God the Creator
1. God bestows the actual knowledge of himself upon us only in the Scriptures
That brightness which is borne in upon the eyes of all men both in heaven and on earth is
more than enough to withdraw all support from men’s ingratitude—just as God, to involve the
human race in the same guilt, sets forth to all without exception his presence portrayed in his
creatures. Despite this, it is needful that another and better help be added to direct us aright to
the very Creator of the universe. It was not in vain, then, that he added the light of his Word by
which to become known unto salvation; and he regarded as worthy of this privilege those whom
he pleased to gather more closely and intimately to himself. For because he saw the minds of all
men tossed and agitated, after he chose the Jews as his very own flock, he fenced them about
that they might not sink into oblivion as others had. With good reason he holds us by the same
means in the pure knowledge of himself, since otherwise even those who seem to stand firm
before all others would soon melt away. Just as old or bleary-eyed men and those with weak
vision, if you thrust before them a most beautiful volume, even if they recognize it to be some
sort of writing, yet can scarcely construe two words, but with the aid of spectacles1 will begin
to read distinctly; so Scripture, gathering up the otherwise confused knowledge of God in our
minds, having dispersed our dullness, clearly shows us the true God. This, therefore, is a special
gift, where God, to instruct the church, not merely uses mute teachers but also opens his own
most hallowed lips. Not only does he teach the elect to look upon a god, but also shows himself
as the God upon whom they are to look. He has from the beginning maintained this plan for his
church, so that besides these common proofs he also put forth his Word, which is a more direct
and more certain mark whereby he is to be recognized.2
1. Cf. 1.5.12, 15; 1.14.1.
2. Cf. 2.1–5.
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(Two sorts of knowledge of God in Scripture)
There is no doubt that Adam, Noah, Abraham, and the rest of the patriarchs with this
assistance penetrated to the intimate knowledge of him that in a way distinguished them
from unbelievers. I am not yet speaking of the proper doctrine of faith whereby they had
been illumined unto the hope of eternal life. For, that they might pass from death to life, it
was necessary to recognize God not only as Creator but also as Redeemer, for undoubtedly
they arrived at both from the Word. First in order came that kind of knowledge by which
one is permitted to grasp who that God is who founded and governs the universe. Then
that other inner knowledge was added, which alone quickens dead souls, whereby God is
known not only as the Founder of the universe and the sole Author and Ruler of all that is
made, but also in the person of the Mediator as the Redeemer. But because we have not yet
come to the fall of the world and the corruption of nature, I shall now forego discussion of
the remedy.3 My readers therefore should remember that I am not yet going to discuss that
covenant by which God adopted to himself the sons of Abraham, or that part of doctrine
which has always separated believers from unbelieving folk, for it was founded in Christ.
But here I shall discuss only how we should learn from Scripture that God, the Creator of
the universe, can by sure marks be distinguished from all the throng of feigned gods. Then,
in due order, that series will lead us to the redemption.4 We shall derive many testimonies
from the New Testament, and other testimonies also from the Law and the Prophets, where
express mention is made of Christ. Nevertheless, all things will tend to this end, that God,
the Artificer of the universe, is made manifest to us in Scripture, and that what we ought to
think of him is set forth there, lest we seek some uncertain deity by devious paths.
2. The Word of God as Holy Scripture
But whether God became known to the patriarchs through oracles and visions or by the
work and ministry of men, he put into their minds what they should then hand down to
their posterity. At any rate, there is no doubt that firm certainty of doctrine was engraved
in their hearts, so that they were convinced and understood that what they had learned
proceeded from God. For by his Word, God rendered faith unambiguous forever, a faith
that should be superior to all opinion. Finally, in order that truth might abide forever in
the world with a continuing succession of teaching and survive through all ages, the same
oracles he had given to the patriarchs it was his pleasure to have recorded, as it were, on
public tablets. With this intent the law was published, and the prophets afterward added
as its interpreters. For even though the use of the law was manifold, as will be seen more
clearly in its place,5 it was especially committed to Moses and all the prophets to teach the
way of reconciliation between God and men, whence also Paul calls “Christ the end of the
law” (Rom. 10:4). Yet I repeat once more: besides the specific doctrine of faith and repentance that sets forth Christ as Mediator, Scripture adorns with unmistakable marks and
tokens the one true God, in that he has created and governs the universe, in order that he
may not be mixed up with the throng of false gods. Therefore, however fitting it may be
for man seriously to turn his eyes to contemplate God’s works, since he has been placed
3. Cf. 2.6–7, and bk. 3, passim. On the covenant, see also 2.8.21; 2.10.1–5, 8; 2.11.4, 11; 3.17.6; 3.21.5–7; 4.14.6; 4.15.22;
4.16.5–6, 14; 4.17.20.
4. Cf. 2.5.7; 2.16.5–12.
5. Cf. 2.7 and 8.
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in this most glorious theater to be a spectator of them, it is fitting that he prick up his ears
to the Word, the better to profit. And it is therefore no wonder that those who were born
in darkness become more and more hardened in their insensibility; for there are very few
who, to contain themselves within bounds, apply themselves teachably to God’s Word, but
they rather exult in their own vanity. Now, in order that true religion may shine upon us,
we ought to hold that it must take its beginning from heavenly doctrine and that no one
can get even the slightest taste of right and sound doctrine unless he be a pupil of Scripture.
Hence, there also emerges the beginning of true understanding when we reverently embrace
what it pleases God there to witness of himself. But not only faith, perfect and in every way
complete, but all right knowledge of God is born of obedience. And surely in this respect
God has, by his singular providence, taken thought for mortals through all ages.
3. Without Scripture we fall into error
Suppose we ponder how slippery is the fall of the human mind into forgetfulness of God,
how great the tendency to every kind of error, how great the lust to fashion constantly new and
artificial religions. Then we may perceive how necessary was such written proof of the heavenly
doctrine, that it should neither perish through forgetfulness nor vanish through error nor be
corrupted by the audacity of men. It is therefore clear that God has provided the assistance of the
Word for the sake of all those to whom he has been pleased to give useful instruction because
he foresaw that his likeness imprinted upon the most beautiful form of the universe would be
insufficiently effective. Hence, we must strive onward by this straight path if we seriously aspire
to the pure contemplation of God. We must come, I say, to the Word, where God is truly and
vividly described to us from his works, while these very works are appraised not by our depraved
judgment but by the rule of eternal truth. If we turn aside from the Word, as I have just now said,
though we may strive with strenuous haste, yet, since we have got off the track, we shall never
reach the goal. For we should so reason that the splendor of the divine countenance, which even
the apostle calls “unapproachable” (1 Tim. 6:16), is for us like an inexplicable labyrinth unless we
are conducted into it by the thread of the Word; so that it is better to limp along this path than
to dash with all speed outside it.6 David very often, therefore, teaching that we ought to banish
superstitions from the earth so that pure religion may flourish, represented God as regnant (Pss.
93:1; 96:10; 97:1; 99:1; and the like). Now he means by the word “regnant” not the power with
which he is endowed, and which he exercises in governing the whole of nature, but the doctrine
by which he asserts his lawful sovereignty. For errors can never be uprooted from human hearts
until true knowledge of God is planted therein.
4. Scripture can communicate to us what the revelation in the creation cannot
Accordingly, the same prophet, after he states, “The heavens declare the glory of God, the
firmament shows forth the works of his hands, the ordered succession of days and nights
proclaims his majesty” (Ps. 19:1–2), then proceeds to mention his Word: “The law of the
Lord is spotless, converting souls; the testimony of the Lord is faithful, giving wisdom to
little ones; the righteous acts of the Lord are right, rejoicing hearts; the precept of the Lord
6. Augustine, Enarrationes in Psalmos 2.4 on Ps. 31 (PL 36.260; trans. LF Psalms I. 253); Sermons 141.4: “Melius est
in via claudicare quam praeter viam fortiter ambulare” (PL 38.778; trans. LF Sermons 2.656f.). Cf. Sermons 169.15 (PL 38.
926; trans. LF Sermons 2.870–71).
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is clear, enlightening eyes” (Ps. 19:7–8). For although he also includes other uses of the law,7
he means in general that, since God in vain calls all peoples to himself by the contemplation
of heaven and earth, this is the very school of God’s children. Psalm 29 looks to this same
end, where the prophet—speaking forth concerning God’s awesome voice, which strikes
the earth in thunder (v. 3), winds, rains, whirlwinds and tempests, causes mountains to
tremble (v. 6), shatters the cedars (v. 5)—finally adds at the end that his praises are sung in
the sanctuary because the unbelievers are deaf to all the voices of God that resound in the air
(vv. 9–11). Similarly, he thus ends another psalm where he has described the awesome waves
of the sea: “Thy testimonies have been verified, the beauty and holiness of thy temple shall
endure forevermore” (Ps. 93:5). Hence, also, arises that which Christ said to the Samaritan
woman, that her people and all other peoples worshiped they knew not what; that the Jews
alone offered worship to the true God (John 4:22). For, since the human mind because of its
feebleness can in no way attain to God unless it be aided and assisted by his Sacred Word,
all mortals at that time—except for the Jews—because they were seeking God without the
Word, had of necessity to stagger about in vanity and error.

Chapter VII: Scripture Must Be Confirmed by the Witness of
the Spirit. Thus May Its Authority 8 Be Established as Certain;
and It Is a Wicked Falsehood That Its Credibility Depends on
the Judgment of the Church
1. Scripture has its authority from God, not from the church
Before I go any farther, it is worth-while to say something about the authority of Scripture,9
not only to prepare our hearts to reverence it, but to banish all doubt. When that which is
set forth is acknowledged to be the Word of God, there is no one so deplorably insolent—
unless devoid also both of common sense and of humanity itself—as to dare impugn the
credibility of Him who speaks. Now daily oracles are not sent from heaven, for it pleased
the Lord to hallow his truth to everlasting remembrance in the Scriptures alone (cf. John
5:39). Hence the Scriptures obtain full authority among believers only when men regard
them as having sprung from heaven, as if there the living words of God were heard. This
matter is very well worth treating more fully and weighing more carefully. But my readers
will pardon me if I regard more what the plan of the present work demands than what the
greatness of this matter requires.
But a most pernicious error widely prevails that Scripture has only so much weight as is
conceded to it by the consent of the church. As if the eternal and inviolable truth of God
depended upon the decision of men! For they mock the Holy Spirit when they ask: Who can
convince us that these writings came from God? Who can assure us that Scripture has come
down whole and intact even to our very day? Who can persuade us to receive one book in
reverence but to exclude another, unless the church prescribe a sure rule for all these matters? What reverence is due Scripture and what books ought to be reckoned within its canon
7. Cf. 2.7.6, 10, 12.
8. Cf. 4.8 for a related treatment of the authority and inspiration of Scripture.
9. Chapters 7–9 form an excursus on Biblical authority. The doctrine of the “inner testimony” is related to Calvin’s
view of the Spirit (cf. 1.13.14–15 and bk. 3, especially chs. 1–2).
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depend, they say, upon the determination of the church.10 Thus these sacrilegious men,
wishing to impose an unbridled tyranny under the cover of the church, do not care with
what absurdities they ensnare themselves and others, provided they can force this one idea
upon the simple-minded: that the church has authority in all things. Yet, if this is so, what
will happen to miserable consciences seeking firm assurance of eternal life if all promises
of it consist in and depend solely upon the judgment of men? Will they cease to vacillate
and tremble when they receive such an answer? Again, to what mockeries of the impious is
our faith subjected, into what suspicion has it fallen among all men, if we believe that it has
a precarious authority dependent solely upon the good pleasure of men!
2. The church is itself grounded upon Scripture
But such wranglers are neatly refuted by just one word of the apostle. He testifies that
the church is “built upon the foundation of the prophets and apostles” (Eph. 2:20). If the
teaching of the prophets and apostles is the foundation, this must have had authority before
the church began to exist. Groundless, too, is their subtle objection that, although the
church took its beginning here, the writings to be attributed to the prophets and apostles
nevertheless remain in doubt until decided by the church. For if the Christian church was
from the beginning founded upon the writings of the prophets and the preaching of the
apostles, wherever this doctrine is found, the acceptance of it—without which the church
itself would never have existed—must certainly have preceded the church.11 It is utterly
vain, then, to pretend that the power of judging Scripture so lies with the church that its
certainty depends upon churchly assent. Thus, while the church receives and gives its
seal of approval to the Scriptures, it does not thereby render authentic what is otherwise
doubtful or controversial. But because the church recognizes Scripture to be the truth
of its own God, as a pious duty it unhesitatingly venerates Scripture. As to their question—How can we be assured that this has sprung from God unless we have recourse to
the decree of the church?—it is as if someone asked: Whence will we learn to distinguish
light from darkness, white from black, sweet from bitter? Indeed, Scripture exhibits fully
as clear evidence of its own truth12 as white and black things do of their color, or sweet
and bitter things do of their taste.
3. Augustine cannot be cited as counterevidence
Indeed, I know that statement of Augustine is commonly referred to, that he would
not believe the gospel if the authority of the church did not move him to do so.13 But it
10. Cf. Bullinger, De scripturae sacrae authoritate (1538), fo. 4a. The claim of church authority in the interpretation of
Scripture is defended by Cochlaeus in De authoritate ecclesiae et scripture (1524), and in De canonicae scripture et catholicae
ecclesiae authoritate, ad Henricum Bullingerium (1543). In the latter work (ch. 3), he states that no claim is made for the
superior authority of the church over the Scripture, but holds (ch. 4) that the church has authority circa scripturas, and that
such authority is most necessary. Cf. also John Eck, Enchiridion (1533), ch. 1, fo. 4a–6b.
11. This view of the antecedence of Scripture to the church was common to the Reformers. It appears in Luther’s
Lectures on the Psalms (Werke WA 3:454), where he says, “The Scripture is the womb from which are born the divine truth
and the church.”
12. Cf. 1.7.5.
13. Augustine, Contra epistolam Manichaei quam vocant fundamenti, ch. 5 (PL 42.176; trans. NPNF1, 4.131): “For my
part, I should not believe the gospel except as moved by the authority of the catholic church.” Luther, in his tract That the
Doctrines of Men Are to Be Rejected (1522), had largely anticipated Calvin’s interpretation of Augustine’s meaning in this
passage (Werke WA 10.2.89; trans. Works of Martin Luther, 2:451ff.).
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is easy to grasp from the context how wrongly and deceptively they interpret this passage. Augustine was there concerned with the Manichees, who wished to be believed
without controversy when they claimed, but did not demonstrate, that they themselves
possessed the truth. Because in fact they used the gospel as a cloak to promote faith in
their Mani, Augustine asks: “What would they do if they were to light upon a man who
does not even believe in the gospel? By what kind of persuasion would they bring him
around to their opinion?” Then he adds, “Indeed, I would not believe the gospel,” etc.,
meaning that if he were alien to the faith, he could not be led to embrace the gospel as
the certain truth of God unless constrained by the authority of the church. And what
wonder if someone, not yet having known Christ, should have respect for men! Augustine is not, therefore, teaching that the faith of godly men is founded on the authority
of the church; nor does he hold the view that the certainty of the gospel depends upon
it. He is simply teaching that there would be no certainty of the gospel for unbelievers
to win them to Christ if the consensus of the church did not impel them. And this he
clearly confirms a little later, saying: “When I praise what I believe, and laugh at what
you believe, how do you think we are to judge, or what are we to do? Should we not
forsake those who invite us to a knowledge of things certain and then bid us believe
things uncertain? Must we follow those who invite us first to believe what we are not
yet strong enough to see, that, strengthened by this very faith, we may become worthy
to comprehend what we believe (Col. 1:4–11, 23)—with God himself, not men, now
inwardly strengthening and illumining our mind?”14
These are Augustine’s very words. From them it is easy for anyone to infer that the holy
man’s intention was not to make the faith that we hold in the Scriptures depend upon
the assent or judgment of the church. He only meant to indicate what we also confess
as true: those who have not yet been illumined by the Spirit of God are rendered teachable by reverence for the church, so that they may persevere in learning faith in Christ
from the gospel. Thus, he avers, the authority of the church is an introduction through
which we are prepared for faith in the gospel. For, as we see, he wants the certainty of
the godly to rest upon a far different foundation. I do not deny that elsewhere, when he
wishes to defend Scripture, which they repudiate, he often presses the Manichees with
the consensus of the whole church. Hence, he reproaches Faustus15 for not submitting
to the gospel truth—so firm, so stable, celebrated with such glory, and handed down
from the time of the apostles through a sure succession. But it never occurs to him to
teach that the authority which we ascribe to Scripture depends upon the definition or
decree of men. He puts forward only the universal judgment of the church, in which
he was superior to his adversaries, because of its very great value in this case. If anyone desires a fuller proof of this, let him read Augustine’s little book The Usefulness of
Belief.16 There he will find that the author recommends no other inducement to believe
except what may provide us with an approach and be a suitable beginning for inquiry,
as he himself says; yet we should not acquiesce in mere opinion, but should rely on sure
and firm truth.
14. Augustine, Contra epistolam Manichaei quam vocant fundamenti, ch. 14 (PL 42.183; trans. NPNF1, 4.136).
15. Augustine, De ordine 2.9.27–10.28 (PL 32.1007–8; trans. R. P. Russell, Divine Providence and the Problem of Evil:
A Translation of Augustine’s De ordine, 122–27); Against Faustus the Manichaean 32.19 (PL 42.509; trans. NPNF1, 4.339).
16. Augustine, The Usefulness of Belief 1.2–3 (PL 42.65ff.; trans. LCC 6.292ff.).
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4. The witness of the Holy Spirit: this is stronger than all proof
We ought to remember what I said a bit ago:17 credibility of doctrine is not established
until we are persuaded beyond doubt that God is its Author.18 Thus, the highest proof of
Scripture derives in general from the fact that God in person speaks in it. The prophets
and apostles do not boast either of their keenness or of anything that obtains credit for
them as they speak; nor do they dwell upon rational proofs. Rather, they bring forward
God’s holy name, that by it the whole world may be brought into obedience to him. Now
we ought to see how apparent it is not only by plausible opinion but by clear truth that they
do not call upon God’s name heedlessly or falsely. If we desire to provide in the best way
for our consciences—that they may not be perpetually beset by the instability of doubt or
vacillation, and that they may not also boggle at the smallest quibbles—we ought to seek
our conviction in a higher place than human reasons, judgments, or conjectures, that is, in
the secret testimony of the Spirit.19 True, if we wished to proceed by arguments, we might
advance many things that would easily prove—if there is any god in heaven—that the law,
the prophets, and the gospel come from him. Indeed, ever so learned men, endowed with
the highest judgment, rise up in opposition and bring to bear and display all their mental
powers in this debate. Yet, unless they become hardened to the point of hopeless impudence,
this confession will be wrested from them: that they see manifest signs of God speaking
in Scripture. From this it is clear that the teaching of Scripture is from heaven. And a little
later we shall see that all the books of Sacred Scripture far surpass all other writings. Yes, if
we turn pure eyes and upright senses toward it, the majesty of God will immediately come
to view, subdue our bold rejection, and compel us to obey.
Yet they who strive to build up firm faith in Scripture through disputation are doing
things backwards.20 For my part, although I do not excel either in great dexterity or eloquence, if I were struggling against the most crafty sort of despisers of God, who seek to
appear shrewd and witty in disparaging Scripture, I am confident it would not be difficult
for me to silence their clamorous voices. And if it were a useful labor to refute their cavils, I
would with no great trouble shatter the boasts they mutter in their lurking places. But even
if anyone clears God’s Sacred Word from man’s evil speaking, he will not at once imprint
upon their hearts that certainty which piety requires. Since for unbelieving men religion
seems to stand by opinion alone, they, in order not to believe anything foolishly or lightly,
both wish and demand rational proof that Moses and the prophets spoke divinely.21 But I
reply: the testimony of the Spirit is more excellent than all reason. For as God alone is a fit
witness of himself in his Word,22 so also the Word will not find acceptance in men’s hearts
before it is sealed by the inward testimony of the Spirit. The same Spirit, therefore, who
has spoken through the mouths of the prophets must penetrate into our hearts to persuade
us that they faithfully proclaimed what had been divinely commanded. Isaiah very aptly
17. Cf. 1.7.1.
18. Cf. Aquinas, Summa Theologica, 1.1.10: “The author of Holy Scripture is God.”
19. On Calvin’s doctrine of the inner witness of the Holy Spirit to the truth of Scripture, see 1.7.4; 3.1.1; 3.1.3–4; 3.2.15,
33–36; Geneva Catechism (1545), questions 91 and 113; Commentary on 2 Timothy 3:16. Cf. also WCF 1.5.
20. Cf. Lactantius, Divine Institutes 3.1 (CSEL 19.178; trans. ANF 7.69).
21. This passage is associated with a letter sent by “Capnio” (Antoine Fumée) to Calvin from Paris, late 1542 or early
1543; cf. A. L. Herminjard, Correspondance des Réformateurs dans les pays de langue française, 8:228ff., and CR 11.490ff.
22. Cf. Hilary of Poitiers, On the Trinity 1.18: “For He whom we can know only through his own utterances is a fitting
witness concerning himself ” (PL 10.38; trans. NPNF2, 9.45).
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expresses this connection in these words: “My Spirit which is in you, and the words that I
have put in your mouth, and the mouths of your offspring, shall never fail” (Isa. 59:21). Some
good folk are annoyed that a clear proof is not ready at hand when the impious, unpunished,
murmur against God’s Word. As if the Spirit were not called both “seal” and “guarantee” (cf.
2 Cor. 1:22) for confirming the faith of the godly; because until he illumines their minds,
they ever waver among many doubts!
5. Scripture bears its own authentication
Let this point therefore stand: that those whom the Holy Spirit has inwardly taught truly
rest upon Scripture, and that Scripture indeed is self-authenticated;23 hence, it is not right
to subject it to proof and reasoning. And the certainty it deserves with us, it attains by the
testimony of the Spirit.24 For even if it wins reverence for itself by its own majesty, it seriously
affects us only when it is sealed upon our hearts through the Spirit. Therefore, illumined
by his power, we believe neither by our own nor by anyone else’s judgment that Scripture
is from God; but above human judgment we affirm with utter certainty (just as if we were
gazing upon the majesty of God himself) that it has flowed to us from the very mouth of
God by the ministry of men. We seek no proofs, no marks of genuineness upon which our
judgment may lean; but we subject our judgment and wit to it as to a thing far beyond any
guesswork! This we do, not as persons accustomed to seize upon some unknown thing,
which, under closer scrutiny, displeases them, but fully conscious that we hold the unassailable truth! Nor do we do this as those miserable men who habitually bind over their
minds to the thralldom of superstition; but we feel that the undoubted power of his divine
majesty lives and breathes there. By this power we are drawn and inflamed, knowingly
and willingly, to obey him, yet also more vitally and more effectively than by mere human
willing or knowing!
God, therefore, very rightly proclaims through Isaiah that the prophets together with the
whole people are witnesses to him; for they, instructed by prophecies, unhesitatingly held
that God has spoken without deceit or ambiguity (Isa. 43:10). Such, then, is a conviction
that requires no reasons; such, a knowledge with which the best reason agrees—in which
the mind truly reposes more securely and constantly than in any reasons; such, finally, a
feeling that can be born only of heavenly revelation. I speak of nothing other than what each
believer experiences within himself—though my words fall far beneath a just explanation
of the matter.
I now refrain from saying more, since I shall have opportunity to discuss this matter
elsewhere.25 Let us, then, know that the only true faith is that which the Spirit of God seals
in our hearts. Indeed, the modest and teachable reader will be content with this one reason:
Isaiah promised all the children of the renewed church that “they would be God’s disciples”
(Isa. 54:13). God deems worthy of singular privilege only his elect, whom he distinguishes
from the human race as a whole. Indeed, what is the beginning of true doctrine but a prompt
eagerness to hearken to God’s voice? But God asks to be heard through the mouth of Moses,
23. “
.” Cf. 1.7.2 (end).
24. Cf. Summary of Doctrine Concerning the Ministry of the Word and Sacraments, doubtfully attributed to Calvin (CR
9.773–78; trans. LCC 22.171–77), esp. paragraphs 5–6.
25. The topic of the secret operation and testimony of the Spirit is resumed in 3.1.1, introducing the treatment of “the
way in which we receive the grace of Christ,” which is the subject of Book 3. See also note 19, above.
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as it is written: “Say not in your heart, who will ascend into heaven, or who will descend
into the abyss: behold, the word is in your mouth” [conflation of Deut. 30:12, 14 and Ps.
107:26). If God has willed this treasure of understanding to be hidden from his children, it
is no wonder or absurdity that the multitude of men are so ignorant and stupid! Among the
“multitude” I include even certain distinguished folk, until they become engrafted into the
body of the church. Besides, Isaiah, warning that the prophetic teaching would be beyond
belief, not only to foreigners but also to the Jews who wanted to be reckoned as members
of the Lord’s household, at the same time adds the reason: “The arm of God will not be
revealed” to all (Isa. 53:1). Whenever, then, the fewness of believers disturbs us, let the
converse come to mind, that only those to whom it is given can comprehend the mysteries
of God (cf. Matt. 13:11).
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IJ
Part Two

THE R EFORMED CONFESSIONS

W E S T M I N S T E R T H E OL O GIC A L SE M I NA RY appeals to the broad unified witness of the Reformed confessions of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries concerning the
doctrine of Scripture, and it appeals more specifically to the Presbyterian tradition embodied
in the Westminster Standards (chap. 17 below) and the Dutch tradition with the Three Forms
of Unity (chaps. 10, 11, and 16). The selection of texts also includes Swiss confessions that
mark the early effort of Reformed Protestantism to distinguish itself from Roman Catholicism and the Anabaptists (cf. chaps. 5–7, 12). Other confessions from various geographical
locations are also congenial with later Presbyterian creeds (cf. chaps. 8, 9, 13–15, 18).
This collection of Reformed confessional statements on Scripture witnesses to the development of key themes of the Reformation and post-Reformation. The first three short
confessions bear testimony to the breakthrough of the Reformation in Switzerland. Crucial
to this advance was the affirmation of the principle of sola Scriptura; an affirmation of
the inspiration of Scripture and a concern for the centrality of salvation in Christ are also
evident in these documents.
The anthology then presents confessions from other European countries to which the
Reformed faith spread. The French Confession of Faith, mostly written by John Calvin, deals
with general and special revelation, the witness of the Holy Spirit, and the authority of God’s
Word. The Scots Confession of Faith, associated with Calvin’s disciple John Knox, insists
on God’s self-revealing activity in Christ in the context of polemic with Rome. The next
part will give further excerpts from this confession to illustrate the redemptive-historical
interpretation of the Reformation. The Belgic Confession, written by Guido de Brès, closely
follows its French counterpart and was also written in the context of intense persecution.
Noteworthy is its affirmation of inspiration, the witness of the Spirit, and the sufficiency
of Scripture. The Heidelberg Catechism is the main text of the Reformed faith in Germany,
but it has acquired an international appeal. Its statements on Scripture are more indirect,
but they clearly convey that Scripture has ultimate authority in the church. The Second
Helvetic Confession not only provides an elaborate statement of faith by Heinrich Bullinger,
but also is an important unifying confession for the international Reformed community.
This confession affirms sola Scriptura against tradition in the Catholic Church; it deals with
both the nature and the interpretation of Scripture. In England, the Thirty-nine Articles
convey a moderate Protestant and Reformed view of Scripture, speaking clearly on the
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sufficiency of Scripture, the canon, and the relation between the Word and the creeds. The
Second Scots Confession offers a more polemic approach by sharply condemning Catholic
abuses on the basis of sola Scriptura.
The remaining confessions belong to the seventeenth century and often provide a more
mature expression of the Reformed faith. The Irish Articles of Religion, written by James
Ussher, are, together with the Thirty-nine Articles, close ancestors of the Westminster
Confession of Faith, including comments on the reading and translation of the Bible and
an affirmation of the clarity of Scripture. The Canons of the Synod of Dort do not deal with
the doctrine of Scripture per se, but respond to the challenge of the rising Arminian views
of salvation. They are, however, an important witness to the clarity of Scripture concerning
central doctrines such as predestination; in addition, they contain significant statements
about the role of preaching. The Westminster Confession of Faith presents a remarkably full
statement about Scripture, dealing with subjects such as the necessity, finality, sufficiency,
and inspiration of Scripture. It also defines the canon of Scripture and, in line with Calvin,
affirms the witness of the Holy Spirit and comments on the analogy of faith. This confession
has a prominent place in discussions on Scripture in Presbyterian circles. As is the case with
the Heidelberg Catechism, the witness of the Westminster Larger and Shorter Catechisms to
the doctrine of Scripture is more indirect. In them, however, Scripture’s authority is clearly
affirmed. Notable also is their teaching on Christ’s prophetic ministry, preaching, and the
interpretation of the Decalogue. Finally, the Confession of the Waldenses from northern
Italy communicates an expression of the Reformed faith close to that of the Reformation in
Geneva in the face of intense persecution. It restates in particular the revelation of God in
nature and Scripture and the witness of the Holy Spirit.
As secondary standards under the ultimate authority of Scripture, these confessions are
crucial in the subsequent history of Reformed theology. Any consideration of the doctrine
of Scripture in Reformed theology has to consider these texts. Even though some later
developments occur in the formulation of the doctrine of Scripture, such as discussions
about the incarnational analogy, Reformed confessions and catechisms have an enduring
value and play a prominent role in later texts from Reformed theologians in this anthology.
For instance, the Dutch tradition (Abraham Kuyper, Herman Bavinck, and Louis Berkhof)
relied on the Three Forms of Unity. In addition, the Scottish theologians and Princetonians
appealed directly to the Westminster Standards. French-speaking Continental theologians
such as Louis Gaussen and Adolphe Monod naturally turned to the French Confession of
Faith and the Second Helvetic Confession. At Westminster Theological Seminary, the faculty
subscribes to the Westminster Standards; the seminary also acknowledges the Three Forms
of Unity. The other confessions are part of the Reformed identity at Westminster as well.
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The Sixty-seven Articles (1523)
ULR ICH ZW I NGLI

The Latin text is a reproduction of “Articuli sive conclusions LXVII. H. Zwinglii. A.D. 1523,” in Schaff, The
Creeds of Christendom, 3:197–207.
The English translation is taken from Ulrich Zwingli, “The Sixty-seven Articles of Zwingli,” in Selected Works,
ed. Samuel Macauley Jackson, introduction by Edward Peters (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1972), 111–17. The introduction, conclusion, and titles in the English translation are from the German original.

The Sixty-seven Articles or Conclusions (1523) were presented by Zwingli as the
guide for the theological debate that occurred at the first Zurich Disputation (see
chap. 2 above). The members of the city council called for this debate so that they
could evaluate Zwingli’s theology that critiqued the Catholic Church’s theology. At
the end of the disputation, the city council decided to adopt Zwingli’s agenda for
the reformation of the church. Over six hundred people attended as Zwingli successfully made his case to reform the Roman Catholic Church according to the Word of
God. These articles or theses articulate the scriptural and Christological principles of
the Reformation over against Roman Catholic traditions. Zwingli’s theses are similar
to Luther’s famous Ninety-five Theses (1517) and anticipate our next selection, the
Ten Conclusions of Berne (chap. 6). Following the disputation, Zwingli worked on an
exposition of the articles, which he published the same year as the disputation (1523).
Supplementary Bibliography (cf. chap. 2): Cochrane. Reformed Confessions. Pp. 33–44. Dennison. Reformed
Confessions 1:1–8. Mark Noll. “Confessions of Faith.” Pp. 262–66 in EDT. Schaff. The Creeds of Christendom
3:197–207. Ulrich Zwingli. “The Exposition of the Sixty-seven Articles.” Pp. 7–373 in Huldrych Zwingli Writings. Vol. 1, The Defense of the Reformed Faith. Trans. E. J. Furcha. Pittsburgh Theological Monographs 12.
Allison Park, PA: Pickwick Publications, 1984. Repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2004. Idem. “Of the
Clarity and Certainty of the Word of God.” Pp. 49–95 in G. W. Bromiley, ed. Zwingli and Bullinger. LCC.
Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1953.
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Elenchus Articulorum
in disputationem primam
promulgatorum
ab
Huldrico Zwinglio.

The articles and opinions below, I, Ulrich
Zwingli, confess to have preached in the
worthy city of Zurich as based upon
the Scriptures which are called inspired
by God [
], and I offer to
protect and conquer with the said articles, and where I have not now correctly
understood [the] said Scriptures I shall
allow myself to be taught better, but only
from said Scriptures.

I. Quicunque Evangelion nihil esse dicunt,
nisi ecclesiae calculus et adprobatio accedat,
errant, et Deum blasphemant.

I. All who say that the Gospel is invalid
without the confirmation of the Church
err and slander God.

II. Summa Evangelii est, quod Christus
Filius Dei vivi notefecit nobis voluntatem Patris cœlestis, et quod innocentia
sua nos de morte æterna redemit, et Deo
reconciliavit.

II. The sum and substance of the Gospel
is that our Lord Jesus Christ, the true Son
of God, has made known to us the will
of his heavenly Father, and has with his
innocence released us from death and reconciled God.

III. Hinc sequitur Christum esse unicam
viam ad salutem omnium, qui fuerunt,
sunt et erunt.

III. Hence Christ is the only way to salvation for all who ever were, are and shall be.

IV. Quicunque aliud ostium vel quærit vel
ostendit, errat; quin animarum latro est
et fur.

IV. Who seeks or points out another door
errs, yea, he is a murderer of souls and a
thief.

V. Quicunque ergo alias doctrinas Evangelio
vel æquant vel præferunt, errant, nec intelligunt quid sit Evangelion.

V. Hence all who consider other teachings
equal to or higher than the Gospel err, and
do not know what the Gospel is.

VI. Nam Christus Jesus dux est et imperator, a Deo toti generi humano et promissus
et præstitus:

VI. For Jesus Christ is the guide and leader,
promised by God to all human beings,
which promise was fulfilled.

VII. Ut sit ipse salus et caput omnium
credentium, qui corpus eius sunt, quod
quidem absque ipso mortuum est, et nihil
potest.

VII. That he is an eternal salvation and
head of all believers, who are his body, but
which is dead and can do nothing without
him.
88
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VIII. Ex his sequitur, quod omnes, qui in
isto capite vivunt, sunt membra et Filii Dei.
Et hæc est ecclesia seu communio sanctorum, sponsa Christi, ecclesia catholica.

VIII. From this follows first that all who
dwell in the head are members and children of God, and that is the church or communion of the saints, the bride of Christ,
Ecclesia catholica [the church universal].

IX. Quemadmodum membra corporis sine
administratione capitis nihil possunt, sic in
corpore Christi nemo quidquam potest sine
capite eius, Christo.

IX. Furthermore, that as the members of
the body can do nothing without the control of the head, so no one in the body of
Christ can do the least without his head,
Christ.

X. Quum membra absque capite aliquid
operantur, ut, dum sese lacerant aut perdunt, demens est homo: sic, dum membra
Christi sine capite Christo aliquid tentant, insana sunt, sese gravant et perdunt
imprudentibus legibus.

X. As that man is mad whose limbs (try to)
do something without his head, tearing,
wounding, injuring himself; thus when the
members of Christ undertake something
without their head, Christ, they are mad,
and injure and burden themselves with
unwise ordinances.

XI. Colligimus hinc Ecclesiasticorum
(quos vocant) traditiones et leges, quibus
fastum, divitias, honores, titulos legesque
suas fulciunt et defendunt, causam esse
omnis insaniæ; nam capiti Christo non
consonant.

XI. Hence we see in the clerical (so-called)
ordinances, concerning their splendor,
riches, classes, titles, laws, a cause of all
foolishness, for they do not also agree with
the head.

XII. Adhuc ergo insaniunt non pro capite,
quod per gratiam Dei pii omnes summo
studio conantur erigere, sed quod non permittuntur insanire et furere. Volunt enim
pii soli capiti Christo auscultare.

XII. Thus they still rage, not on account
of the head (for that one is eager to bring
forth in these times from the grace of God),
but because one will not let them rage, but
tries to compel them to listen to the head.

XIII. Verbo Dei quum auscultant homines,
pure et synceriter voluntatem Dei discunt.
Deinde per Spiritum Dei in Deum trahuntur et veluti transformantur

XIII. Where this (the head) is hearkened
to one learns clearly and plainly the will of
God, and man is attracted by his Spirit to
him and changed into him.

XIV. Summo igitur studio hoc unum in
primis curent omnes Christiani ut Evangelium Christi unice et synceriter ubique
prædicetur.

XIV. Therefore all Christian people shall
use their best diligence that the Gospel of
Christ be preached alike everywhere.
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XV. Qui credit Evangelio, salvus erit; qui
non credit, condemnabitur. Nam in Evangelio omnis veritas clarescit.

XV. For in the faith rests our salvation, and
in unbelief our damnation; for all truth is
clear in him.

XVI. In Evangelio discimus, hominum
doctrinas et traditiones ad salutem nihil
esse utiles:

XVI. In the Gospel one learns that
human doctrines and decrees do not
aid in salvation.

ABOUT THE POPE
XVII. Christus unicus æternus et summus est sacerdos. Qui ergo se pro summis
sacerdotibus venditant, gloriæ et potentiæ Christi adversantur, et Christum
rejiciunt.

XVII. That Christ is the only eternal high
priest, wherefrom it follows that those who
have called themselves high priests have
opposed the honor and power of Christ,
yea, cast it out.

ABOUT THE MASS
XVIII. Christus qui sese semel in cruce
obtulit hostia est et victima satisfaciens
in æternum pro peccatis omnium fidelium. Ex quo colligitur, missam non esse
sacrificium, sed sacrificii in cruce semel
oblati commemorationem et quasi sigillum redemptionis per Christum exhibitæ
[effectæ].

XVIII. That Christ, having sacrificed
himself once, is to eternity a certain and
valid sacrifice for the sins of all faithful,
wherefrom it follows that the mass is not
a sacrifice, but is a remembrance of the
sacrifice and assurance of the salvation
which Christ has given us.

XIX. Christus unicus est Mediator inter
Deum et nos.

XIX. That Christ is the only mediator
between God and us.

ABOUT THE INTERCESSION OF THE SAINTS
XX. Omnia nobis per Christum et in
nomine Christi præstat Deus. Hinc sequitur,
nobis extra hanc vitam intercessore præter
Christum nullo opus esse.

XX. That God desires to give us all things
in his name, whence it follows that outside of this life we need no mediator except
himself.
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XXI. Quum mutuo pro nobis hic in terris oramus, in hoc [ita] facere debemus,
quod per solum Christum omnia nobis dari
confidamus.

XXI. That when we pray for each other
on earth, we do so in such fashion that
we believe that all things are given to us
through Christ alone.

ABOUT GOOD WORKS
XXII. Christus est nostra institia. Hinc
consequitur, opera nostra eatenus esse
bona, quatenus sunt Christi; quatenus
vero nostra, non esse vere bona.

XXII. That Christ is our justice, from
which follows that our works in so far as
they are good, so far they are of Christ, but
in so far as they are ours, they are neither
right nor good.

CONCERNING CLERICAL PROPERTY
XXIII. Quod Christus substantiam hujus
mundi et fastum contemnit, docet, quod
hi, qui sub Christi titulo divitias ad se
rapiunt, ipsum magna infamia afficiunt,
quum cupiditatis suæ et luxus eum patronum faciunt.

XXIII. That Christ scorns the property and
pomp of this world, whence from it follows
that those who attract wealth to themselves
in his name slander him terribly when they
make him a pretext for their avarice and
wilfullness.

CONCERNING THE FORBIDDING OF FOOD
XXIV. Christianorum nullus ad ea opera,
quæ Christus non præcepit, adstringitur; quolibet tempore, quolibet cibo vesci
potest. Consequitur ergo literas, quas pro
caseo et butyro dant pontificii, Romanas
esse imposturas.

XXIV. That no Christian is bound to do
those things which God has not decreed,
therefore one may eat at all times all food,
wherefrom one learns that the decree about
cheese and butter is a Roman swindle.

ABOUT HOLIDAY AND PILGRIMAGE
XXV. Tempus et locus in potestate sunt
hominis, non homo in illorum potestate.
Qui ergo tempus et locum [tempore et loco]
alligant, Christiana libertate pios fraudant
et spoliant.

XXV. That time and place is under the
jurisdiction of Christian people, and man
with them, wherefrom is learnt that those
who fix time and place deprive the Christians of their liberty.
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ABOUT HOODS, DRESS, INSIGNIA
XXVI. Nihil magis displicet Deo quam
hypocrisis. Hinc discimus hypocrisim
esse gravem, et impudentem audaciam
quidquid sanctum se simulat coram
ho minibus. Hic cadunt cuculli, signa,
rasus vertex, etc.

XXVI. That God is displeased with nothing so much as with hypocrisy; whence
is learnt that all is gross hypocrisy and
prof ligacy which is mere show before
men. Under this condemnation fall
hoods, insignia, plates, etc.

ABOUT ORDER AND SECTS
XXVII. Omnes Christiani fratres sunt
Christi, et fratres inter sese, patrem ergo
super terram [in terris] vocare non debent.
Hic cadunt factiones et sectæ.

XXVII. That all Christian men are brethren of Christ and brethren of one another,
and shall create no father (for themselves)
on earth. Under this condemnation fall
orders, sects, brotherhoods, etc.

ABOUT THE MARRIAGE OF ECCLESIASTS
XXVIII. Quidquid Deus non vetat et permittit, juste fit. Ex quo discimus matrimonium omnibus ex æquo convenire.

XXVIII. That all which God has allowed or
not forbidden is righteous, hence marriage
is permitted to all human beings.

XXIX. Qui Ecclesiastici vulgo seu spirituales vocantur, peccant, dum, posteaquam
senserint castitatem sibi a Deo negatam,
non uxores ducunt aut nuhunt.

XXIX. That all who are called clericals
sin when they do not protect themselves
by marriage after they have become conscious that God has not enabled them to
remain chaste.

ABOUT THE VOW OF CHASTITY
XXX. Qui vovent castitatem, stulta præsumptione et puerili arrogantia tenentur.
Qui ergo ab eis vota hujusmodi vel exquirunt vel oblata recipiunt, injuriam eis faciunt et tyrannidem in simplices exercent.

XXX. That those who promise chastity
[outside of matrimony] take foolishly or
childishly too much upon themselves,
whence is learnt that those who make
such vows do wrong to the pious being.
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ABOUT THE BAN
XXXI. Excommunicationem nemo privatus
ferre potest, sed ecclesia in qua excommunicandus habitat una cum episcopo.

XXXI. That no special person can impose
the ban upon any one, but the Church, that
is the congregation of those among whom
the one to be banned dwells, together with
their watchman, i.e., the pastor.

XXXII. Nemo potest nec debet excommunicari, quam is, qui sceleribus suis publice
offendit.

XXXII. That one may ban only him who
gives public offence.

ABOUT ILLEGAL PROPERTY
XXXIII. Ablata injuste non templis,
monasteriis, non monachis aut sacerdotibus, sed paupe ribus danda sunt, si iis
quibus ablata sunt restitui commode non
possunt.

XXXIII. That property unrighteously
acquired shall not be given to temples,
monasteries, cathedrals, clergy or nuns,
but to the needy, if it cannot be returned
to the legal owner.

ABOUT MAGISTRY
XXXIV. Potestas quam sibi Papa et Episcopi,
aeterique quos spiritales vocant, arrogant, et
fastus, quo turgent, ex sacris literis et doctrina
Christi firmamentum non habet.

XXXIV. The spiritual (so-called) power has
no justification for its pomp in the teaching of Christ.

XXXV. Magistratus publicus firmatur verbo
et facto Christi.

XXXV. But the lay has power and confirmation from the deed and doctrine of Christ.

XXXVI. Jurisdictio aut juris administratio,
quam sibi dicti spirituales arrogant, tota
magistratus sæcularis est, si modo velit
esse Christianus.

XXXVI. All that the spiritual so-called
state claims to have of power and protection belongs to the lay, if they wish to be
Christians.

XXXVII. Magistratibus publicis omnes
Christiani obedire debent nemine excepto.

XXXVII. To them, furthermore, all Christians owe obedience without exception.

XXXVIII. Modo contra Deum nihil
præcipiant!

XXXVIII. In so far as they do not command that which is contrary to God.
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XXXIX. Leges magistratuum ad regulam
divinæ voluntatis sunt conformandæ, ut
oppressus et vim passos defendant et ab
injuria asserant, etiam si nemo queratur.

XXXIX. Therefore all their laws shall be
in harmony with the divine will, so that
they protect the oppressed, even if he does
not complain.

XL. Magistratus jure duntaxat occidere
possunt, atque eos tantum qui publice
offendunt, idque inoffenso Deo, nisi Deus
aliud præcipiat.

XL. They alone may put to death justly,
also, only those who give public offence
(if God is not offended let another thing
be commanded).

XLI. Quum illis, pro quibus rationem reddere coguntur, consilia et auxilia legitime
administrant, debent et illi ipsi magistratibus subsidia corporalia.

XLI. If they give good advice and help to
those for whom they must account to God,
then these owe to them bodily assistance.

XLII. Quando vero perfide et extra regulam
Christi egerint, possunt cum Deo deponi.

XLII. But if they are unfaithful and
transgress the laws of Christ they may be
deposed in the name of God.

XLIII. Hujus regnum optimum est et
firmissimum qui ex Deo et cum Deo regnat; hujus vero pessimum et infirmissimum qui sua libidine.

XLIII. In short, the realm of him is best
and most stable who rules in the name
of God alone, and his is worst and most
unstable who rules in accordance with
his own will.

ABOUT PRAYER
XLIV. Veri adoratores invocant Deum in
spiritu et veritate, corde orantes, non clamore
coram hominibus.

XLIV. Real petitioners call to God in spirit
and truly, without great ado before men.

XLV. Hypocritæ omnia opera sua faciunt ut
videantur ab hominibus; propterea mercedem suam hic recipiunt.

XLV. Hypocrites do their work so that they
may be seen by men, also receive their
reward in this life.

XLVI. Cantiones ergo, seu verius boatus,
qui in templis sine devotione pro mercede fiunt, aut laudem aut quæstum ab
hominibus quærunt.

XLVI. Hence it must always follow that
church-song and outcry without devoutness, and only for reward, is seeking either
fame before the men or gain.
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ABOUT OFFENCE
XLVII. Potius mortem eligere debet homo,
quam Christianum offendere aut pudefacere.

XLVII. Bodily death a man should suffer
before he offend or scandalize a Christian.

XLVIII. Qui ex infirmitate aut ignorantia
absque causa vult offendi, non patiamur ut
is infirmus et ignorans maneat; sed demus
operam ut rite edoctus firmus tandem
evadat, nec peccatum ducat quod peccatum
non est.

XLVIII. Who through stupidness or ignorance is offended without cause, he should
not be left sick or weak, but he should be
made strong, that he may not consider as
a sin which is not a sin.

XLIX. Maius et gravius scandalum non
puto, quam quod sacerdotibus matrimonio
legitimo interdicitur; concubinas et scorta
habere accepta ab eis pecunia permittitur.

XLIX. Greater offence I know not than that
one does not allow priests to have wives,
but permits them to hire prostitutes. Out
upon the shame!

ABOUT REMITTANCE OF SIN
L. Solus Deus peccata remittit, idque
per solum Christum Jesum Dominum
nostrum.

L. God alone remits sin through Jesus
Christ, his Son, and alone our Lord.

LI. Qui remissionem peccatorum creaturæ
tribuit, Deum gloria sua spoliat et idololatra est.

LI. Who assigns this to creatures detracts
from the honor of God and gives it to him
who is not God; this is real idolatry.

LII. Confessio ergo, quæ sacerdoti aut proximo fit, non pro remissione peccatorum, sed
pro consultatione haberi debet.

LII. Hence the confession which is made to
the priest or neighbor shall not be declared
to be a remittance of sin, but only a seeking
for advice.

LIII. Opera satisfactionis a sacerdote imposita humanæ sunt traditionis (excepta
excommunicatione); peccatum non tollunt,
sed aliis in terrorem imponuntur.

LIII. Works of penance coming from the
counsel of human beings (except the ban)
do not cancel sin; they are imposed as a
menace to others.

LIV. Christus dolores nostros et omnes
labores nostros tulit; qui vero operibus pœnitentialibus tribuit, quod Christi solius est,
errat et Deum blasphemat.

LIV. Christ has borne all our pains and
labor. Hence whoever assigns to works of
penance what belongs to Christ errs and
slanders God.
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LV. Qui vel unicum peccatum pœnitenti
remittere negat, is non Dei nec Petri, sed
Diaboli vicem tenet.

LV. Whoever pretends to remit to a penitent being any sin would not be a vicar of
God or Saint Peter, but of the devil.

LVI. Qui quædam tantum peccata idque
pro mercede aut pecunia remittunt, Simonis
et Balaami socii sunt, et veri Satanæ legati.

LVI. Whoever remits any sin only for the
sake of money is the companion of Simon
and Balaam, and the real messenger of the
devil personified.

ABOUT PURGATORY
LVII. Scriptura sacra purgatorium post hanc
vitam nullum novit.

LVII. The true divine Scriptures know
naught about purgatory after this life.

LVIII. Defunctorum judicium soli Deo cognitum est.

LVIII. The sentence of the dead is known
to God only.

LIX. Quo minus de hisce rebus nobis revelat
Deus, hoc minus nobis pervestigandæ sunt.

LIX. And the less God has let us know concerning it, the less we should undertake to
know about it.

LX. Si quis, pro mortuis sollicitus, apud Deum
gratiam eis implorat aut precatur, non damno;
sed tempus de hoc definire (septennium pro
peccato mortali), et propter quæstum mentiri,
non humanum est, sed diabolicum.

LX. That man earnestly calls to God to
show mercy to the dead I do not condemn,
but to determine a period of time therefor
(seven years for a mortal sin), and to lie for
the sake of gain, is not human, but devilish.

ABOUT THE PRIESTHOOD
LXI. De charactere, quem postremis hisce
temporibus excogitarunt sacrifici, nihil
novit divina Scriptura.

LXI. About the consecration which the
priests have received in late times the Scriptures know nothing.

LXII. Scriptura alios presbyteros aut sacerdotes non novit quam eos qui verbum Dei
annunciant.

LXII. Furthermore, they know no priests
except those who proclaim the word of God.

LXIII. Illis vero presbyteris, de quibus diximus, qui Verbum Dei prædicant, Scriptura
divina jubet, ut necessaria ministrentur.

LXIII. They command honor should be
shown, i.e., to furnish them with food for
the body.
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ABOUT THE CESSATION OF MISUSAGES
LXIV. Qui errorem agnoscunt, illis nihil
damni inferendum, ferantur autem donec
in pace decedant, deinde sacerdotiorum bona
juxta Christianam caritatem ordinentur.

LXIV. All those who recognize their errors
shall not be allowed to suffer, but to die in
peace, and thereafter arrange in a Christian manner their bequests to the Church.

LXV. Qui errorem non agnoscunt nec ponunt,
Deo sunt relinquendi, nec vis corporibus illorum inferenda nisi tam enormiter ac tumultuose se gerant, ut parcere illis magistratui salva
publica tranquillitate non liceat.

LXV. Those who do not wish to confess,
God will probably take care of. Hence
no force shall be used against their body,
unless it be that they behave so criminally
that one cannot do without that.

LXVI. Humilient se illico quicunque in Ecclesia sunt præfecti, crucemque Christi (non cistam) erigant; aut perditio eorum adest, nam
securis radici arboris est admota.

LXVI. All the clerical superiors shall at once
settle down, and with unanimity set up the
cross of Christ, not the money-chests, or
they will perish, for I tell thee the ax is raised
against the tree.

LXVII. Si cui libet disserere mecum de decimis, reditibus, de infantibus non baptizatis,
de confirmatione, non detrectabo colloquium.

LXVII. If any one wishes conversation with
me concerning interest, tithes, unbaptized
children or confirmation, I am willing to
answer.
Let no one undertake here to argue with
sophistry or human foolishness, but come
to the Scriptures to accept them as the judge
(foras cares! the Scriptures breathe the Spirit
of God), so that the truth either may be
found, or if found, as I hope, retained. Amen.
Thus may God rule.
The basis and commentary of these articles will soon appear in print.
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